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2 nd Annual Report for ZERO

The Danish Polar Center launched the ZERO concept in 1991 but not until 1995 did the construction of theZackenberg station start. In 1996 the main logistic efforts were the transportation from Denmark of 42 tonsof building material, equipment and provisions as well as the erection of five permanent houses to hostkitchen & mess, wet laboratory & showers/washing, dry laboratory & work space, Zackenberg Basic & workspace, station office & communication & storage. Accommodation is allocated to a number of shelters adja-cent to the houses. All logistic expenses in 1996 have been covered by a grant from the 'Commission forScientific Research in Greenland'.
The 1996 field season was 100 days long with 1200 person-days logged at the Zackenberg station and anadditional 300 person-days at the branch facility in Daneborg (25 km SSE of Zackenberg). This is a five-foldincrease from 1995. Twentyeight scientists were in the field during the season. Two major multi-disciplinaryprojects as well as seven smaller ones represented the research part of ZERO in 1996. Furthermore, fivestaff members and four construction workers were responsible for operating the station and erecting thebuildings. An additional five person were engaged in running the long-term ecosystem monitoring programme,Zackenberg Basic.
As Zackenberg Basic was initiated in July – August 1995 we now have the first 12 consequtive months ofdata on selected ecosystem parameters revealing the outline of the abiotic framework of the study area andthe living conditions and constraints for the biotic elements that are monitored. Zackenberg Basic was fundedin full by a grant from the 'Danish Fund for Environment and Disaster Releaf' (MIKA). In chapters 3 and 4details and interpretations are given on the 1995-1996 data on abiotic parameters (GeoBasis) and bioticparameters (BioBasis), respectively. The fact that long-term ecosystem monitoring is an integrated part ofZERO's service offered to researchers makes Zackenberg a unique facility.
Research in relation to ecosystem dynamics and 'Global Change' is given priority at Zackenberg. In 1996,research focused on themes such as feedbacks and interactions among landscape processes, palaeo-ecologi-cal archives, nutrient turn-over in the coastal marine ecosystem, plant seed dynamics, lemming populationdynamics, and muskox reproductive strategies. The 1996 research projects were funded through grantsfrom 'Danish Research Councils' Polar Programme', Danish Natural Science Council, Alfred Wegener Insti-tute for Polar and Marine Science, Germany, Max Planck Institute for Marine Microbiology, Germany, Insti-tute of Biological Sciences, University of Aarhus. Results, interpretations and conclusions of the researchprojects are presented in chapter 5.
ZERO, composed of the three elements: research, monitoring and logistics, is executed within a concep-tual and scientific framework approved by Danish and Greenlandic authorities. The Danish Polar Center isresponsible for operating the station and the ecosystem monitoring, Zackenberg Basic. Before access is grantedto any research activity within the Zackenberg study area, proposed project objectives and methods must besubmitted to the Danish Polar Center.  The procedures and all information pertinent to projects at Zackenbergare readily available from the Danish Polar Center electronic homepage at the Internet.

Executive summaryExecutive summaryExecutive summaryExecutive summaryExecutive summary

Zackenbergdalen in a 180 o panoramic view 13 August 1996. To the left is the station with white shelters andbuilding material distributed around the foundations for the five houses to be erected. Behind the station is Zackenbergproper with its 1,372 m summit. The river Zackenbergelven, visible to the right, is the main watercourse of theregion and drains the entire 600 km2 study area. Please confer the topographic map with locality names on p. 79 forfurther details on landscape features. Photo: Danish Polar Center / Henning Thing
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1. Introduction1. Introduction1. Introduction1. Introduction1. Introduction

1.1 The ZERO concept1.1 The ZERO concept1.1 The ZERO concept1.1 The ZERO concept1.1 The ZERO conceptZERO has three main components: Research – Moni-toring – Logistics. Each of them plays a synergisticrôle and the concept objective is the production of aneffectively concerted action focused on disclosing thedynamics of an undisturbed High Arctic ecosystem.

– experimental studies enabling predictions of eco-system responses to Global Change.

In 1996 ZERO reached and passed two importantmilestones: 1) The five planned station buildings wereerected and 2) the first multi-disciplinary ZERO re-search projects were launched in full scale.

ZERO – 10ZERO – 10ZERO – 10ZERO – 10ZERO – 10

Zackenberg is located in the National Park of North andEast Greenland. The ZERO concept, framework andlogistics have been approved by the Greenland Home Ruleand Greenland continues to play an essential part inproviding improved opportunities for year-round eco-system research and monitoring in the High Arctic.
Photo: Danish Polar Center / Henning Thing

'ZERO' is the acronym for 'Zackenberg EcologicalResearch Operations' as well as it is a reminder ofthe need to establish a zero line knowledge of theintrinsic plasticity and flexibility of ecosystem para-

meters in a High Arctic region that has hitherto re-ceived zero disturbance and manipulation by peopleand human activities.
Not until we know the natural dynamics of anunchanged 'zero ecosystem' can we engage in defin-ing change in relation to anthropogenic effects withwidespread consequences.
The thrust of ZERO research and monitoring isimplemented as:

– basic quantitative documentation of ecosystemstructure and processes,– baseline studies of intrinsic short-term and long-term variations in ecosystem functions,– retrospective analyses of organic and inorganicmaterial to detect past ecosystem changes, and

1.  Zackenberg is the only High Arctic research sta-tion in Greenland.

5.  Zackenberg offers an easy access to research innatural paleo-ecology and paleo-climate 'archives'.
6.  Zackenberg study area holds an exceptionally highbiotic and geomorphic diversity.
7.  Zackenberg is the only Arctic research station withlong-term ecosystem monitoring (Zackenberg Basic)as an integrated part of its functions.
8.  Zackenberg Basic monitors an entire catchmentarea (c. 600 km2).
9.  Zackenberg Basic display all spatial data as the-matic elements in a digital 3-D terrain model of theentire monitoring area.
10.  Zackenberg Basic data are published in a data-base, accessible on the Internet.

2.  Zackenberg is located in the most pristine ecosys-tem of the Northern Hemisphere.
3.  Zackenberg secures – through planning, regula-tion and co-ordination, that the undisturbed studyarea will receive the least possible impact from hu-man presence in relation to research and monitor-ing.
4.  Zackenberg is the closest land-based neighbour tothe Greenland Sea pivot of the 'Great Conveyour Beltof the Oceans' (the density driven sea current 'pump'with essential significance for global energy balanceand climate trends). Hence, ecosystem changes caus-ed by possible future switches in the 'pump' are likelyto be detectible here first.

The ZERO concept has received further attentionby national and international funding agencies andresearch communities. The accomplishments in 1996now provide a well-founded platform for finalisingthe station logistics and for an improved service tofuture High Arctic ecosystem research.
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DefinitionsDefinitionsDefinitionsDefinitionsDefinitions
ZERO
is the acronym for 'Zackenberg Ecological ResearchOperations'. ZERO includes all activities taking placein relation to Zackenberg (and its branch facility inDaneborg), i.e. planning, administration, logistics,research, monitoring, and publishing.
Zackenberg Station
is a sub-division of ZERO. The station (and its branchin Daneborg) provides the physical framework for re-search projects and for monitoring.
Zackenberg Basic
is a sub-division of ZERO. It is a long-term monitor-ing programme providing baseline data on selectedecosystem parameters in the study area. BioBasishandles all biotic parameters and GeoBasis handlesall abiotic parameters.
Research Projects
are a sub-division of ZERO. The projects are indi-vidual scientific activitites, either uni- or multi-dis-ciplinary. Research projects are funded independentlyand are accepted at Zackenberg with due considera-tion to the 'ZERO Framework' approved by the Dan-ish Natural Science Council.

The planning, structuring and implementation of thepackaged service to High Arctic ecosystem scienceare provided by the Danish Polar Center in close co-operation with a 'Science Advisory Group' composedof Greenlandic and Danish key persons. In 1996 thisgroup had the following members:

Science Advisory GroupScience Advisory GroupScience Advisory GroupScience Advisory GroupScience Advisory Group

Morten Meldgaard(Director, Danish Polar Center. Chairman)
Hauge Andersson(Chief Logistician, Danish Polar Center)
J.P. Hart Hansen(Chair, Commission for Scientific Research in Greenland)
Bjarne Holm Jakobsen(Assoc. Professor, Inst. of Geography, Univ. of Copenhagen)
Ole Humlum(GeoBasis Manager, Danish Polar Center)
Gunnar Martens(High Commissioner for Greenland. Chair, the DPC Board)
Hans Meltofte(BioBasis Manager, Danish Polar Center)
Bent Muus(Professor, Zoological Museum, University of Copenhagen)

Klaus Nygaard(Director, Greenland Institute of Natural Resources)
Hanne Petersen(Director, Department of Arctic Environment, National Envi-ronmental Research Institute)
Henning Thing(Programme Manager, Danish Polar Center)

ProceduresProceduresProceduresProceduresProcedures
Any research project proposing activity under theZERO auspecies is required to submit a completed'Access Permit' form to the Danish Polar Center sup-plying all pertinent information on the planned pro-ject.

  Due to physical and logistics constraints at thestation as well as consideration for the impact on thecore study area proposed research projects may beprioritised and subjected to temporal or spatial dis-tribution, pending discussion with and agreement bythe principal investigator(s) in question.
The procedure is described in details and allneeded forms and background information are avail-able at the World Wide Web homepage of the DanishPolar Center at http://www.dpc.dk/.
If any reader of this annual report wishes to ob-tain further insight into the research opportunitiesand working conditions at Zackenberg you are re-commended to read the comprehensive 'ZERO SiteManual' on the WWW homepage.

1.2. Zackenberg study area1.2. Zackenberg study area1.2. Zackenberg study area1.2. Zackenberg study area1.2. Zackenberg study area
The entire catchment basin of the river Zackenberg-elven has been designated the Zackenberg study area.It is located around 74°30’N and 21°00’W in the south-ern part of the National Park of North and EastGreenland.

The topography features at Zackenberg are domi-nated by a major valley system comprising Zacken-bergdalen, Store Sødal, Lindemansdalen andSlettedal, surrounded by mountains rising to 1,450m a.s.l. and bordered to the south by Tyrolerfjord andthe sound Young Sund.
The study area is located in the zone of continu-ous permafrost with an active layer thickness vary-ing from 20 cm to 80 cm, depending on material. June,July and August have positive mean air tempera-tures. At Zackenberg, the climate data recorded

The study area totals c. 600 km2, with a core areasituated in the valley Zackenbergdalen at the lowerreach of the river.
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so far (i.e. August 1995 – August 1996) reveal thatthe warmest month is July with a mean air tempera-ture of 5.2°C, while February is the coldest monthwith a mean of – 20.1°C. The comparative tempera-ture data from Daneborg, 20 km SSE of Zackenberg,are 3.8°C and –17.6°C, respectively. The annual(1995-1996) amount of precipitation at Zackenbergis 223 mm water equivalent (Daneborg receives 214mm water equivalent precipitation annually).(DanishMeteorological Institute; mean values 1961-1990).

and at adjacent mountain tops reveal, most probably,this part of the landscape to be relatively old, devel-oped as etchplains during a warmer – and tropical –climate.
The youngest parts of the landscape, the glaciallandscape, is found at the valley bottom, deglaciated10,000 years ago. Different glacial landforms suchas meltwater plains / sandurs and terminal morainesystems dominate in the study area.

A major geological flexure and thrust zone dis-sects Zackenbergdalen-Lindemansdalen along a N-S axis, separating Caledonian gneiss bedrock in thewest (Zackenberg area) from Cretaceous sandstonecapped by Tertiary basalts in the eastern part (Aucel-labjerg area). This geological diversity is the sourcefor a varied landscape, with both steep bedrock cliffsand slightly sloping sedimentary landscapes.
The current margin of the Greenland ice cap issituated c. 60 km west of Zackenberg, and only a fewsmall, local glaciers exist within the study area. Rela-tively flat surfaces found on the top of Zackenberg

Old coast lines are visible up to 50 to 70 m abovethe recent sea level. Furthermore, the study areahosts periglacial landforms such as ice-wedges,solifluction lobes, snow-patches and associated niva-tion niches.
One major lake, Store Sø in Store Sødal, and alarge number of small lakes, ponds and tarns arepresent in the study area. In particular, Zackenberg-dalen, with the core study area, holds a great varietyof biotopes like ponds, fens, heaths, fellfield plateausand grasslands.

Fig.1.2. Three of the newly erected station buildings as they appeared 21 August 1996. From left to right are house#2 (wet laboratory), house #4 (Zackenberg Basic & work space) and house #5 (communication, station office &storage). The remaining two houses (kitchen & mess and dry laboratory) are hidden behind #2 and #4, respectively.The orange box with the white dome is the Inmarsat-M telecommunication facility hosting the photo-voltaic powersupply, battery pool and satellite antenna. Photo: Danish Polar Center / Henning Thing
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2. Logistics2. Logistics2. Logistics2. Logistics2. Logistics

The runway constructed in 1995 was partly snowcovered at the time of arrival. Following manual dis-persion of dust and gravel on top of the snow, it dis-appeared within a week, and the runway was againsuited to service a total of 32 arrivals/departures, incl.the transportation of c. 8 tons of cargo, besides pas-sengers (see also section 6.2). Due to hard winds, thesecondary runway (perpendicular to the primary) wasused twice for take-off.
The relatively high frequency of air service, oneevery third day, was partly due to central geographi-cal position of Zackenberg and partly the high levelof other activities in North and Northeast Greenlandthis year. In order to keep disturbances as low aspossible, attempts will be made to reduce the numberof arrivals/departures in the future.
During 10-11 August, M/S Kista Arctica was an-chored off Zackenbergdalen, and in a total of about120 sling operations 42 tons of cargo was brought inby a Hughes 500 helicopter.
For use by researchers and for transportation inYoung Sund, a 15 foot inflatable boat was availableat the old Zackenberg trapping station during lateJuly and August.
Again this year, the passage of Zackenbergelvenwas by a small rubber dinghy that was be pulled alonga steel wire.
No motorised vehicles were available for localtransportation, besides a mini excavator for use onthe station only.

During the 100 days of field season, 31 May - 6 Sep-tember, a total of 37 researchers, construction work-ers, journalists and logistics personnel worked atZackenberg. Additionally, 11 researchers and tech-nicians worked at the branch facility in Daneborgduring 17 June - 25 August (see section 9).
2.1. Transportation2.1. Transportation2.1. Transportation2.1. Transportation2.1. Transportation

To accommodate the increased number of research-ers at Zackenberg, two additional 15 m2 Weather-haven shelters for housing and one larger (26 m2) forcombined kitchen and messroom were erected.Zackenberg inhabitants beyond the capacity of thefive housing shelters were accommodated in tents.Other preliminary constructions were two sheds fortoilets and a shower.

2.2. Accommodation2.2. Accommodation2.2. Accommodation2.2. Accommodation2.2. Accommodation

life logistics at the station significantly. Based on thegood experiences with the one shelter left to over-winter from September 1995, all six shelters wereleft erected for the winter 1996-1997.

The Zackenberg station seen towards the east from thewest bank of Zackenbergelven. Late August 1996.
Photo: Danish Polar Center / Hans Meltofte

Filtrated river water was supplied to both kitchenand shower by ‘on-demand’ pumps from Zacken-bergelven. These preliminary services improved daily

2.3. Construction2.3. Construction2.3. Construction2.3. Construction2.3. Construction
By 10 August, all building material for five pre-fab-ricated houses arrived by the annual supply ship fromDenmark and a construction team of four togetherwith the logistics personnel started the constructionof the permanent buildings. Roof-pitching of all fivehouses was celebrated only eight days later.

The kitchen/ messroom was finished first and wastaken into service during the last few days of the 1996season. Additionally, the two buildings holding thefacilities for Zackenberg Basic, communications, of-fice and work space as well as staff accommodationwere also finished.
The two remaining houses (i.e. wet laboratory andshowers as well as dry laboratory and work space)had the exterior finished, but lack essential parts ofthe interior. They will be finished by July 1997.

2.4. Telecommunication2.4. Telecommunication2.4. Telecommunication2.4. Telecommunication2.4. Telecommunication
To accommodate the increased communication needsZackenberg now uses an Inmarsat-M satellite tele-phone year round. This facility also handles telefax,data transmission and e-mail. During off-season, theInmarsat-M is linked to the climate station for aweekly 15-minutes transfer of data to Danish PolarCenter .

For regional communication in Northeast Green-land Zackenberg operates a 100W HF radio. For lo-cal use, VHF radios are used.
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Starting 10 August the Hughes 500 helicopter unloaded120 slings of building materials at the construction sites.
Photo: Danish Polar Center / Henning Thing

The four construction workers from 'Venslev Cabins' atthe chores of erecting the five buildings.
Photo: Mads C. Forchhammer

All Zackenbergians celebrating roof-pitching of the fivehouses. 18 August. Photo: Danish Polar Center / Henning Thing

The 'mini' excavator prooved indispensable in manysituations from digging to fork-lifting.
Photo: Mads C. Forchhammer

Zackenberg station as it appeared 21 August. The sheltersto the left were used for accommodation, labs and mess.In foreground is the temporary fuel cash.
Photo: Danish Polar Center / Henning Thing

Photo: Danish Polar Center / Henning Thing

Some shelters were turned into work spaces and preli-minary labs for the researchers.
Photo: Hanne Hvidtfeldt Christiansen

Inside the mess shelter the cook conjured excellent mealsdespite sub-optimal facilities.

Temporary 'outhouses'. Shower to the left and toilets tothe right. Photo: Danish Polar Center / Henning Thing
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3. ZACKENBERG BASIC3. ZACKENBERG BASIC3. ZACKENBERG BASIC3. ZACKENBERG BASIC3. ZACKENBERG BASICThe GeoBasis programmeThe GeoBasis programmeThe GeoBasis programmeThe GeoBasis programmeThe GeoBasis programme
3.1. Meteorological station3.1. Meteorological station3.1. Meteorological station3.1. Meteorological station3.1. Meteorological station

The mean annual air temperature measured 2 mabove terrain during the first year of operation (i.e.mid August 1995 - mid August 1996) was -9.8oC (Fig.3.1.1.1). The maximum temperature was +16.3oC(mid July 1996) and the minimum was -35.0oC (lateDecember 1995). It is interesting that short, but dis-tinct, meteorological events characterised by above-freezing temperatures occur throughout the winter1995-96, probably due to short-lived foehn situations.

Fig. 3.  Field sites and permanent installations for theGeoBasis monitoring programme. UTM - zone is 27.1 = meteorological station. 2 = hydrometric station. 3 =temperature measurements in pond. P (in circle) =permafrost and active layer temperature profile. T (incircle) = air temperature at terrain surface. A = avalanchemonitoring site. C = coastal monitoring site. D = debrisisland monitoring site. F = free rock face monitoring site.I = snow accumulation monitoring site. N = nivationmonitoring site. O = windpolish monitoring site. R = rockglacier monitoring site. S = solifluction monitoring site.T (in square) = talus production monitoring site. U =fluvial monitoring site. W = ice-wedge monitoring site.

The primary objective of the GeoBasis monitoringprogramme at Zackenberg is to establish baselineknowledge on the dynamics of fundamental physicalparameters within the landscape. This is accom-plished by various means; e.g. automatic data sam-pling, surveying, mapping and recurrent photogra-phy. This kind of information is a prerequisite forunderstanding the edaphic and climate factors con-trolling landscape processes, plant communities andterrestrial and limnic fauna.
GeoBasis was initiated during the summers of1995 and 1996. A few additional monitoring activi-ties will be launched during the summer of 1997. Inthe following, the results of GeoBasis are presentedand the new monitoring initiated in 1996 described.The main permanent installations established in1995 were described in the 1st Annual Report, 1995(Meltofte & Thing 1996). The locations of the vari-ous installations and test sites are shown in Fig. 3.

Most meteorological parameters are recorded eachhour. Wind sensors log, however, every 10 minutes.Data are obtained by means of a CR10 Campbelldatalogger on each mast and subsequently stored onindividual 1MB memory cards with a data storagecapacity of about 21 months. Important annual meanvalues are presented in Table 3.1.

3.1.1. Air temperature3.1.1. Air temperature3.1.1. Air temperature3.1.1. Air temperature3.1.1. Air temperature

The meteorological station (incl. two separate 7.5 mmasts, Fig. 3.1) was constructed in August 1995, andhas since then been operating almost without tech-nical difficulties. The station and associated equip-ment are described in details in the 1st Annual Re-port, 1995.

Fig. 3.1. The meteorological station at Zackenberg in midJune 1996. Photo: Danish Polar Center / Ole Humlum

Table 3.1. Zackenberg meteorological key values 17August 1995 - 9 August 1996.
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The period with frequent above-freezing day-lightconditions in 1995 ended mid September and re-sumed in the second half of May 1996. Very high airtemperatures (i.e. >10oC) were experienced during aweek around mid July 1996 (Fig. 3.1.1.1). The coldestperiod was from early December 1995 to early Janu-ary 1996.

Fig. 3.1.1.1. Air temperature at Zackenberg, 1995-1996,2 m above ground. Lower horizontal line indicates 0oC,upper horizontal line indicates 5oC.

Daily mean values for the 2 m air temperatureare shown in Fig. 3.1.1.2. This diagram also showsdaily mean temperatures above 0oC and 5oC. Thecumulative heat accumulation units are 322 for tem-peratures above 0oC and 189 for temperatures above5oC. These values are usually designated as Thaw-ing Degree Days (TDD) and Growing Degree Days

Fig. 3.1.1.2. Daily mean air temperatures at Zackenberg,1995-1996, 2 m above ground. The upper two diagramsshow ‘degree days’ above 5oC and 0oC, respectively.

(GDD), respectively. TDD hasturned out to be a useful para-meter for correlation with snowmelt, whereas GDD shows goodcorrelation with plant growth.
3.1.2. Air humidity3.1.2. Air humidity3.1.2. Air humidity3.1.2. Air humidity3.1.2. Air humidity

3.1.3. Air pressure3.1.3. Air pressure3.1.3. Air pressure3.1.3. Air pressure3.1.3. Air pressure

The wind direction, logged each 10 minutes, is shownin Fig. 3.1.5. From this, it is apparent that the domi-nant wind direction was northerly from mid Septem-ber to mid May (i.e. winter). During the remainder ofthe year the dominant wind was south-easterly. Thedominant, relatively strong, winter wind from thenorth is clearly reflected by the predominant orien-tation of snow drifts. During winter, the northerlywinds are probably generated by Coriolis’ force de-flection of catabatic air masses flowing off the Green-land Ice Sheet, with recurrent enforcement by cy-clones entering the Iceland region to the south. Dur-ing spring and summer, the sun is permanently rela-tively high in the sky and large land areas rapidlyloose their winter snow cover; the terrain heats upand a land bound breeze from the sea (Young Sund)is generated.

3.1.4. Wind velocity3.1.4. Wind velocity3.1.4. Wind velocity3.1.4. Wind velocity3.1.4. Wind velocity

3.1.5. Wind direction3.1.5. Wind direction3.1.5. Wind direction3.1.5. Wind direction3.1.5. Wind direction

The annual mean air pressure (Fig. 3.1.3) was 1008hPa. Maximum and minimum values are given inTable 3.1. The air pressure was generally rather low(1000-1005 hPa) and stable during summer. In con-trast, pressure was relatively high but fluctuating(990–1030 hPa) during winter.

Wind velocity was logged each 10 minutes and is pre-sented graphically in Fig. 3.1.4. The mean velocitywas 2.6 m/s during the first year of operation. Windforce was significantly higher and more fluctuatingduring winter than during summer.

Air humidity was high duringsummer and somewhat lowerduring winter (Fig. 3.1.2). Gen-erally, lowest values are re-corded from October 1995 toMarch 1996. However, the rela-tive air humidity is difficult tomeasure with any degree of pre-cision, and only the overalltrends apparent from Fig. 3.1.2should be considered.
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3.1.6. Insolation3.1.6. Insolation3.1.6. Insolation3.1.6. Insolation3.1.6. Insolation

Fig. 3.1.2. Relative air humidity (%) at Zackenberg, 1995-1996.

Fig. 3.1.3. Air pressure (hPa) at Zackenberg, 1995-1996.

Fig. 3.1.4. Wind velocity (m/s), 1995-1996; scanning frequency: 10 minutes

The distribution of incomingshort wave (SW) radiation is il-lustrated in Fig. 3.1.6. The win-ter darkness from early Novem-ber to early February is appar-ent. The positive insolation evenduring nights from early May toearly August reflects the fact thatthe sun stays permanently abovethe horizon during this period. Atypical daily maximum insolationof about 625 W/m2 occurredaround mid June 1996.
3.1.7. Net radiation3.1.7. Net radiation3.1.7. Net radiation3.1.7. Net radiation3.1.7. Net radiation
Distribution of the measured netradiation is presented in Fig.3.1.7. The effect of the snow coveris obvious, especially when dataare compared with insolationshown in Fig. 3.1.6. The net ra-diation drops markedly in thesecond half of September; prob-ably due to the build-up of a snowcover. On the other hand, despitea very high insolation (Fig. 3.1.6),net radiation values stay ratherlow until mid June where snowcover disappears at the meteoro-logical station site. The highestnet radiation values (in excess of550 W/m2) occured shortly afterthe disappearance of the snow.
3.1.8. Albedo3.1.8. Albedo3.1.8. Albedo3.1.8. Albedo3.1.8. Albedo
Both incoming and reflectedshort wave radiation are recordedat the meteorological station andthe daily mean albedo was sub-sequently calculated (Fig. 3.1.8).As pointed out in section 3.1.7,snow cover began to accumulatein the second half of September,increasing the daily mean albedofrom a typical summer (1995)value of 12-13% to 60-70%. Dur-ing autumn, the albedo under-goes significant variations, prob-ably caused by recurrent snowfalls and redistribution of thesnow by strong winds (Fig. 3.1.4).The terrain surface albedo is notcalculated when the sun staysbelow the horizon (early Novem-ber – early February), but thevalue would probably be 80-90%,corresponding to the averagevalue during February – April
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Fig. 3.1.5. Wind direction (0-360 deg.) at Zackenberg, 1995-1996; scanningfrequency: 10 minutes

Fig. 3.1.6. Incoming short wave radiation (W/m2) at Zackenberg, 1995-1996.

Fig. 3.1.7. Net radiation (W/m2) at Zackenberg, 1995-1996.

1996. From early May, the cal-culated albedo slowly de-creased to 60-65% in earlyJune. This decrease was mostlikely caused by metamorpho-sis of the snow as insolationincreased (Fig. 3.1.6). Thealbedo decreased dramaticallyaround mid June where thesnow cover at the meteorologi-cal station site disappeared.The very low values (5-7%) fol-lowing this event were due tothe ground surface being cov-ered by 2-5 cm water for a cou-ple of days. Subsequently, thealbedo recovered to a typicalsummer (1996) value of 12-13%.
3.1.9. Precipitation3.1.9. Precipitation3.1.9. Precipitation3.1.9. Precipitation3.1.9. Precipitation
The cumulative precipitationis displayed in Fig. 3.1.9. Thetotal of 223 mm w.e. (i.e. wa-ter equivalents) is close towhat would be expected (i.e.about 200 mm), consideringpublished Daneborg values(data from Danish Meteoro-logical Institute). The first sig-nificant precipitation eventregistered took place in midSeptember 1995 but the majorpart of the total precipitationfell (as snow) during six dis-crete meteorological eventsDecember-March (Fig. 3.1.9).The period April-July 1996was very dry. Considering airtemperatures (Figs. 3.1.1.1and 3.1.1.2), almost all precipi-tation at Zackenberg (1995-1996) was in solid form.
3.1.10.3.1.10.3.1.10.3.1.10.3.1.10.Ground temperaturesGround temperaturesGround temperaturesGround temperaturesGround temperatures
Ground temperatures are log-ged by 10 sensors each hour atthe meteorological station. Fig.3.1.10 presents isotherms in atime-depth diagram. Shadedareas are below 0oC. Cross-hatched areas indicate thetemperature interval from 0oCto -1oC, where most water-icephase changes are expected tooccur. From this diagram itappears that the maximumthickness of the active layer atthis site is about 85 cm. Freez-ing of the ground in the au-
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tumn of 1995 took place around 20 September. Largetemperature variations until early December indi-cate that the snow cover, in general, was thin. There-after, temperature variations were smaller, reflect-ing increased snow cover depth (compare with airtemperatures in Fig. 3.1.1.1). Thawing in June 1996was extremely rapid and concomitant with the visual

Fig. 3.1.8. Variation of calculated albedo (%) at Zackenberg, 1995-1996.

Fig. 3.1.9. Cumulative precipitation (mm w.e.) at Zackenberg, 1995-1996.

Fig. 3.1.10. Time-depth diagram of ground temperatures (oC) at Zackenberg,1995-1996. Shaded areas indicate below-freezing temperatures.

observation of pools of melt water covering the groundsurface around the meteorological station. The rapidthawing may partly represent an artefact, as somemelt water may have entered the still frozen groundalong the vertical thermistor string. Means to pre-vent this to occur in the future have been taken inAugust 1996.

3.2. TinyTalk3.2. TinyTalk3.2. TinyTalk3.2. TinyTalk3.2. TinyTalkdataloggersdataloggersdataloggersdataloggersdataloggers
Air, water, snow and groundtemperatures are monitored atvarious locations within the stu-dy area. In 1995, a number ofsmall-scale, waterproof and in-expensive TinyTalk dataloggerswere placed at sites of specialinterest, such as ponds, lakes,rivers, snow patches and verti-cal soil profiles. All dataloggerswere programmed to log the tem-perature five times a day andhave operated flawlessly. During1996, another type of small-scaledataloggers (TinyTag) with lar-ger memory were installed atsupplementary sites. These log-gers are programmed to meas-ure the temperature 12 times aday and they will log 600 daysbefore the internal memory isfilled.

3.2.1.3.2.1.3.2.1.3.2.1.3.2.1.Ground temperaturesGround temperaturesGround temperaturesGround temperaturesGround temperatures
Ground temperatures have beenmonitored at four separate ver-tical profiles by means of Tiny-Talk dataloggers. Two supple-mentary profiles were establish-ed in July 1996. In Fig. 3.2.1.1the results from one of these pro-files, P1, are presented. The tem-perature profile extends into thenear-surface permafrost at anice-wedge site, shortly south ofthe station. The active layerthickness at this site is 70 cm atwhich depth the upper surfaceof the 2.5 m wide ice-wedge isencountered. The lowermostthermistor is located at 155 cmdepth, which is 85 cm into thesolid ice-wedge. This ice-wedgeis monitored at terrain surfacewith respect to its width (seebelow).
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Ground temperatures were also measured at profileP3, located 400 m a.s.l. on the SW slope of Aucella-bjerg (Fig. 3.2.1.2). In 1995 the sediment type at thissite rendered it impossible to dig deeper than 70 cm.When this diagram is compared to the measurementsat P2 (Fig. 3.2.1.1), a greater temperature variabil-ity at P3 is apparent. This is probably due to a thinsnow cover at P3, compared to that of P2. Visual ob-servations in early June 1996 showed the SW slopeof Aucellabjerg to be partially free of snow, especiallyabove 400 m a.s.l.

Fig. 3.2.1.1. Ground temperatures (oC) at Zackenberg, 1995-1996. The - 155cm thermistor is inserted into an ice wedge extending upwards to 70 cm belowthe terrain surface.

Fig. 3.2.1.2. Ground temperatures (oC) in soil profile at 400 m a.s.l. on the SWslope of Aucellabjerg. Rapid temperature fluctuations indicate the existenceof a thin snow cover throughout the winter, 1995-1996.

3.2.2. Zackenbergelven3.2.2. Zackenbergelven3.2.2. Zackenbergelven3.2.2. Zackenbergelven3.2.2. Zackenbergelven

freeze-up and break-up events in the river which isthe main water course draining the overall Zacken-berg study area. The results are shown in Fig. 3.2.2.
In August and early September 1995, the watertemperature fluctuated with a daily amplitude of 1-4oC. Around 20 September the river froze, and waterwas not present below the hydrometric station untilaround 20 June 1996. Visual observations in 1996,however, showed that lots of water was running inthe central part of the river already by 1 June (seesection 3.5). The dramatic temperature increase on24 May probably indicates the release of latent heathfrom refreezing meltwater, percolating into the snowdrift (from the snow surface above) at the hydrometricstation. Alternatively, this event signals the firstappearance of streaming melt water at the data log-ger. After 20 June 1996 daily temperature variationsof 2-4 oC again dominate.

One TinyTalk datalogger was installed in the riverZackenbergelven, close to the hydrometric station (seebelow), in order to monitor temperature at the riverbottom. These measurements indicate time for the

3.2.3.3.2.3.3.2.3.3.2.3.3.2.3.Pond temperaturePond temperaturePond temperaturePond temperaturePond temperature
Water temperature was monitoredin a small pond adjacent to the Zac-kenberg station. The measure-ments were obtained using a Tiny-Talk datalogger, scanning 5 timesa day. The thermistor probe wasinstalled 1 cm above the pond bot-tom. The results are given in Fig.3.2.3.

The water at the pond bottomfroze around 20 September 1995and at the thermistor site it thaw-ed around 2 June 1996.
Visual observations on 3 Juneshowed the pond to be about 50%ice covered, while on 10 June onlyfew remnants of ice still persisted.
 Minimum temperatures (c.24oC) were measured around theturn of the year 1995-1996. Tem-peratures rose significantly in lateMay 1996, from -12 oC to -2 oC. Thismay be due to refreezing of perco-lating surface melt water, or it maybe caused by solar light enteringthe clear ice and heating the darkpond bottom sediments beneaththe ice cover.
 Following thawing, the pondtemperature rapidly increased to4-6 oC. Maximum temperatures of12-16 oC were recorded in late June1996.
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3.3. The hydrometric station3.3. The hydrometric station3.3. The hydrometric station3.3. The hydrometric station3.3. The hydrometric station

Fig. 3.2.2. Temperatures (oC) measured at the bottom of the riverZackenbergelven, 1995-1996. Autumn freeze-up and spring break-up of the riverare clearly indicated.

Fig. 3.2.3. Temperatures (oC) measured 1 cm above the bottom in a pond atZackenberg, 1995-1996. Autumn freeze-up and spring thaw of the pond areclearly indicated.

The hydrometric station (Fig. 3.3) at the river wasdescribed in details in 1st Annual Report, 1995. Thestation is equipped with a datalogger (Campbell 21X),a SM716 storage module and sensors for measuringair temperature and the vertical distance from a fixedposition to the water surface below (SR Sonic Rang-ing sensor). By surveying, this distance is trans-formed into a corresponding water depth. Parametersare logged every15 minutes, and the station operat-ed successfully throughout the winter 1995-96. Thedistance values logged during winter show the sta-tion to be buried beneath a thick snow drift from earlyMarch to late May. The first registration of a sys-tematic daily distance variation, reflecting presenceof a free water surface beneath the sonic sensor, appe-ared 15 June, when a hole was dug under the sensor.

3.3.1. Water depth3.3.1. Water depth3.3.1. Water depth3.3.1. Water depth3.3.1. Water depth
The calculated water depthsand air temperatures at thehydrometric station are illus-trated in Fig. 3.3.1.

Daily depth variations aredetectable from c.15 June. Atthis time, water had been run-ning in the central part of riverfor about three weeks.
The actual river break-up(i.e. spring flood) occured 21-22June, when water depth ab-ruptly increased to about 72 cmand the daily variation waspartly obscured.
After the flood, water depthrapidly decreased to c. 40 cm,and the daily variation recur-red.
Subsequently, water depththen slowly increased to a max-imum of c. 60 cm (4 July), fol-lowed by a clearly decreasingtrend.
The period with very highair temperatures following midJuly generated a small increasein water depth.
A significant drop in waterdepth occured from 4 August to7 August, following a period ofcold weather, effectively signal-ling the reduced rate of snowmelt and the onset of autumn.
By the end of August 1996,the water depth was again verylow.

Fig. 3.3. Zackenbergelven in mid June 1996. Thehydrometric station is located just below the arrow atthe western river bank.Photo: Danish Polar Center / Hans Meltofte
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3.3.2. Water discharge3.3.2. Water discharge3.3.2. Water discharge3.3.2. Water discharge3.3.2. Water discharge

Fig. 3.3.1. Water depth (cm) and air temperatures (oC) at Zackenbergelven,June-August 1996.

Discharge measurements were per-formed manually in August 1995(Hanne Hvidtfeldt Christiansen andOle Humlum) and again in June-July1996 (Bent Hasholt and Steen B.Pedersen). Data are plotted in a dis-charge – depth diagram (Fig. 3.3.2.1).This graph indicates the river bed tohave been rather stable during the in-tervening period. A polynomial re-gression line is shown in Fig. 3.3.2.1.From this, the discharge may be cal-culated from the water depth data.
Fig. 3.3.2.2 discloses the calculat- Fig. 3.3.2.2. Variations (15 minutes intervals) in calculated dischargein Zackenbergelven, June-August 1996. The spring peak (i.e. the flood)on 20-21 June is seen clearly. The heavy broken line shows the calculatedtotal discharge which corresponds to a mean value of 203 mm w.e. forthe whole (600 km2) catchment area. The measured precipitation 1995-1996 at the Zackenberg station is 223 mm w.e. (Fig. 3.1.9).

summer season. The typical dis-charge in June and July 1996 was20-25 m3/s, with a spring floodpeak value in excess of 50 m3/s.Discharge dropped to c.10 m3/s inearly August and to less than 5m3/s by the end of the month. In

3.3.3. Suspended sediment3.3.3. Suspended sediment3.3.3. Suspended sediment3.3.3. Suspended sediment3.3.3. Suspended sediment

1996, c. 124,000,000 m3 water wasdrained by the river, correspond-ing to the loss of c. 208 mm w.e.from the entire drainage area (al-most 600 km2). This value is com-parable to precipitation measuredAugust 1995 - August 1996 at theZackenberg meteorological sta-tion (223 mm w.e.).

Water samples taken in Zackenbergelven from earlyJune to early September 1996 have not yet been ana-lysed. Analyses of August 1995 samples revealed thatthe river water carried suspended material in a-mounts ranging from 487 mg/l to 189 mg/l.
These preliminary results indicate that the over-all load of suspended material transported from the600 km2 Zackenberg catchment area to the sea (i.e.Young Sund – Tyroler Fjord) probably is in excess of60000 t annually.

Fig. 3.3.2.1. Depth-discharge diagram of dischargemeasurements in Zackenbergelven, 1995 and 1996.Calculated polynomial regression curve is shown(R=0.98).

ed discharge variation in Zackenberg-elven at the hydrometric station aswell as the accumulated discharge(the broken line) during the entire
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3.3.4. Water chemistry, pH and3.3.4. Water chemistry, pH and3.3.4. Water chemistry, pH and3.3.4. Water chemistry, pH and3.3.4. Water chemistry, pH and

3.4. Landscape monitoring3.4. Landscape monitoring3.4. Landscape monitoring3.4. Landscape monitoring3.4. Landscape monitoring
3.4.1. Snow cover3.4.1. Snow cover3.4.1. Snow cover3.4.1. Snow cover3.4.1. Snow cover
Variations in the snow cover within Zackenbergdalenwere monitored by means of recurrent photographyduring the summer of 1996 (see, e.g. Figs 3.4.1.1-3.4.1.2). An automated monitoring will be initiatedin 1997 using a digital camera positioned on the east-ern slope of the Zackenberg mountain. In 1996, snowdistribution in the Zackenberg area during1986-1995has been studied by means of Landsat TM and SPOTHRV satellite images (see section 5.1.2).

Fig. 3.4.1.1: The SW slope of Aucellabjerg as seen fromthe Zackenberg station on 19 June 1996.Photo: Hanne Hvidtfeldt Christiansen
Fig. 3.4.1.2: The SW slope of the Aucellabjerg as seenfrom the Zackenberg station on 4 August 1996.Photo: Hanne Hvidtfeldt Christiansen

previous years (see section 5.1.2). In early June 1996,the bottom of Zackenbergdalen was still covered by10-50 cm snow while large parts of the terrain at highaltitudes (i.e. > 400 m a.s.l.) were without snow. Thisgeneral distribution of snow is also indicated by vari-ous terrain surface temperature series obtained bydataloggers (see section 3.2.1). Positions of snow driftsindicate that snow was deposited mainly by NNWwinds, the dominant wind direction in winter accord-ing to the meteorological station (see section 3.1.5).Substantial parts of the valley bottom snow covermelted during the second half of June. By the end ofJuly, remnants of snow patches were, in general,smaller than average, judging from the small-scalegeomorphology and vegetation zones associated withpermanent and seasonal snow patches.

3.4.2. Active layer evolution3.4.2. Active layer evolution3.4.2. Active layer evolution3.4.2. Active layer evolution3.4.2. Active layer evolution
The gradual evolution of the active layer was moni-tored manually in June through August 1996 at twoCALM sites (see section 5.1.12). One of these sites issituated on a almost level plain consisting of sandydeposits while the other covers both horizontal andsloping terrain segments. The two sites are subdi-vided into 10 m grids and cover 110 x 110 m2 and 150x 180 m2, respectively. The maximum mean activelayer thickness in 1996 was c. 60 cm at both sites.

conductivityconductivityconductivityconductivityconductivity
Conductivity and pH were determined in daily sam-ples from the river. Most pH values range from 7 to8, while typical conductivity values range between15 and 30 mµS. The water samples are presentlybeing analysed for their content of Na, K, Ca, Mg,Fe, Al, Mn, Cl-, NO-, SO42 - and alkalinity.

Fig. 3.4.3.1: A monitored snow patch just west of the

3.4.3. Nivation3.4.3. Nivation3.4.3. Nivation3.4.3. Nivation3.4.3. Nivation
Nivation and associated geomorphic processes aremonitored at several localities (Fig. 3) by means ofrecurrent photography (Fig. 3.4.3.1), surveying andTinyTalk dataloggers. Ground surface temperaturedata derived from five TinyTalks installed along atransect through a nivation hollow with a perennialsnow patch are collected as described in Meltofte &Thing 1996 (section 4.2.6). Fig. 3.4.3.2 presents ave-rage temperatures from the first 11 months of meas-urements from the TinyTalk dataloggers. Only thebackwall and the central sensors have been locatedunder the permanent snow patch while the two sen-sors in the front and the one above the nivation hol-low were not covered by snow for longer periods.

The amount of snow accumulated during the 1995-1996 winter was below what is considered normalfor this area and what has been experienced during

Zackenberg station; seen towards NE; 26 June 1996.
Photo: Hanne Hvidtfeldt Christiansen
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Fig. 3.4.3.2. Terrain profile through the nivation hollowshown in Fig. 3.4.3.1, as surveyed 1 August 1996. At thistime, there was only a base of ice left from the snow patch.MSE = Maximum Snow patch Extension, MWSE =Minimum Winter Snow patch Extension. Arrows pointout the location of the five TinyTalk temperature sensors.Average temperature values (°C) measured at terrainsurface, from 27 August 1995 to 30 July 1996, based onfive daily recordings, are shown at the arrows. Theaverage temperature calculated for the sensor located c.80 m from the lower front of the basal ice layer, in frontof the snow patch, is based on data only from 27 August1995 to 6 July 1996 when this sensor was removed. Thiscauses a lower average temperature at this particularsensor than would have been found, had it been runningas long as the other sensors. Notice the different scalesused for the two axes.
A detailed study of the daily temperature varia-tions reveals that a permanent snow cover was es-tablished c. 30 October and probably started to meltduring late May. The sensor located at the backwallmelted free on 12 July, while the sensor in the cen-tral part of the snow patch was just about to meltfree on 30 July. Hence, the average period with snowpresent in the nivation hollow is 197 – 274 days. Thisrange probably indicates a minimum value, as thesummer snow melt was rapid in 1996, compared tothe preceding summers. The monitored snow patchis perennial, as a base ice layer survived during theentire summer of 1996.

of December. This explains why the snow patch atthat time became much thicker.
Knowledge of the winter temperature variationrecorded by the five sensors and the morphology ofthe terrain surface profile allows for a general calcu-lation of the maximum snow thickness in the snowpatch of c. 4.7 m. The minimum winter thickness wasabout 1.1 m during the period with a permanent snowpatch in the nivation hollow. As data from August1996 are the only ones presently missing in a fullyear record, the base of the snow patch may be cal-culated to be less than 2-3°C warmer than the sur-rounding terrain surface.

Fig. 3.4.5. Contour map of a monitored solifluction lobe SW of the Zackenbergstation. Contour equidistance is 4 cm.

BTS (i.e. winter basis tem-perature of the snow cover)for the two sensors locatedbelow the snow patch wereconstantly c. – 10 to – 11°Cfrom early December to lateMay for the backwall sensor,and persisted until earlyJune for the central snowpatch sensor. Prior to thisperiod (i.e. from 30 October toearly December 1995), whensnow started to accumulate,the temperature fluctuatedillustrating that the snowcover was still thin. This isdepicted in Fig. 3.1.9 show-ing that c. 35 mm of the pre-cipitation fell in the first days

3.4.4.3.4.4.3.4.4.3.4.4.3.4.4.     Soil water chemistrySoil water chemistrySoil water chemistrySoil water chemistrySoil water chemistry
To characterise temporal variation of soil water chem-istry of different soil water regimes, two locationswere chosen. One location adjacent to the climatestation is a relatively dry Cassiope heath where thesnow cover disappears in early summer. The secondlocation is a Sphagnum spp. / Eriophorum spp. domi-nated fen 200 m south of the runway. The fen area islocated next to a snow patch yielding water to thearea most of the summer.

As the active layer developed over the summer,ceramic suction probes were installed at 10 cm in-crements. The advantages of suction probes are theirrelatively simple installation and the negligible dis-turbance of the soil profile. Moreover, continuoussampling is possible at different depths within thesame soil profile.
After implementation of the suction probes, theywere connected to bottles at the soil surface. The suc-tion probes should be sampled 3-5 times per season.Alkalinity, pH and conductivity of soil water sam-ples were measured in the field, whereas Na, K, Ca,Mg, Fe, Mn, Al, Cl, NO3- and SO42- will be analysed inthe laboratory. Soil samples were collected at both
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locations for further characterisation of the soil pro-file. The soil layering within the profiles was appar-ently influenced by cryoturbation.
The variation of pH and conductivity over time islimited whereas both pH and conductivity increasefairly consistently with depth. This spatial variationis probably due to several processes, including de-composition of organic matter, changes in the car-bonate system and cation exchange processes. Basedon the soil water chemistry and several soil charac-teristics, including the cation exchange capacity, itwill be possible to describe the dynamics of such im-portant components as carbon and nitrogen withinthe soil.

3.4.5. Solifluction3.4.5. Solifluction3.4.5. Solifluction3.4.5. Solifluction3.4.5. Solifluction

Fig. 3.4.12. Air temperatures (oC) within a monitored rock glacier NW of theZackenberg station, June-July 1996. The temperatures are measured at the rockglacier surface and within pore spaces in the rock glacier body, respectively. The- 135 cm thermistor is located close to the permafrost core of the rock glacier.

Fig.3.4.12.1. GeoBasis manager Ole Humlum at workon top of a rock glacier. Photo: Hanne Hvidtfeldt Christiansen

Solifluction rates are moni-tored by recurrent photogra-phy and recurrent surveyingof profiles at two sites (Fig.3). A map showing the sur-face topography of one ofthese solifluction lobes hasbeen produced (Fig. 3.4.5).Surveys at the two sitesshow the mean soil flow rateto be c. 0.2 and 0.3 cm annu-ally, respectively.
3.4.6. Ice wedges3.4.6. Ice wedges3.4.6. Ice wedges3.4.6. Ice wedges3.4.6. Ice wedges
The growth rate of ice wedgeare monitored by recurrentphotography and surveyingat three sites in Zackenberg-dalen (Fig. 3). Grids wereestablished across individualice wedges in 1995 to aug-ment monitoring.
3.4.7. Wind abrasion3.4.7. Wind abrasion3.4.7. Wind abrasion3.4.7. Wind abrasion3.4.7. Wind abrasion
Wind abrasion is measured by means of recurrentphotography at two sites; one in the valley bottom,and another in ‘Favoritdal’ in the SE part of theZackenberg mountain. These are test sites, estab-lished in 1995, and no detectable effect by wind abra-sion is expected during the first years to come. Thesites are, however, closely inspected and monitoredby means of recurrent photography each year.
3.4.8. Debris islands3.4.8. Debris islands3.4.8. Debris islands3.4.8. Debris islands3.4.8. Debris islands
Debris islands are monitored at one site by means ofrecurrent photography each year (Fig. 3).
3.4.9. Free rock surfaces3.4.9. Free rock surfaces3.4.9. Free rock surfaces3.4.9. Free rock surfaces3.4.9. Free rock surfaces
Weathering of free rock surfaces is monitored bymeans of recurrent photography at three sites inZackenbergdalen (Fig. 3).

3.4.10. Talus slopes3.4.10. Talus slopes3.4.10. Talus slopes3.4.10. Talus slopes3.4.10. Talus slopes
The accumulation of rock fragments is monitored byrecurrent photography on three talus slopes (Fig. 3).
3.4.11. Avalanche tracks3.4.11. Avalanche tracks3.4.11. Avalanche tracks3.4.11. Avalanche tracks3.4.11. Avalanche tracks
The geomorphic activity on avalanche tracks is moni-tored at three sites by recurrent photography (Fig.3). At one site, a more extensive study was carriedout during July 1996. In order to elucidate the his-tory of this avalanche boulder tongue, a lichenometricstudy was performed along with a rock fragmentweathering study by means of measuring reboundvalues with a ‘Smith Hammer’ (see section 5.1.12).
3.4.12. Rock glaciers3.4.12. Rock glaciers3.4.12. Rock glaciers3.4.12. Rock glaciers3.4.12. Rock glaciers
Rock glaciers are monitored by means of recurrentphotography at three sites (Fig. 3). At one of thesesites, monitoring was supplemented by one vertical
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Fig. 3.4.13.1. The GeoBasis monitoring in the coastal zone at Zackenberg includes measurements of differentparameters at 19 sites.

Fig. 3.4.13.2. Part I.  Topographic profiles of the recurvedspit at the old Zackenbergelven delta. No significantchanges have occurred since 1991.

temperature profile of the active layer, using threeTinyTag dataloggers, logging temperatures 12 timesdaily.
The surface layer consists of talus material witha typical grain size of 0.5-2 m (Fig.3.4.12.1). The pre-liminary measurements clearly show the isolatingeffect of this very coarse surface layer (Fig. 3.4.12.2).Beneath the surface layer solid ice with 2-3 cm largecrystals was observed.

3.4.13. Coastal geomorphology3.4.13. Coastal geomorphology3.4.13. Coastal geomorphology3.4.13. Coastal geomorphology3.4.13. Coastal geomorphology
In 1996, the monitoring programme in the coastalzone was continued and extended to include meas-urements at 19 sites (Fig. 3.4.13.1). Photographs ofcharacteristic coastal landforms from ten sites withknown positions have been taken as a continuationof a photo monitoring programme initiated in 1992.

No significant changes of the shoreline positionhave occurred at the spit during 1991-1996. Duringthe 1996 re-survey, the profiles were equipped withmetal poles with known levels.
Four test sites for monitoring coastal recessionwere set up along the coastal cliff east of the old delta.At each site, a peg was situated at a known distancelandwards from the cliff top. The coastal recessionover time can be measured by repeating the meas-urements of distances between the pegs and the clifftop. Test fields for measurements of wetland sedi-mentation rates have been organised in the saltmarshes of the old and the new delta, respectively.

Two terrain profiles at a recurved spit near theold delta of Zackenbergelven were established in 1991and re-surveyed in 1992, 1995 and 1996 (Fig.3.4.13.2).

Sedimentation rates are measured as the verticalaccretion of sediment above a test surface establishedwith sand of a known texture. The sites are markedwith metal poles with known levels.

The tidal record describes the tidal regime atZackenberg, essential for establishing an altitudinalzero point for the Zackenberg area, as well as for con-struction of a tide prediction table and for direct meas-urements of sea level changes on an annual basis.

A tide gauge was installed near the old Zacken-berg trapping station. The gauge measures the levelof the sea at 5 minute intervals (Fig. 3.4.13.3).
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3.5. General observations on3.5. General observations on3.5. General observations on3.5. General observations on3.5. General observations onice conditionsice conditionsice conditionsice conditionsice conditions

Fig. 3.4.13.2. Part II. Topographic profiles of the recurvedspit at the old Zackenbergelven delta. No significantchanges have occurred since 1991.

3.5.1. The fjord3.5.1. The fjord3.5.1. The fjord3.5.1. The fjord3.5.1. The fjord
At the start of the field season, the first days of June,the polynya off  Young Sund covered the entire mouthof the fjord, and open water was present almost allaround Sandøen. A narrow area of open water formedoutside the outlet of Zackenbergelven during midJune, and in early July about 1 km2 of open waterwas present here. Eventually, the ice on the entirefjord broke up during 12-13 July, which is compara-ble to 1995 (Meltofte & Thing 1996; section 4.2.18).Very little drift ice occurred off Zackenberg duringthe rest of the summer.

3.5.2. Lakes and streams3.5.2. Lakes and streams3.5.2. Lakes and streams3.5.2. Lakes and streams3.5.2. Lakes and streams
Zackenbergelven had apparently been running forat least a week before the station opened in earlyJune and the ponds in the fens immediately northand south of the Zackenberg station were partly icefree. By 6 June the small streams on Aucellabjerghad started to run.

The ice on Lomsø started to break up on 24 June,on 4 July it was still about half covered, but all icehad disappeared by 10 July. Similarly, some of thelakes and ponds in Morænebakkerne were ice freeon 26 June, while others were partly covered until 6July.
Open water had formed in the western end ofStore Sø by 21 June, and less than 10% ice remainedon the lake on 16 July. This may even be earlier thanin 1995 (cf. Meltofte & Thing 1996; section 4.2.18).New ice started to form on ponds by 1 September.

Fig. 3.4.13.3. Tidal record for the Zackenberg area, 17July - 22 August 1996. Zackenberg have a semi-diurnalmixed tide with a spring tidal range of c. 1.8 m and aneap tidal range of c. 0.9 m.

Fig.3.4.13.4. Deltas and various coastal landforms at Zackenberg. The recurved spit in the background is c. 150 mlong. Notice the wide intertidal flats at the mouth of Zackenbergelven. Photo: Danish Polar Center / Henning Thing
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4. ZACKENBERG BASIC4. ZACKENBERG BASIC4. ZACKENBERG BASIC4. ZACKENBERG BASIC4. ZACKENBERG BASIC
The BioBasis programmeThe BioBasis programmeThe BioBasis programmeThe BioBasis programmeThe BioBasis programme
The elements of BioBasis have been selected to covera wide range of trophic levels and ecosystem pro-cesses. The sampling methods are not described indetail in this report, but can be found in the ‘Manualfor BioBasis, the biological programme of ZackenbergBasic’, available from the Danish Polar Center andon our homepage (http://www.dpc.dk).

4.1. Vegetation4.1. Vegetation4.1. Vegetation4.1. Vegetation4.1. VegetationIn addition to the 18 ITEX study plots established in1995, seven new plots were established in 1996, in-cluding three combined purple saxifrage Saxifragaoppositifolia and moss campion Silene acaulis plotsas well as four cotton grass Eriophorum plots. Theplots are all situated within 800 m from the climatestation (Fig. 4.1). During late June and early July,TinyTalk dataloggers were installed in all plots (ex-cept for the Eriophorum plots), to record the micro-climate temperature five times daily year round.
This summer, one more vascular plant species wasadded to the list for Zackenbergdalen, when large-flowered wintergreen Pyrola grandiflora was col-lected. This was species no. 150 recorded in the valley.
All manual data sampling at the ITEX plots wasperformed by Hans Meltofte.

4.1.1. ITEX reproductive4.1.1. ITEX reproductive4.1.1. ITEX reproductive4.1.1. ITEX reproductive4.1.1. ITEX reproductivephenologyphenologyphenologyphenologyphenology
Following the start in 1995 of 18 ITEX study plots, itwas possible to monitor the reproductive phenologyduring the entire 1996 season. This even includedthe three new purple saxifrage and moss championplots, that were established already.

The ratio of flower buds, mature flowers, senes-cent flowers, seed stands etc. was checked at sevendays intervals during 3 June - 26 August. This wasdone by counting a random sample of a minimum of100 flowers etc. in each plot. At these checks also thepercentage of snow cover in each plot was estimated.Regrettably, Arctic willow Salix arctica had to be leftout of the phenology monitoring, as catkin buds couldnot be sexed and the different flowering stages werehard to define.
The results are presented in Fig. 4.1.1. The plotsrepresent a wide range of snow melt regimes and thisis clearly reflected in the reproductive phenology ofthe individual plots.

Fig. 4.1. Distribution of 25 ITEX study plots togetherwith three 400 m2 plant community study plots atZackenberg (see section 4.1.4).

Table 4.1.2. Size, pH and total number of flower buds,flowers and senescent flowers of white Arctic bell-heatherCassiope tetragona, mountain avens Dryas integrifolia/octopetala, Arctic poppy Papaver radicatum, Arcticwillow Salix arctica, purple saxifrage Saxifraga opposi-tifolia, moss campion Silene acaulis and Arctic cotton-grass in ITEX plots in 1995 and 1996. Seed stands ofArctic cotton-grass Eriophorum scheuchzeri is dividedinto fertile (i.e. pollinated) and infertile stands.
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Fig. 4.1.1. Part I.  Reproductive phenology of mountainavens Dryas integrifolia/octopetala, white Arctic bell-heather Cassiope tetragona, Arctic poppy Papaver radi-catum, purple saxifrage Saxifraga oppositifolia and mosscampion Silene acaulis together with snow melt in ITEXplots in 1996
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4.1.2. ITEX quantitative flowering4.1.2. ITEX quantitative flowering4.1.2. ITEX quantitative flowering4.1.2. ITEX quantitative flowering4.1.2. ITEX quantitative flowering
In addition to the plots initiated in 1995 and 1996 tomonitor reproductive phenology in six selected vas-cular plant species (see section 4.1.1), four plots,monitoring the flowering of Arctic cotton-grass Erio-phorum scheuchzeri, were established in 1996.

During the summer of 1996 flowering at severalstudy plots showed interesting differences as com-pared to the previous year (Table 4.1.2). Mountainavens, at four relatively dry plots (Dryas 1, 3, 4 and5) developed a lower number of flowers, while two‘wet’ plots (Dryas 2 and 6) showed a significant in-crease. This also applies to female flowers in thewettest Arctic willow plots (Salix 1 and 2), and simi-larly in three ‘wet’ white Arctic bell-heather plots(Cassiope 2, 3 and 4).

The summer of 1995, when buds for 1996-flowerof  the dwarf shrubs (i.e. Dryas, Salix, Cassiope) wereinitiated, was a long and dry summer (see Meltofte& Thing 1996; section 4.2.18). This may have led todrought situations for ‘dry’ populations, while ‘wet’populations may have benefited from the favourablesummer conditions. However, the increase in numberof male flowers in the ‘dry’ Salix 3 plot does not fitthis explanation.
Among herbs, three out of four populations ofArctic poppy Papaver radicatum and the single re-peated moss campion plot showed decreased flower-ing. In contrast to the shrubs, these forbs respondthe same year to a long and warm summer with fa-vourable growing conditions. Hence they may haveexhausted their resources during 1995.
The relatively late dates that several of the plotswere censused in 1995 are not considered to haveany significant effect on the results.
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Fig. 4.1.1. Part II.  Reproductive phenology of mountainavens Dryas integrifolia/octopetala, white Arctic bell-heather Cassiope tetragona, Arctic poppy Papaverradicatum, purple saxifrage Saxifraga oppositifolia andmoss campion Silene acaulis together with snow melt inITEX plots in 1996
4.1.3. The ZERO-line4.1.3. The ZERO-line4.1.3. The ZERO-line4.1.3. The ZERO-line4.1.3. The ZERO-line
The ZERO line, recording vegetational transitionsfrom sea level to the top of Aucellabjerg, 1040 m a.s.l.,was initiated in 1992 and fully established and loggedin 1994. It will be re-surveyed and re-logged everyfive years, the first check is scheduled for 1999.
4.1.4. 400 m4.1.4. 400 m4.1.4. 400 m4.1.4. 400 m4.1.4. 400 m22222 plant community plant community plant community plant community plant communitystudy plotsstudy plotsstudy plotsstudy plotsstudy plots
The 400 m2 plant community study plots (Fig. 4.1),surveyed and established in 1992, will be left un-checked until 1997 and thereafter checked at fiveyears intervals.

4.1.5. Snow melt in 4.1.4 plots4.1.5. Snow melt in 4.1.4 plots4.1.5. Snow melt in 4.1.4 plots4.1.5. Snow melt in 4.1.4 plots4.1.5. Snow melt in 4.1.4 plots
Estimates of snow cover in three plant communitystudy plots during the snow melt are presented inTable 4.1.5. A fourth plot was not sufficiently wellmarked to allow snow cover estimates.

4.1.6. Regional vegetation4.1.6. Regional vegetation4.1.6. Regional vegetation4.1.6. Regional vegetation4.1.6. Regional vegetationparametersparametersparametersparametersparameters
The monitoring of selected regional vegetation pa-rameters awaits aerial false-colour photos of thestudy area and subsequent mapping and ground
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During the entire field season (3 June - 2 Septem-ber), weekly samples of arthropods were taken bymeans of both transparent and yellow pitfall traps,yellow pan traps as well as window traps distributedon six locations within 800 m from the climate sta-tion (Fig. 4.2), i.e. in the same general area as theITEX study plots (see section 4.1).

4.2. Arthropods4.2. Arthropods4.2. Arthropods4.2. Arthropods4.2. Arthropods

truthing of vegetation types in the field. An initialmapping effort is planned for 1997, based on exist-ing satellite images and black/white aerial photos.

4.1.7. Cryptogam study plots4.1.7. Cryptogam study plots4.1.7. Cryptogam study plots4.1.7. Cryptogam study plots4.1.7. Cryptogam study plots
The cryptogam study plots surveyed and logged in1994 will be left unchecked until 1999, and thereaf-ter re-checked every five years.

Table 4.1.5. Relative snow cover in three 400 m2
vegetational study plots during the snow melt in June1996.

Fig. 4.2. Location of arthropod sampling plots and theline transect route at Zackenberg. ■ = window traps(Station 1). ● = pitfall traps (Stations 2-6). ✱ =meteorological station)

To reveal differences in trapping efficiency, four dif-ferent types of traps were operated. Experiencesgained in 1995 and 1996 will decide which typesshould be used in the continued monitoring. It wastested specifically, whether transparent pitfall trapscould be combined with yellow pan traps to developyellow ‘panfall’ traps catching surface living as wellas pollinating arthropod species. The results werevery promising, and in the future only yellow pitfalltraps together with window traps will be used. Com-parisons between the two types of pitfall traps arepresented in section 5.6.

In total, c. 65,000 arthropods were collected thisyear. The samples were examined at the ZoologicalMuseum, University of Copenhagen, by Mogens LindJørgensen, Aslak Jørgensen and Per Unger. All sam-pling in the field was performed by Hans Meltofte.The sorted samples are kept at the Zoological Mu-seum, available for detailed examination in the fu-ture.

Furthermore, a 1,660 m line transect was walkedonce a week, and a number of arthropod parameterswas studied in connection with the weekly check ofthe ITEX study plots (see section 4.1.1).

4.2.1. Yellow pitfall traps4.2.1. Yellow pitfall traps4.2.1. Yellow pitfall traps4.2.1. Yellow pitfall traps4.2.1. Yellow pitfall traps
On each of the arthropod stations 2-6 (see Fig. 4.2)four transparent and four yellow pitfall traps werepositioned at random within squares of 5 x 5 m2, re-spectively. On each of the stations 2-5, a yellow pantrap was also in use. Each trap contained water witha little formaldehyde, salt (NaCl) and detergent. Abrief description of the habitat of each station is givenin Table 4.2.1.1. On 24 June, a TinyTalk dataloggerwas installed on each plot, recording microclimatetemperatures five times daily year round.
Table 4.2.1.1. Vegetation type at each of the arthropodtrapping stations 2-6.

As only yellow pitfall traps will be used at thesesites in the future (see section 5.6), this chapter dealswith results only from the yellow traps. Beginningin 1997, each station will include two sets of four yel-low traps, so that the possibilities for statistical analy-sis of the results are improved.Unlike the years to come, the traps were not inplace at the start of the 1996 season. Therefore, set-ting up each trapping site not only had to wait forsnow melt, but also for soil to thaw so deeply (>10cm) that the traps could be dug down.
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Fig. 4.2.1.1. Phenology of Clossiana spp. and Colias heclaas shown by catches in 20 yellow pitfall traps distributedon five stations at Zackenberg, 1996. Values for each daterepresent catches from the previous week.
Fig. 4.2.1.2. Phenology of Chironomidae as shown bycatches in 20 yellow pitfall traps distributed on fivestations at Zackenberg, 1996. Values for each daterepresent catches from the previous week.

Fig. 4.2.1.3. Phenology of Anthomyidae, Pardosa spp.and Ichneumonidae as shown by catches in 20 yellowpitfall traps distributed on five stations at Zackenberg,1996. Values for each date represent catches from theprevious week.
The catches from all five stations are pooled in Table4.2.1.2, and the phenology of selected taxa are pre-sented in Figs 4.2.1.1-3. Note that all five stationswere not in operation until the week of 1-8 July. Fur-thermore, on 10 and 17 June, varying numbers oftraps were found to have been fully or partly out offunction due to flooding for unknown periods. Dur-ing the last two weeks of the field season, samplingwas further biased by ice forming in the traps atnight.

The most prominent phenological features are 1)
the very early maximum numbers of some importanttaxa (midges Chironomidae, muscid & anthomyidflies, wolf spiders Pardosa spp.), whereas 2) ichneu-mon wasps and butterflies showed maxima late inthe season. The pronounced peak of flies from theweek of 10-17 June was due to one trap situated closeto an old muskox carcass, however.
4.2.2. Window traps4.2.2. Window traps4.2.2. Window traps4.2.2. Window traps4.2.2. Window traps
Two window traps were placed on an islet in a pondimmediately northeast of the Zackenberg station (sta-tion 1, Fig. 4.2). The windows, each 20 x 20 cm2 wide,were placed perpendicular to each other in order to

reduce the bias from varying wind directions. Thetraps rested on the ground and the catching basinsbelow the windows were filled with water, added alittle formaldehyde, salt (NaCl) and detergent. Theywere operated throughout the season (3 June - 2 Sep-tember) and catches were sampled once a week.
Window traps catch flying insects that hit thewindows and fall into the catching liquid in the ba-sins below. Accordingly, the two traps are intendedto monitor flight activity over the pond.
The results appear in Table 4.2.2. As expected,midges Chironomidae and muscid as well as antho-myid flies dominate the catch.

4.2.3. Insect l ine transect4.2.3. Insect l ine transect4.2.3. Insect l ine transect4.2.3. Insect l ine transect4.2.3. Insect l ine transect
The insect transect line west of Zackenbergelven (seeFig. 4.2) was walked once weekly during June, Julyand August, a total of 10 times (Fig.4.2.3. Table4.2.3.1).

4.2.4. Predation on 4.2.4. Predation on 4.2.4. Predation on 4.2.4. Predation on 4.2.4. Predation on DryasDryasDryasDryasDryas flowers flowers flowers flowers flowersby larvae of by larvae of by larvae of by larvae of by larvae of Sympistis zetterstedtiiSympistis zetterstedtiiSympistis zetterstedtiiSympistis zetterstedtiiSympistis zetterstedtii

During the two first checks most of the transectwas snow covered, and it was followed on skis andsnow-shoes, respectively. In the future, the linetransect will not be checked when snow covered.

Two checks (one 8 - 15 July and again 29 July - 5August) were missed due to adverse weather. Allchecks took place between 09.50 and 13.40 hrs (localtime) and in fair weather (i.e. sun and light wind).The route is 1,660 m long and 10 m wide, and it runsthrough a variety of habitat types (Table 4.2.3.2).

The six ITEX Dryas study plots were checked for pre-dation by Sympistis zetterstedtii larvae at weeklyintervals in connection with plant reproductivephenology checks (see section 4.1.1).
No larvae were observed, but the reproductive or-gans in a varying number of flowers were partly orwholly eaten at four sites (Table 4.2.4).
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Table 4.2.1.2. Total numbers of arthropods caught in 20 yellow pitfall traps (ø10cm) distributed on five stations atZackenberg, 1996. Values for each date represent catches from the previous week.

Table 4.2.2. Total numbers of arthropods caught in two window traps on an isletin a pond adjacent to the Zackenberg station in 1996. Values for each date representcatches from the previous week.

Table 4.2.3.1. Insects recorded during 10 line transects. ++++ denotes 50-100% snow cover, +++ 50-90%, ++10-50% and + 0-10% on different segmentsof the transect. Caliphoridae were not separated from other flies on 6 June.

Fig.4.2.3. BioBasis manager HansMeltofte engaged in the weekly checkof the insect transect line west of Zac-kenbergelven. Photo: Jens Böcher
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4.2.5. Occurrence of woolly-bear4.2.5. Occurrence of woolly-bear4.2.5. Occurrence of woolly-bear4.2.5. Occurrence of woolly-bear4.2.5. Occurrence of woolly-bearcaterpil lars caterpil lars caterpil lars caterpil lars caterpil lars Gynaephora groenlandicaGynaephora groenlandicaGynaephora groenlandicaGynaephora groenlandicaGynaephora groenlandicain in  in  in  in  Salix arcticaSalix arcticaSalix arcticaSalix arcticaSalix arctica populations populations populations populations populations
Table 4.2.3.2. Distribution of plant communities alongthe insect line transect.

Table 4.2.2. Total numbers of arthropods caught in two window traps on an islet in a pond adjacent to the Zackenbergstation in 1996. Values for each date represent catches from the previous week.

Table 4.2.4. Peak number of larvae of Sympistis zetter-stedtii observed in Dryas flowers together with peak ratioof flowers damaged by larvae in six study plots, 1996.The latter ratio is given as percent flowers plus senescentflowers affected.

4.2.6. Predation by larvae of an4.2.6. Predation by larvae of an4.2.6. Predation by larvae of an4.2.6. Predation by larvae of an4.2.6. Predation by larvae of anunidentified Lepidoptera on unidentified Lepidoptera on unidentified Lepidoptera on unidentified Lepidoptera on unidentified Lepidoptera on Sal ixSal ixSal ixSal ixSal ixarcticaarcticaarcticaarcticaarctica pods pods pods pods pods

No woolly-bear caterpillars were observed during theweekly checks of the four Salix study plots (see sec-tion 4.1.1). The only woolly-bear caterpillar found wasan individual spinning a cocoon on 20 June.

In connection with the weekly reproductive phenologychecks (see section 4.1.1) at the four ITEX study plotsfor Salix it became apparent that larvae of an uni-dentified butterfly species were predating the plant.Infested pods were recognised by seed hairs emerg-ing from the lower part of the pod prior to the ordi-nary emergence of seed hairs from the top of the pod.Peak predation was recorded and presented in Table4.2.6.
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4.2.7. General phenological4.2.7. General phenological4.2.7. General phenological4.2.7. General phenological4.2.7. General phenological

Table 4.2.6. Peak ratio of female Salix stands infestedby larvae of an unidentified Lepidoptera in four studyplots, 1996. The ratio is given as percent infested standsof ‘senescent’ flowers.

observationsobservationsobservationsobservationsobservations

Table 4.2.7. First ob-servation dates of se-lected insect species.

4.2.8. Holocene arthropod samples4.2.8. Holocene arthropod samples4.2.8. Holocene arthropod samples4.2.8. Holocene arthropod samples4.2.8. Holocene arthropod samples
A number of samples have been collected from theHolocene sediment layers carrying organic detritusin the coastal cliff north of the mouth of Zackenberg-elven (Fig.4.2.8). These layers have been dated to bec. 7900 years old (Ole Humlum, personal communi-cation). The remains of terrestrial plants and arthro-pods in the sediments are presently being analysed.In addition to a number of widespread Arctic plantspecies (identified by Ole Bennike, GEUS), the ma-terial comprises a small number of orbatid mites, flypuparia and a single beetle species which are nowbeing scrutinised. The presence of these insects inthe core study area during the post-glacial period isindicative of a much warmer climate in early Holo-cene in Zackenberg.

Fig.4.2.8. Layers of organic detritus originating fromearly Holocene, c. 7900 years ago, are visible and easilyaccessible in the natural sediment profile deposited bythe Zackenberg river. Photo: Jens Böcher

4.3. Birds4.3. Birds4.3. Birds4.3. Birds4.3. Birds
Records of observed birds were kept by Hans Meltofteduring the entire field season (3 June - 6 Septem-ber). During June and July priority was given to thebreeding populations in the bird census area inZackenbergdalen, including searching for nests andyoung (see sections 4.3.1-2 & 4-5). In August, how-

ever, the main effort was directed towards censusingwaders and other waterbirds in the two deltas ofZackenbergelven (section 4.3.3). Line transectsthrough Store Sødal and adjacent valleys werechecked once in July and again in August, in the lat-ter month an additional transect between Daneborgand Zackenberg was covered (section 4.3.6). On thisoccasion, Sandøen south of Daneborg was also vis-ited (section 4.3.7). These transects were walked byThomas B. Berg, Henning Thing and Mads C. Forch-hammer. Valuable supplementary records were pro-vided by other persons at Zackenberg.

4.3.1. Breeding populations4.3.1. Breeding populations4.3.1. Breeding populations4.3.1. Breeding populations4.3.1. Breeding populations
The census area in Zackenbergdalen was coveredextensively around mid June, when birds were con-centrated on the rather limited areas of snow freeground. At that time, territory defence and egg-lay-ing peaked (see section 4.3.2), and hence, the birdsbehaved conspicuously and were relatively easy torecord. In the intensively covered ‘small’ census areawest of Zackenbergelven, the census work continuedduring the rest of June and all of July, while in theextensive areas east of the river, only supplemen-tary records were made during this period. A total of

First observation dates of selected insect species arepresented in Table 4.2.7. Mosquitoes (Aedes nigripes)started to be troublesome for people already on 20June, and they continued to be so until mid August.They peaked in early July and decreased significantlyin numbers from 23 July.
Especially during July, hundreds of muscid fliesinfested with fungi were found dying on features suchas plot markers, runway markers, poles, houses andstones.
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54 census hours were allocated west of the river and70 hours east of the river (Table 4.3.1.1). The censusresults are given in Table 4.3.1.2. However, as de-tailed maps were not available and census time waslimited, the presented data are of a preliminary char-acter. The accuracy varies from species to species,
Table 4.3.1.1. Number of trips and hours (trips – hours)allocated to bird censusing west and east of Zacken-bergelven during June and July, respectively.

Table 4.3.1.2. Estimated number of pairs/territories inthe 19 km2 census area in Zackenbergdalen 1996. Anysite claiming or territorial pair or male is consideredmember of the local population.

Fig. 4.3.1.1. Distribution of great ringed plover terri-tories within the Zackenberg census area, 1996. Uncer-tain territories are marked with open symbols.

Fig. 4.3.1.2. Distribution of red knot territories withinthe Zackenberg census area, 1996. Uncertain territoriesare marked with open symbols.

probably with red knot as the most problematic. Snowbunting data are merely tentative. In the area westof the river, territories are based on a minimum oftwo records, while in the area east of the river onlyone total census was performed.
Distribution of each of the wader species as wellas of long-tailed skua are presented in Figs 4.3.1.1-6.It appears that sanderlings were breeding on sparselyvegetated and early snow free ground in most of thearea, red knots and ruddy turnstones predominantlybred on the well vegetated and relatively early snowfree lower expanses of the mountain slopes, i.e. up toc. 200 m a.s.l.
Besides the modest numbers on the delta terraces,great ringed plovers were found – as the only species– in full density all the way up to the upper limit ofthe area. As expected, most dunlins bred in the low-land marshes.

4.3.2. Reproductive phenology in4.3.2. Reproductive phenology in4.3.2. Reproductive phenology in4.3.2. Reproductive phenology in4.3.2. Reproductive phenology inwaders (shorebirds)waders (shorebirds)waders (shorebirds)waders (shorebirds)waders (shorebirds)
The peak of egg-laying was in mid June, with anumber of possibly relays in late June (Table 4.3.2.1).This is in good accordance with general breeding con-ditions in Northeast Greenland (Meltofte 1985).Ruddy turnstones were surprisingly late, as this spe-cies normally is one of the earliest breeders.

For comparison, the 1995 data have been recal-culated to first egg dates and medians (Table 4.3.2.2).These data are probably somewhat biased by our latearrival in the study area in 1995.
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4.3.3. Breeding success in waders4.3.3. Breeding success in waders4.3.3. Breeding success in waders4.3.3. Breeding success in waders4.3.3. Breeding success in waders

Fig. 4.3.1.3. Distribution of sanderling territories withinthe Zackenberg census area, 1996. Uncertain territoriesare marked with open symbols.

Fig. 4.3.1.4. Distribution of dunlin territories within theZackenberg census area, 1996. Uncertain territories aremarked with open symbols.

Fig. 4.3.1.5. Distribution of ruddy turnstone territorieswithin the Zackenberg census area, 1996. Uncertainterritories are marked with open symbols.

Fig. 4.3.1.6. Distribution of long-tailed skua territorieswithin the Zackenberg census area, 1996. Uncertainterritories are marked with open symbols.

of Zackenbergelven every third day during August.Numbers of great ringed plovers, red knots, dunlinsand ruddy turnstones were in the same order of mag-nitude as in 1995 (Table 4.3.3), while at least twiceas many sanderlings were recorded this year. It isunknown to what extent this reflects regional breed-ing success in these species, but present data andobservations of family groups in the valley indicatebreeding success of waders in Zackenbergdalen tohave been as good as in 1995.

In an area like Zackenbergdalen, hatching success isnot a good measure for breeding success since nestssuffer increased fox predation after being visited byan observer. Consequently, most nests were not vis-ited regularly to check hatching status.Regional breeding success in waders was initiatedin 1995, and continued in 1996, by counting juvenilewaders at low tide in the old and the present deltas
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4.3.4. Reproductive phenology4.3.4. Reproductive phenology4.3.4. Reproductive phenology4.3.4. Reproductive phenology4.3.4. Reproductive phenologyand success in long-tailed skuasand success in long-tailed skuasand success in long-tailed skuasand success in long-tailed skuasand success in long-tailed skuas

Table 4.3.2.1. First egg dates for waders at Zackenberg1996 as estimated from incomplete clutches, egg floating,hatching dates, weights of pulli and observations of newlyfledged juveniles.

Table 4.3.2.2. First egg dates for waders at Zackenberg1995 as estimated from hatching dates, weights of pulliand observations of newly fledged juveniles.

Table 4.3.3. Cumulative numbers of juvenile wadersrecorded at low tide in the old and the present deltas ofZackenbergelven during counts every third day 1-28August 1995 and 1996. (For 1995 figures, see Meltofte &Thing 1996.) For scientific names, see Table 4.3.2.1.

25 days (Cramp & Simmons 1983), the egg wouldhave been laid around 18 June.
In total, nests or young of eight pairs were foundand most of the remaining 14-19 pairs probably at-tempted to breed as well. Most probably, however,

4.3.5. Breeding barnacle geese4.3.5. Breeding barnacle geese4.3.5. Breeding barnacle geese4.3.5. Breeding barnacle geese4.3.5. Breeding barnacle geese

no young fledged neither in the census area, nor inthe remaining parts of Zackenbergdalen in 1996 (seealso section 3.3.8). Apparently, the lemming popula-tion was moderate in numbers in the summer of 1996(see section 4.4.1), while Arctic foxes occupied four ofthe five known dens in the valley – two of them evenholding pups (see section 4.4.3).

Two nests, each with one egg, were found already on12 June. Four more nests, each with two eggs, werelocated on 18, 18, 20 and 21 June, respectively; fi-nally, one more nest with one egg was recorded on27 June. All these nest were predated. On 27 July,the first and only pullus was found. It weighed 204 gand was accordingly estimated to be c. 15 days old(see de Korte 1986). With an incubation period of 23-

The first pair with a brood of two goslings were seenon the coast west of the old Zackenberg trapping sta-tion on 3 July. During the following two days a totalof four broods of 1, 2, 4 and 5 goslings, respectively,showed up at Lomsø.
Already by 7 July, they were reduced to 1, 2, 2and 4, respectively, but maintained their size duringthe remainder of their stay at Lomsø. On 19 and 23July they were scared to the fjord by human trafficnear Lomsø, and on 10 August they left for good whenthe helicopter sling operation with building materialstarted to pass over Lomsø (see section 6.2).

4.3.6. Line transects4.3.6. Line transects4.3.6. Line transects4.3.6. Line transects4.3.6. Line transects
Three line transects through the adjacent valleys andalong the coast between Daneborg and Zackenbergwere walked in July and August (Table 4.3.6; see alsosection 4.4.4). Pink-footed and barnacle geese domi-nated together with waders in July. Compared toZackenbergdalen, only few long-tailed skuas werefound in the adjacent valleys.
4.3.7. Sandøen4.3.7. Sandøen4.3.7. Sandøen4.3.7. Sandøen4.3.7. Sandøen

In the upper part of the Zackenbergdalen, 2-3pairs with goslings were observed on the east side ofthe river on 23 July. On 27 July two pairs with 4 and5 goslings, respectively, were likewise encounteredhere. The broods included the same number of gos-lings when they started to roam the valley as juve-niles in mid August, but by 25 August, one juvenilewas missing from the smaller brood. Hence, a totalof 6-7 pairs of barnacle geese brought their goslingsto Zackenbergdalen. This is comparable to the sevenpairs found in 1995. The location of nest sites is stillunknown.

The sanctuary of Sandøen south of Daneborg wasvisited on 13 August. Several hundred pairs of Arc-tic tern were breeding on the island together with atleast 20 pairs of Sabine’s gull. Pulli of both specieswere seen.  The visit was too late to record breedingof common eider, but several broods were seen aroundthe island. These could, however, also originate fromthe large colony in Daneborg.
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Table 4.3.6. Birds recorded (adults – young) during threeline transect surveys 1: through Lindemansdalen,Slettedal and Store Sødal, 2: between Daneborg andZackenberg, and 3: through Store Sødal, in July andAugust 1996.

4.3.8. Other observations4.3.8. Other observations4.3.8. Other observations4.3.8. Other observations4.3.8. Other observations
This section presents bird records in the study areaother than those presented in sections 4.3.1-7. Whennothing else is stated, observations refer to the cen-sus area in Zackenbergdalen (see Figs 4.3.1.1-6).
Red-throated diver Gavia stellata
The pair breeding in the census area was seen copu-lating on a hummock in the big pond north of therunway on 4 June. From 19 June, one bird was sit-ting on a nest on a hummock in the big pond south ofthe runway, but already on 22 June the nest wasabandoned, perhaps as a result of disturbance. On 2July the pair was building on the nest in Lomsø alsoused in 1991 and 1995, but not until 24 July continuosincubation started. By 21 August, Lomsø was aban-doned, and tracks in the mud in the shallow watershowed that it had probably been predated by a fox.One bird was incubating on a nest on the shore of apond immediately north of the census area west ofZackenbergelven on 7 July. By 23 July the nest waspredated. A pair was seen in the lakes in Moræne-bakkerne in July, and one pair had a large pulli on alake west of the river from Lindemansdalen on 31August. Up to seven individuals were seen in Lomsøand off the deltas in July and August. Hence, thetotal population in Zackenbergdalen probably num-bered four pairs.
Northern fulmar Fulmarus glacialis
One and four fulmars were seen over Young Sund on25 and 29 July, respectively.
Pink-footed goose Anser brachyrhynchus
Up to six pairs and a single individual were seen inthe census area before the moult migration started,but no indications of breeding were found. A flock of

20 individuals arrived from the south on 14 June.Up to 31 were seen 19-20 June, and on 21 June, atotal of 397 migrated north over the valley. On eachof 28 June and 3 July 29 migrated north, and flocksof up to 30 were seen in the area. The last flying birdwas seen on 12 July. 40 flightless geese were seen inthe deltas of the census area, but these moulting sites,which held 300 birds in 1995, were soon given updue to disturbance. Only the moulting area aroundthe peninsula to the Southeast was occupied by 246birds (counted on 21 July), which is the same as in1995 (Meltofte & Thing 1996; section 4.3.3.7). Possi-bly as a result of disturbance, these birds dispersedwest along the coast during late July. On 26 July,the first birds (10) were flying again, and by 9 Au-gust 250-300 birds were seen flying. The last flight-less geese (12) were seen on 10 August. During lateAugust, when new flocks had arrived from the north,up to 455 pink-footed geese were feeding in Ryle-kærene and around Gåsesø. This is about half thenumbers recorded in 1995. South migrating flockswere seen on 29 August (90) and 4 September (11).
Barnacle goose Branta leucopsis
Besides a few flocks of up to 12 individuals, 2-4 non-breeding pairs were seen during most of June. Dur-ing July, 3-4 non-breeding pairs moulted at Lomsøtogether with the family-groups present there (seesection 3.3.5). Only one barnacle goose moulted to-gether with the pink-footed geese at the peninsula tothe Southeast, as opposite to at least 100 in 1995. 85individuals moulted at the lakes in Morænebakkerne,which is very much the same as last year. The firstflying birds (<10) were seen on 24 July. From midAugust until our departure, flocks up to 80 occurredin Rylekærene and at Gåsesø.
Common eider Somateria mollissima
Between 13 June and 7 July, up to six males and 12females were seen in open water areas off Zacken-bergdalen. The first two broods probably originatingfrom the colony at Daneborg were seen on 17 July,and from then on, up to at least 10 families were foundoff the deltas with a maximum of 45 individuals re-corded in August. This is somewhat less than in 1995.
King eider Somateria spectabilis
Between 12 June and 4 July, most often three pairstogether with a female were found on ponds and onopen water areas off the deltas. Females were seen afew times later in July, and on 22 July the remainsof a predated nest was found at Gåsesø, east of thecensus area. Other breeding attempts may have oc-curred, but no further indications of breeding wasencountered.
Long-tailed duck Clangula hyemalis
Long-tailed ducks were already present on pondsaround the Zackenberg station at our arrival in earlyJune. The maximum record was 10 pairs on 8 June.
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From 14 June they started also to utilise open waterareas off the deltas. An incubating female was en-countered at the northern border of the census areawest of Zackenbergelven on 25 June, and down froma predated nest was found in the same area on 30June. No ducklings were seen. The last pair was seenon 14 July, and on the same day the first post-breed-ing flock of six females were present on Lomsø. Al-ready on the next day, the flock numbered 20 malesand females. Groups of males and females were seenon ponds and along the coast during the rest of July,while in August only flocks of 6-7 moulting maleswere found on the fjord off the old trapping station.This is only half the number moulting here in 1995.
Gyr falcon Falco rusticolus
On five occasions between 15 and 27 August one adultgyr falcon was seen in Zackenbergdalen.
Rock ptarmigan Lagopus mutus
Pairs and displaying males were recorded four timesduring June. Broods of 11 and c. 10 small pulli wereencountered west of Zackenbergelven on 5 and 7 July,respectively. On 21 July a brood of six large pulli wereseen east of the runway, and on 29 July a brood of atleast six small pulli were found near Ulvehøj, east ofthe census area. Pairs without young were seen twicein July, while no ptarmigan were encountered inAugust. On 1 September, groups of 5, 12 and 4 werefound west of Zackenbergelven and on the slopes ofthe Zackenberg mountain.
Great ringed plover Charadrius hiaticula
Pre-breeding groups of up to six individuals werefeeding in the fen north of the runway during thefirst few days after our arrival on 3 June. During thewaterbird counts in the deltas, up to 21 adults and45 juveniles were recorded on 13 August, and on 29August 54 juveniles were found in the same area.The first juveniles (3) were seen on 1 August and thelast adults (2) on 22 August. During most of August,single individuals and small groups were feeding atponds and on the tundra.
European golden plover Pluvialis apricaria
One pair was encountered in the census area on 16June, one was seen in lower Store Sødal on 29 June,and one individual passed over Zackenbergdalen on22 August.
Red knot Calidris canutus
Intensive song flight display occurred from the dayof our arrival. Feeding groups of up to 7-11 individu-als were seen from 21 June until 16 July. The firstjuveniles (2) were encountered on 29 July, and thelast adults were seen on 13 August, when eight adultsand 14 juveniles were counted in the deltas.
Sanderling Calidris alba
A few post-breeding groups of up to 14 individualswere recorded on the tundra during 7-19 July. Dur-ing the counts in the deltas, up to 27 adults wererecorded (on 7 August), and the last adults (2) were

seen on 22 August. The first juveniles (11) were re-corded in the deltas on 29 July, and peak numberswere 115 and 113 on 13 and 16 August, respectively,and 137 on 29 August. Still on 1 and 3 September,102 and 95 juv., respectively, were recorded. This issignificantly more than in 1995 (see section 3.3.3).
Dunlin Calidris alpina
The number of adult post-breeders feeding in thedeltas peaked with 100 on 27 July, when also thefirst juveniles (2) were recorded here. The last adults(3) were recorded in the deltas on 13 August, whenalso the number of juveniles peaked with 65. Still,on 1 September, 44 juveniles were counted in thedeltas.
Ruddy turnstone Arenaria interpres
Up to c. 10 pre-breeders were feeding in the fen justnorth of the runway during the first few days afterour arrival on 3 June. No more than 2-3 post-breed-ing adults were recorded in the deltas during lateJuly and the first half of August, and on 27 Augustthe last adult was seen in Daneborg. The first inde-pendent juveniles were eight in the deltas on 29 July,and on 13 August a peak record of 40 was counted.25 juveniles were feeding among the tethered husk-ies in Daneborg during a visit on 27-28 August.

Fig.4.3.8. Adult sanderling on the nest site with twonewly hatched pulli. Photo: Danish Polar Center / Hans Meltofte
Red-necked phalarope Phalaropus lobatus
A single female was recorded six times between 5and 16 June. On 17 August, two juveniles were feed-ing on a pond in the census area.
Long-tailed skua Stercorarius longicaudus
Long-tailed skuas were recorded in the census areaalready on 1 June. On 7 July, an immature was seen.During the second half of July up to 15 were display-ing together. Numbers decreased during the first half
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of August, and the last individual was seen in thecensus area on 12 August. However, on 15 August apair was mobbing a gyr falcon on the south slope ofthe Zackenberg mountain. No juveniles were re-corded.
Glaucous gull Larus hyperboreus
Between one and five individuals were seen almostdaily along Zackenbergelven and the coast duringJune and July. A few immatures were seen in lateJune and early July. During the waterbird counts inthe deltas between late July and early September,up to 15 adults were recorded. A juvenile appearedon 3 September. On 28 August, at least 10 nest sitescould be counted on the steep northern bluff ofBasaltø.
Arctic tern Sterna paradisaea
Two Arctic terns were feeding in the old delta on 29July.
Pied wagtail Motacilla alba
A pied wagtail was present at the Zackenberg sta-tion on 7 and 12 June. Two juveniles stayed with thetethered huskies in Daneborg during our visit 27-28August. This indication of breeding is the northern-most made so far in East Greenland.
Northern weathear Oenanthe oenanthe
An alarm calling female and a do. pair were recordedin two different places high on the slopes of Aucella-bjerg on 16 and 22 July, respectively. Adults and ju-veniles were recorded in the lowland on eight occa-sions between 8 August and 1 September.
Common raven Corvus corax
Between one and four ravens were recorded regu-larly in Zackenbergdalen during the entire season.No clear evidence of breeding was found. 15 werepresent at the tethered huskies in Daneborg duringour visit 27-28 August.
Arctic redpoll Carduelis hornemanni
Pairs and single individuals regularly flew overZackenbergdalen until 14 June. Later, single indi-viduals were recorded only on 4 and 5 July.
Snow bunting Plectrophenax nivalis
The first family flocks were recorded in the lowlandon 27 July, and on 21 August the first post-breedingflocks of 60 were seen.

4.4. Mammals4.4. Mammals4.4. Mammals4.4. Mammals4.4. Mammals
Observations of mammals were made by Thomas B.Berg 19 June - 6 September and additionally by HansMeltofte 3 June - 6 September and by Mads C. Forch-hammer 4 August - 6 September. The 250 ha censusarea for collared lemming Dicrostonyx groenlandicuswas censused for winter nests and active summerburrows. Muskoxen Ovibos moschatus were counteddaily from a fixed, elevated point at the station, and

the total number of muskoxen within 39.1 km2 ofZackenbergdalen was censused once a week. Thir-teen muskox carcasses from the winter of 1995-1996were recorded in the valley. Arctic fox Alopex lagopusoccupied both of the two known dens in the valleyand during the field season three additional denswere located within Zackenbergdalen. To position andlog two future line transects to be covered twice an-nually, three transects were walked this summer, onefrom Daneborg to Zackenberg and two in the adja-cent inland valleys. All observations of mammalsother than muskoxen are included in section 4.4.5.
4.4.1. Winter nests and summer4.4.1. Winter nests and summer4.4.1. Winter nests and summer4.4.1. Winter nests and summer4.4.1. Winter nests and summerburrows of collared lemmingburrows of collared lemmingburrows of collared lemmingburrows of collared lemmingburrows of collared lemming
Following the disappearance of the snow cover, thedesignated 2.5 km2 lemming census area was search-ed by transects at 15-20 m intervals. As in 1995, win-ter nests were referred to either of the two age cat-egories, I: nests built in the winter of 1995-1996 orII: nests older than I. For each nest the following para-meters were recorded: UTM co-ordinates, nest dia-meter (5 cm intervals), pellet index (<500, 500-2000,2000-4000, >4000), signs of predation by Arctic foxor ermine, and presence of moulted lemming fur.

In all, 424 winter nests were examined; 161 (i.e.64/km2) were from the previous winter and 263 wereof older age (Table 4.4.1). It is too early to interpretthe trend in the lemming population at Zackenberg.A similar study on Traill Ø, 220 km south of Zacken-berg, has been going on since 1988. The snow coverthere is 3-4 times thicker than at Zackenberg, andthe area (10 km2) has a much higher carrying capac-ity for lemmings.
Lemming index (winter nest/km2) ranged from 369(1989/1990) to 10 (1991/1992) (Sittler 1995). Therange of the lemming index at Zackenberg may turnout to be much lower, mostly due to the lesser amountof snow. Despite the short distance between the twosites, the lemming populations at Traill Ø andZackenberg seem to have been out of phase in 1996with an index of 20/km2 at Traill and 69/km2 atZackenberg. Aa additional 80 active summer burrowswere found.

In addition to the winter nest survey, active sum-mer burrows were systematically recorded along thetransects. They were identified as holes with freshsoil digging or with well worn pathways in the sur-rounding vegetation. There are two kinds of summerburrows: those used for breeding and those used forretreat only. The latter is just a short tunnel, oftenless than 75 cm long, while those used for breedinghave more than one entrance and a well built nest ofgrass, leaves and moss just as the winter nests.

The efficiency in detecting the fresh winter nestsis estimated as 90%, whereas the efficiency with re-spect to age category II is judged to be around 65%;the latter calculated as the 263 old nests found in
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1996 (missed in 1995) divided by the 830 old nestsfound in 1995, indicating an efficiency of less than65%. During the forthcoming field seasons the studyarea will be cleaned for old nests. The efficiency ofdetecting active summer burrows is estimated to bearound 75%.
Table 4.4.1. Number ofexamined winter nests.

The nesting habitat differs between winter andsummer. Winter nests were primarily located onslopes and in tufted vegetation (Fig. 4.4.1). In con-trast, summer burrows were found in drier and flathabitats such as windswept terrain or on the upperpart of slopes in Dryas heath.

Fig. 4.4.1. The relative frequency of terrain types usedby lemmings for winter nests and summer burrowswithin the 2.5 km2 study area at Zackenberg.
Of the 161 fresh winter nests found, only one hadbeen predated by ermine (i.e. scats and fur werepresent) whereas 12 had been predated by Arcticfox(i.e. scats present) (see Table 5.7.1).

4.4.2. Muskox population biology4.4.2. Muskox population biology4.4.2. Muskox population biology4.4.2. Muskox population biology4.4.2. Muskox population biology
In 1996, muskox monitoring was fully establishedand implemented as an integrated part of BioBasis.Monitoring muskoxen has two main objectives: 1) toobtain data on how muskoxen interact with the localecosystem, and 2) to obtain long-term data on howmuskoxen respond to changes in their biotic andabiotic environment.

More specifically, muskox monitoring focuses onspatial and temporal aspects of local population struc-ture and dynamics and distributional characteristicsin combination with reproduction and age- and sex-specific survival.
The monitoring is divided into four parts: 1)weekly census of all muskox groups within a 39.1km2 census area in Zackenbergdalen (Fig. 4.4.2), in-cluding information on herd size and structure, 2)daily total counts of groups (number and size) from a

Fig. 4.4.2. Location of muskox census area and localitiesmentioned in the text, as well as muskox carcasses (▲)and Arctic fox dens (■ ). Fixed-point muskox counts werecarried out daily from a building roof (marked with •)recording all visible muskoxen in a 360o scan.

fixed, elevated point at the station, 3) transect cen-sus of muskoxen covering areas adjacent to the cen-sus area twice per season (see section 4.4.4), and 4)registration of all new muskox carcasses in Zacken-bergdalen.
4.4.2.1. Muskox population4.4.2.1. Muskox population4.4.2.1. Muskox population4.4.2.1. Muskox population4.4.2.1. Muskox populationdynamics and structuredynamics and structuredynamics and structuredynamics and structuredynamics and structure
The field season at Zackenberg extended over threeseasons of the annual muskox life cycle: post-calving(1-30 June), summer (1 July - 14 August) and rut (15August - 15 September). During these periods, thetotal number of muskoxen in the census area variedconsiderably (Fig. 4.4.2.1.1). From late June to midJuly the local population averaged 13-14 individu-als. However, from 22 July through August, thenumber of muskoxen within the census area in-creased rapidly to a peak of 166 on 1 September (Fig.4.4.2.1.1). Although significantly underestimating thetotal number of muskoxen within the census area(by a mean of 35%), this seasonal trend was also ap-parent from the data obtained by the daily fixed-pointcounts (Fig. 4.4.2.1.1; ANCOVA, means: F(1,60) = 10.13,p < 0.005; slopes: F(1,60) = 0.61, p > 0.25).

The daily occurrence of muskoxen outside thearea, primarily towards SE, was likewise recordedby the fixed-point counts (Fig. 4.4.2.1.1). These num-bers underestimate the actual number of muskoxenpresent even more than within the census area. Nev-ertheless, the trend observed is indicative of the an-nual migration patterns. As seen from Fig. 4.4.2.1.1,
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numbers outside the census area also increasedthrough late summer and rut, although less signifi-cantly. This suggests that the increase in Zacken-bergdalen and the coastal region between Zackenbergand Daneborg is a result of muskoxen immigratingfrom surrounding areas. Similar high densities ofmuskoxen in Zackenbergdalen have been reportedduring the winter period (Boertmann & Forch-hammer 1992). Results presented below are all basedon data from total censuses within the census areain Zackenbergdalen (Fig. 4.4.2).

Fig. 4.4.2.1.1. Numbers of muskoxen counted within thecensus area (•: total census; º: fixed-point count) andoutside the census area (◊: fixed-point count) inZackenbergdalen, 1996. Lines are polynomial regressionlines for the three data sets (solid: within census area -total censusing; dashed: within census area - fixed-pointcount; dotted: outside census area - fixed-point count).Throughout the field season, all counts were made fromthe same point (see Fig. 4.4.2).
The temporal dynamics in population numberswithin the census area can be analysed further byconsidering how the specific age- and sex-classes re-late to the total number of muskoxen. The causalmechanism behind distribution of individuals variesgreatly outside and during the mating season (seesection 4.4.2.2). During the post-calving and summerseasons, all age and sex classes showed highly sig-nificant, positive correlation with the total number(Multiple regression: R2 = 0.99, p < 0.001), indicatingthat all age and sex classes used Zackenbergdalenequally during this particular period.

Fig. 4.4.2.1.2. Numbers of adult males (4+ yrs: •),subadult males (2-3 yrs: º), adult females (3+ yrs: ◆),subadult females (2 yrs: ◊), yearlings (▲) and calves (∆).Numbers obtained by total censusing of muskoxen withinZackenbergdalen, 1996 (see Fig. 4.4.2). Total number ofmuskoxen is given by the bold, solid line.

Quite a different picture emerges when we lookat the temporal dynamics during the rutting season.The high rate of increase in muskox immigrating toZackenbergdalen from the beginning of August wasprimarily related to a high influx of adult females,yearlings and calves (Multiple regression: b’ = 0.85)as compared to subadult (b’ = 0.12) and adult (b’ =0.23) males (Fig. 4.4.2.1.2). In early rut, males fol-lowed the influx of females but dropped again in num-bers during the peak rut (Fig. 4.4.2.1.2), primarilyas a result of intra-sexual competition for access tofemales (Forchhammer 1995, 1996; Forchhammer &Berg in prep.). The number of subadult males re-mained constantly low throughout the rutting sea-son (r = -0.06; p > 0.75).

As expected from the high percentage of calves in1995 (29%; Berg 1996), the overall structure of thelocal muskox population in 1996 was dominated bythis cohort (i.e. 22.8% yearlings; Fig. 4.4.2.1.3). Takenover seasons, the overall effective sex ratio (adult fe-males / adult males and females) within the censusarea averaged 0.59±0.25 (±SD). The highly femalebiased sex ratio of 3-year individuals (Fig. 4.4.2.1.3)is probably related to the difficulty in separating 2-and 3-year females in the field. However, the pres-ence of 3-year males within the census area was rela-tively low, especially during the rutting season. As

expected from the high influx of females (Fig.4.4.2.1.2) and the increased male-male competition(Forchhammer & Berg in prep.) during the rut, theaverage sex ratio increased from 0.48±0.30 duringthe pre-rutting seasons to 0.73±0.06 in the rut. Dueto the large variation in sex ratio during pre-rut, theincrease was not statistically significant (two sam-ple t test: t9 = 1.81, p > 0.1).

Fig. 4.4.2.1.3. Population structure of the local muskoxpopulation in Zackenbergdalen, 1996, divided intopercent females and males for five cohorts. Individualsaged 4 or more years were pooled into the same age group(4+). Percentages were taken of all observations from totalcensuses covering all seasons. Sex of calves could not bedetermined in the field and the sex ratio was assumed tobe 1:1.
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4.4.2.2. Distribution and social4.4.2.2. Distribution and social4.4.2.2. Distribution and social4.4.2.2. Distribution and social4.4.2.2. Distribution and socialenvironment of muskoxenenvironment of muskoxenenvironment of muskoxenenvironment of muskoxenenvironment of muskoxen
In order to evaluate, on a larger geographical scale,the relative use of Zackenbergdalen throughout sum-mer and rut, the adjacent valley, Store Sødal, andthe coastal region between Daneborg and Zackenbergwere censused by means of transect routes (see sec-tion 4.4.4). During mid July, before the high influx ofmuskoxen to Zackenbergdalen, muskox densities inZackenbergdalen and surrounding areas were simi-lar (Table 4.4.2.2). However, as the density ofmuskoxen in Zackenbergdalen increased, the densityin Store Sødal decreased during mid August (Table4.4.2.2), indicating a migration of individuals toZackenbergdalen from Store Sødal in this particularperiod (see also section 4.4.2.1).
Table 4.4.2.2. Seasonal changes in muskox densities (#/km2) in Store Sødal (91.8 km2), the census area(Zackenbergdalen: 39.1 km2) and the coastal regionbetween Daneborg and the Zackenberg census area (37.4km2). The Daneborg-Zackenberg area was not censusedin mid July. Density values for Zackenbergdalen arecalculated on the basis of total censusing in the censusarea during the given time periods.

Within the census area in Zackenbergdalen, aseasonal change in altitudinal habitat use was ob-served. Habitats up to 100 m a.s.l. were used inten-sively throughout June (33%) to August (67%) (Fig.4.4.2.2.1). Habitats between 100 and 300 m were pri-marily used in July (7-21%) and August (5-8%). Asthe season progressed, the use of habitats above 300m a.s.l. decreased from 14-28% to 5-14% (Fig.4.4.2.2.1). This seasonal distribution of muskoxenwithin the census area reflected the relative avail-ability of habitats as documented by the seasonalpattern of thawing of snow (see section 3.4.1).

Fig. 4.4.2.2.1. Seasonal variation in the altitudinaldistribution of muskox herds in the census area, 1996.Sample sizes (number of herds) for June: 21; July: 14;and August: 60.

Even though the seasonal patterns of altitudinalhabitat use (Fig. 4.4.2.2.1) within the census areawere similar for all age and sex classes, individualsdid segregate spatially within these habitats, espe-cially adult bulls, cows and subadult bulls. Duringthe pre-rutting seasons, low proportions of coinci-dence in habitat use were observed between adultbulls, cows and subadult bulls (0.2; Fig. 4.4.2.2.2).Coinciding habitat use increased at the beginning ofrut (0.8-1.0). As rut progressed, coincidence of adultbulls and cows remained relatively high (0.6), where-as associations between cows and subadult bulls aswell as between adult and subadult bulls decreasedconsiderably (0.3; Fig. 4.4.2.2.2) as would be expectedfrom the increased male-male competition (Forch-hammer & Berg in prep.). This seasonal pattern ofcoinciding habitat use, illustrates the importance offemale distribution and male-male competition on thegeneral distributional patterns of muskoxen duringthe rut.

Fig. 4.4.2.2.2. Seasonal variation in the proportion ofcoinciding UTM co-ordinates between adult bulls andcows (•), adult and subadult bulls (n), and adult cowsand subadult bulls (u).
The social environment of the individual muskoxrelates to intra- as well as inter-herd interactions withother individuals (Forchhammer 1996). The evolu-tionary implications of variation in the social envi-ronment of muskoxen on the reproductive strategieswill be presented in detail elsewhere (Forchhammer& Berg in prep). Here, focus is put on the descriptionof the general seasonal variations in the social envi-ronment, i.e. herd size and herd structure. Herd sizeincreased significantly from 4.3±1.6 in pre-ruttingseasons to 8.0±3.7 in rut (two sample t test: t11 = 2.51,p < 0.05). Similarly, the presence of mixed herds(herds including both males and females) within thecensus area increased significantly from 43.1%±27.1% in pre-rut to 82.7%±11.2% in rut (t9 = 3.05, p <0.02). The structure of mixed herds varied over sea-sons. Although fluctuating, the number of cows in-creased significantly through seasons (r = 0.70, p <0.05) from 2-3 to 3-4 cows per herd (Fig. 4.4.2.2.3).During the pre-rutting seasons, the number of adult
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and subadult bulls in mixed herds averaged 0.9±1.0and 1.3±1.1, respectively. In rut, an average of oneadult bull (0.9±0.2) was observed per herd, whereasonly one subadult bull (0.5±0.2) was observed in everysecond mixed herd (Fig. 4.4.2.2.3). The averagenumber of calves and yearlings per herd was similarto those of cows during pre-rut, i.e. one calf and year-ling per cow. However, during rut, the number of bothcalves and yearlings decreased to one calf and year-ling per two cows.

Fig. 4.4.2.2.3. Seasonal variation in the structure ofmixed herds including the average number of adult bulls(•), adult cows (u), and subadult bulls (n) in Zacken-bergdalen, 1996.

4.4.2.3. Survival and reproduction4.4.2.3. Survival and reproduction4.4.2.3. Survival and reproduction4.4.2.3. Survival and reproduction4.4.2.3. Survival and reproductionof muskoxenof muskoxenof muskoxenof muskoxenof muskoxen
The survival of muskoxen is significantly influencedby the density-independent influence of extreme,adverse winter weather conditions (Vibe 1967; Forch-hammer & Boertmann 1993). In the local muskoxpopulation in Zackenbergdalen, age- and sex-specificsurvival and mortality rates were obtained by twoprocedures: 1) cohort analysis based on total censusand 2) analysis of carcasses.

Due to limited access to ageing of individuals inthe field, cohort analysis could be made only until anage of 3 years. Additionally, the cohort analysis wasconstrained by census procedures. Since the censusedmuskox population in Zackenbergdalen is part of alarger population also inhabiting the remaining partsof Wollaston Forland and Payer Land, migration isexpected to have a major effect on the observednumber of age and sex classes in Zackenbergdalen,especially during the rutting season where there is aconsiderable influx of individuals (Fig. 4.4.2.1.1). Thisproblem is illustrated by comparing the presence ofthe 1994- and 1995-cohorts in Zackenbergdalen in1996. The 1995-cohort decreased to 22% in 1996, in-dicating an overall survival probability of 0.79 dur-ing the first year of life. In contrast, the 1994-cohortincreased from 8% in 1995 to 11% in 1996 (Fig.4.4.2.1.3), clearly demonstrating the effect of immi-gration to Zackenbergdalen.

Alternatively, survivorship of muskoxen can be cal-culated by analysing the occurrence of carcasses.Even though this procedure mixes cohorts, the analy-sis does provide an indication of survival rates beforeand after the establishment of ZERO as the registra-tion of new carcasses continues as part of BioBasis.During the 1996 field season, a total of 66 carcasseswere located in Zackenbergdalen. Of these, 50 (29males and 21 females) were determined to have diedfrom natural causes (i.e. malnutrition, disease, in-jury, or predation). Based on this sex-specific survi-vorship, curves were constructed (Fig. 4.4.2.3) follow-ing the procedure by Thing (1985). The mortality rateof males increased as they reached their prime breed-ing age, whereas the mortality rate of females in-creased more steadily throughout their age of breed-ing (Fig. 4.4.2.3). The general survivorship patterncorresponds to that calculated for the Jameson Landmuskox population, except for the higher probabilityof survival of young muskoxen (1-3 years) in Zacken-bergdalen (Thing 1985).
Calf production in 1996 was considerably lower(18.3%; Fig. 4.4.2.1.3) as compared to 1995 (29%; Berg1996) and closer to the average annual production ofcalves as previously reported in East Greenland(Thing et al. 1987; Bay & Boertmann 1988; Sittler1988). The overall calf/cow ratio was 0.65±0.51 andsomewhat higher than previously reported fromJameson Land (Thing et al. 1987).
Although not statistically significant, the calf/cowratio decreased from 0.74±0.64 in pre-rut seasons to0.49±0.04 in rut, indicating an influx of barren (orcurrently calf-less) cows to Zackenbergdalen duringthis period. This pattern is confirmed in Fig. 4.4.2.1.2,where the slope for immigrating females is steeperthan that of calves in this particular period.

Fig. 4.4.2.3. Survivorship curves of males (•) and females(º) based on carcasses found in Zackenbergdalen until1996. Age of carcasses was estimated following Smith(1976). Molars were collected to determine the accurateontogenetic age based on analysis of cementum layers.Range of ages of breeding indicated by arrows for malesand females as documented by Thing et al. (1987) andForchhammer & Berg (in prep.).
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4.4.2.4. Fresh muskox carcasses4.4.2.4. Fresh muskox carcasses4.4.2.4. Fresh muskox carcasses4.4.2.4. Fresh muskox carcasses4.4.2.4. Fresh muskox carcassesfrom the 1995-1996 winterfrom the 1995-1996 winterfrom the 1995-1996 winterfrom the 1995-1996 winterfrom the 1995-1996 winter
Within the Zackenberg valley a total of 13 freshmuskox carcasses were found, all located between 2m a.s.l. and 400 m a.s.l. (Table 4.4.2.4). Older car-casses have been recorded at 800 m a.s.l. Due to pres-ence of bone marrow in all carcasses none of the ani-mals appeared to have died from starvation.
Table 4.4.2.4. Fresh muskox carcasses found in 1996within the 39,1 km2 census area. Age is estimated by horndevelopment and tooth wear. Exact age will be deter-mined by analysis of dental cementum layers. See Fig.4.2.2 for spacial distribution. M = male; F = female; bonemarrow is analysed by cross sectioning the femur.

4.4.3. Arctic fox dens4.4.3. Arctic fox dens4.4.3. Arctic fox dens4.4.3. Arctic fox dens4.4.3. Arctic fox dens

Fig.4.4.2.4. Carcass #95-012 of an old muskox bull as itappeared in August 1996. Photo: Mads C. Forchhammer

Probably as a result of the abundance of muskox car-casses during the past winter, the fox pairs at dens#1 and #3 each produced a litter (Fig. 4.4.2 and Ta-ble 4.4.3); both litters were mixed blue/white). Of thefive Arctic fox dens located in Zackenbergdalen den#1 and den #3 were visited regularly throughout theseason, the other three on an irregular basis.
Table 4.4.3. Data on five Arctic fox dens in Zacken-bergdalen.

Den #1 hosted a minimum of six pups. One of themhad apparently died prior to the first observation inJune. The remaining pups (i.e. three white and twoblue colour phase) were seen playing outside the denwith a fresh piece of fur from a blue phase pup on 3July. Apparently, all the blue phase pups died, asonly one was seen on 14 July and none after 12 Au-gust. All the white phase pups were observedthroughout the field season. Only one adult fox (whitephase) was observed at this den, probably the female.
At den #3, the female was also a white phase in-dividual. A minimum of three pups were seen (twowhite and one blue). Last observation of the foxesfrom den #3 was on 1 September, when the femalewas accompanied by the two white phase pups. Atthat date, all pups from the 1996-litter most likelywould have accompanied the female on her hunt,hence implying that the blue phase pup had diedearlier in the season. Bones from juvenile foxes werefound outside both dens.
The colour phase dichromatism is controlled byrecessive genetic inheritance (Johansson 1960), theblue phase dominating the white. Accordingly, themix of blue and white phase pups in the two littersreveals that the male(s) was a heterozygotic bluephase fox carrying white genes.
Den #4 was situated 68 m from den #3 and wasthus within the homerange of the pups from #3. Noentrances showed fresh digging indicating that it wasin use only as a playground for the pups.
Dens #2 and #5 showed clear signs of being activebecause of fresh excavations; den #2 further had scat-tered fresh bones and feathers from at least one goose.There were no signs of litters at these two dens. Den#2 was occupied by a white phase fox according tofur remains found at the entrances. In addition tothe two adult females at dens #1 and #3, 2-3 adultfoxes (i.e. one blue, one white and probably one morewhite phase fox), recognised individually by theirprogressing moult, were seen regularly in the valley.
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4.4.4. Line transects4.4.4. Line transects4.4.4. Line transects4.4.4. Line transects4.4.4. Line transects
The transect through the adjacent valleys (i.e. Linde-mansdalen, Slettedal, upper and lower Store Sødal)was covered 12-15 July by Thomas Berg and BoElberling hiking the route (Fig. 4.4.4). Observationsof mammals are presented in Table 4.4.4.1.

In total, 42 muskoxen, two lemmings and freshtracks of at least two wolves and several foxes wererecorded. An additional transect route from Daneborgto Zackenberg was covered by Berg and HenningThing on 14 August. Mammal observations are pre-sented in Table 4.4.4.2. Following the experiencesgained during the first line transect through the ad-jacent valleys on 12-15 July, future transecting ofLindemansdalen and Slettedalen was discontinueddue to the infrequent occurrence of mammal and birdhabitat. The resulting transect route through lowerand upper Store Sødal was covered by Berg and MadsForchhammer 16-19 August. Observations of mam-mals are given in Table 4.4.4.3.
A new parameter was added to muskox observa-tions during the latter transect: registration of pilesof faeces from the past winter (separate, hard, blackpellets) and the recent spring/summer (grouped, ad-hesive, soft, black pellets), respectively. This providesan index for muskox use of the area during the pastseasons. Older piles of faeces from previous yearshave an easily recognisable gray surface.

For bird observations, see section 4.3.6.

Table 4.4.4.1. Mammal observations on a 75 km linetransect 12-15 July from the Zackenberg station alongthe east side of Zackenbergelven, northward throughLindemansdalen, southward through Slettedalen,westward along the north side of upper Store Sødal tothe head of the valley and back along the south side ofthe valley all the way to the Zackenberg station. Ad. =adult, M = male, F = female, subad. = ≤ two years. Forscientific names, see section 4.4.5.

Table 4.4.4.2. Mammal observations on a 25 km linetransect from Daneborg to Zackenberg on 14 August. Ad.= adult, M = male.

Fig.4.4.4. The Daneborg – Zackenberg  (DZ) and Store Sødal (S) transects with positions of scanning sites.Reproduced with permission from the National Survey & Cadastre.
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Table 4.4.4.3. Mammal observa-tions on a 60 km line transectthrough Store Sødal on 16-19August. Ad. = adult, M = male, F =female, subad.= ≤ two years.

4.4.5. Other observations4.4.5. Other observations4.4.5. Other observations4.4.5. Other observations4.4.5. Other observations
Collared lemming Dicrostonyx groenlandicus
Observations of live lemmings included two individu-als at the station; three lemmings were encounteredwithin 3 km from the station and one at 600 m a.s.l.on the south slope of Aucellabjerg.
Arctic wolf Canis lupus
Since 13 fresh muskox carcasses were found and noneof them had died from starvation (see section 4.4.2.4),more than one wolf had probably been present atZackenberg during the winter of 1995-1996. In all,four sets of tracks were found, two of which were fromtwo individuals running along each other.
Arctic fox Alopex lagopus
A minimum of four adult foxes were seen within thestudy area: two white females with at least six andthree pups, respectively (see section 4.4.3), as wellas two adults (i.e. one white and one blue phase) ofunknown sex.

Only one blue phase adult was recorded and thecolour mix in the two litters required the genetic in-put from at least one blue phase male. Thus, the bluephase adult was probably a male.
The station was visited regularly by at least twoadult white phase foxes, one adult blue phase wasseen only once. Lemmings in several winter nests andsummer burrows were predated by foxes.

Fig.4.4.5. Silhouetted against the glowing nighttimewaterscape of Young Sund an adult female walrus restson the beach of Sandøen. 13 August 1996.
Photo: Danish Polar Center / Henning Thing

on the Zackenberg mountain at 900 m a.s.l. One lem-ming winter nest from the 1995-1996 winter was pre-dated and taken over by ermine(s) (see section 5.7.1).
Walrus Odobenus rosmarus
The wildlife island sanctuary, Sandøen, was visitedon 13 August. Four adult males were found sleepingon the sand beach at the south end of the island andone lone adult female was resting on the west beach.Walrus observations off Daneborg made by the re-search team headed by Søren Rysgaard, most oftenwere of small feeding groups of 2-3 individuals dur-ing early morning and late afternoon. The maximumcount on Sandøen was 20 walruses. One observationwas made at Lerbugten (Clavering island), where oneindividual was seen. According to Rysgaard, theYoung Sound bottom fauna was highly productivedown to water depth of 50 m.
Seals Phocidae

Ermine Mustela erminea
A total of two individuals were recorded. One obser-vation was made at the station in the first part ofJune. Further, one adult was seen in a boulder scree

Adjacent to various fox den sites there were freshleft-overs from goose, rock ptarmigan, fox pup andmuskox calf. Single observations of white phase foxeswere made at the west and east ends of Store Sø, atFavoritdal and at Ulvehøj.
Arctic hare Lepus arcticus
At least three individuals were observed on the eastfacing slope of Zackenberg mountain between 100 mand 1200 m a.s.l. Additionally, two adults hares wereseen at the west end of Store Sødal. Following the daily fixed-point counts of muskoxenbetween 19.00 hrs and 22.00 hrs, the abundance ofseals on the sea ice in Young Sund was recorded dur-ing 22 June to 7 July with a maximum count of 21seals on 29 June (average: 8; range: 1-21). After 7July the fjord ice surface became unsuitable for sealsand it broke up around 10 July.
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5. Research projects5. Research projects5. Research projects5. Research projects5. Research projects5.1. The Arctic landscape: 5.1. The Arctic landscape: 5.1. The Arctic landscape: 5.1. The Arctic landscape: 5.1. The Arctic landscape:  Interactions and feedbacks among Interactions and feedbacks among Interactions and feedbacks among Interactions and feedbacks among Interactions and feedbacks amongphysical and biological processes.physical and biological processes.physical and biological processes.physical and biological processes.physical and biological processes.     A biological and geo-environmentalA biological and geo-environmentalA biological and geo-environmentalA biological and geo-environmentalA biological and geo-environmentalArctic system research project Arctic system research project Arctic system research project Arctic system research project Arctic system research project 1995-19971995-19971995-19971995-19971995-1997Sven Jonasson
The research, funded by the Danish National ScienceResearch Council, aims at increasing the understand-ing of processes in the physical and biological sys-tems of the Arctic, and how the processes are cou-pled through interactions in space and time withinand between the four main ‘spheres’ of the system:the geo-, hydro-, bio- and atmosphere. The contextsof this multidisciplinary research effort was pre-sented in the 1st Annual ZERO Report 1995.

The work is based on an interdisciplinary co-op-eration between researchers within bio- and geo-sciences and it addresses the issues of 1) how Arcticsystems operate at different spatial and temporalscales, and 2) how past and present conditions andfuture predicted man-induced or natural environmen-tal changes may affect the systems. The questionsare answered by a combination of observational andexperimental approaches.
Co-operation between the geo- and biosciences isparticularly important for successful research in theArctic because, from a biological point of view, envi-ronmental constraints exert a proportionally greatcontrol, relative to strictly biological regulations, onthe biota in these climatically harsh, low energy sys-tems.
The ecosystems in polar regions tend to be highlyspecialised and biological communities are typicallystressed and sensitive to relatively small distur-bances and changes, human or natural, because theyoperate under environmental conditions close to thephysiological limits for several processes. From ageoscience point of view, the Arctic biota acts as akey link and buffers processes in the system. The

biota is the main regulator of carbon fluxes betweenthe terrestrial environment and the atmosphere andinfluences the energy exchange, the bio-geochemicaland hydrological cycles, thereby controlling fluxes ofsediments and the geomorphology.
In practise, the research is pursued through amain co-ordinated research effort concentrated tospecific interactions, particularly energy and gas ex-change, between biota, soil, atmosphere and hydro-sphere at the landscape level. This research issupplemented by more specific biological and physi-cal geographical studies at larger and smaller tem-poral and spatial scales. The main co-operationfocuses on issues addressing how processes andfeedbacks in the Arctic could influence global climate.
Efforts are concentrated on two issues of particu-lar relevance: 1) Arctic climate–landscape interactionsand the role of the Arctic as amplifier of global warm-ing, and 2) the role of the Arctic as source or sink foratmospheric carbon. In addition, we collect informa-tion on how abiotic and biotic ‘archives’ can be usedto understand past processes in the Arctic – rangingover time scales from decades to millennia – in anattempt to improve predictions of future changes inthe systems.
Net carbon fluxes (carbon dioxide and methane)between soil/vegetation and atmosphere are meas-ured on a landscape scale as well as in detail on aplot scale within different vegetation communities.The gas fluxes are related to large scale landscapeand vegetation patterns through analyses of vegeta-tion features, snow melt pattern, hydrology etc. us-ing remote sensing techniques. On the smaller scale,trace gas fluxes and carbon sequestration are relatedto the heterogeneity of soils and vegetation through

Fig.5.1. Researcher Claus Nordstrøm has secured a top-down view of the Arctic landscape of Zackenbergdalen.Notice research station and runway visible between the foreground rocks. Photo: Danish Polar Center / Henning Thing
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detailed analyses of physical, chemical and biologi-cal processes of relevance within m2 areas distrib-uted over the main plant communities. The study ofpast processes are pursued through analyses ofsediments deposited in lakes and fjords, past andpresent changes of the coastline, and through analy-ses of the periglacial landscape. The work carried outin the summer of 1996 within the different items issummarised on the following pages.

Fig. 5.1.1.1. Micro-meteorological tower with eddycorrelation equipment. Aucellabjerg in background.August 1996. Photo: Danish Polar Center / Henning Thing

Fig. 5.1.1.2. Preliminary carbon dioxide (Fc) and watervapour (Qe) fluxes from Rylekærene 12 August 1996.Carbon dioxide daytime photosynthesis-generated fluxesfar exceed night-time respiratory fluxes indicating thatRylekærene at this date was acting as a sink of carbondioxide. The accumulated evapotranspiration amountsto 1.6 mm. Maximum temperatures were measured tovalues around 10oC.

This research is made in close co-operation withthe plant eco-physiologists Sven Jonasson, TorbenRøjle Christensen and Anders Michelsen who studygas exchange and the associated processes on plotscale using chamber measurements (see section5.1.4). At a landscape scale, measurements of turbu-

lent area-integrated fluxes by the eddy correlationtechnique and measurements of other micro-mete-orological parameters, are carried out by HenrikSøgaard, Thomas Friborg Jacobsen and Claus Nord-strøm. Further up-scaling to regional fluxes and thelink to remote sensing are primarily performed byBirger Ulf Hansen (se section 5.1.3).
The measurements started just after snow meltin June and continued until the end of the growingseason in late August. High frequency (i.e. 21 timesper second) measurements of water vapour and car-bon dioxide concentrations along with wind speed inthree dimensions and speed of sound were sampledfrom a mast at 3.5 m above ground level (see Fig.5.1.1.1). Water vapour and carbon dioxide concen-trations were recorded by a LI-COR 6262 infra-redgas analyser. High frequency wind speed in three di-mensions and speed of sound were measured by aGILL 3-axis sonic anemometer. With data from theseparameters, the eddy correlation fluxes of water va-pour, carbon dioxide, sensible heat and momentumwill be calculated. At present, only preliminary eddycorrelation fluxes have been computed.

5.1.1. Atmospheric fluxes of5.1.1. Atmospheric fluxes of5.1.1. Atmospheric fluxes of5.1.1. Atmospheric fluxes of5.1.1. Atmospheric fluxes ofgreenhouse gassesgreenhouse gassesgreenhouse gassesgreenhouse gassesgreenhouse gasses
Claus Nordstrøm
The anticipated global temperature rise caused bythe increased greenhouse effect is expected to havegreatest impact in the High Arctic region. The Arctictundra ecosystems cover about 10% of the Earth’sland surface area, but contain 14% of the total globalterrestrial carbon reserves. Of the 14% a greater partis stored in the permafrost. In order to increase theunderstanding of how tundra ecosystems might re-spond to warming and how possible large-scale feed-back mechanisms will work in a longer time perspec-tive, it is essential to first appreciate the fundamen-tal processes controlling gas exchange. The objectiveof the present study is to analyse the physical andbiological processes which control the gas exchangebetween atmosphere and land surface in the HighArctic on a hourly, diurnal and seasonal basis.

The project focuses on atmospheric fluxes of themost important greenhouse gasses i.e. water vapourH2O, carbon dioxide CO2, and methane CH4. The re-search in 1996 concentrated on water vapour andcarbon dioxide, while the main effort, from May toSeptember 1997, will include investigations on tur-bulent methane fluxes as well.

Fig. 5.1.1.2 displays data of carbon dioxide andwater vapour fluxes on 12 August reflecting a pre-sumably typical situation for a fair weather day inthe second half of the growing season. Additional tothe eddy correlation data, standard meteorologicalparameters of air and soil temperature, ground heatflux, wind speed, humidity and different radiationdata were logged during the entire period.The mast and the instrumental set-up were situ-ated in Rylekærene, an extensive fen (approximately600 x 1000 m2) in the middle of the flat valley bot-tom. This location was chosen to meet the require-ments for unbiased flux measurements of the wetlandgas exchange) The wind was primarily from the SSE-ESE during the field period (see section 3.1.5).
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Fig. 5.1.2.1. Snow melt curves for the area aroundZackenbergdalen based on eleven satellite images 1986-1995.

5.1.2. Snow and vegetation5.1.2. Snow and vegetation5.1.2. Snow and vegetation5.1.2. Snow and vegetation5.1.2. Snow and vegetationmapping by use of Landsatmapping by use of Landsatmapping by use of Landsatmapping by use of Landsatmapping by use of LandsatTM and SPOT HRV imagesTM and SPOT HRV imagesTM and SPOT HRV imagesTM and SPOT HRV imagesTM and SPOT HRV images
Mikkel Tamstorf

Snow-cover maps were produced by classificationof the satellite images and then used to estimate snowmelt patterns over the entire ablation period. A non-linear relationship between time of year and percentsnow-cover was established, and fitted to the observedsnow-cover maps. The fitted curves are shown in Fig.5.1.2.1.
A normalised difference vegetation index (NDVI)was used to analyse the vegetation cover in the area.

Three smaller areas and the ZERO-line (see section4.1.3) were used to compare dates in order to showdifferences and changes during the growing season.NDVI maps for ten dates during the growing seasonhave been produced. In Fig. 5.1.2.2 the changes ofmaximum NDVI values during the growing seasonare illustrated along with the overall trend for thearea. The area used for this fig. is a fenin the lowerpart of Zackenbergdalen (UTM co-ordinates: NW cor-ner: 512900 easting / 826400 northing; SE corner:513100 easting / 8263800 northing) and the locallyflat landscape, impedes water run off, resulting in alush, moist fen vegetation cover. During analysis ofvegetation patterns the earlier produced snow mapswere used to relate the availability of moisture tothe amount and type of vegetation cover. Classifica-tion procedures were performed on all images includ-ing the DTM and brought about one thematic mapfor each satellite image. Four vegetated and four non-vegetated classes were mapped in the classificationprocedure. The four vegetation classes were:heath dominated by Cassiope sp.dry heath dominated by Dryas sp.dry, lush vegetation.

Fig. 5.1.2.2. Seasonal distribution of maximum NDVIvalues from the south part of Zackenbergdalen 1986-1995. The dashed line indicates the overall trend.
The classification results were combined withsnow maps and overlays showing the fjord and ma-jor rivers, yielding eleven classification maps of thearea. On the basis of these maps a general map ofthe land cover classes in the Zackenberg area wasproduced (Fig. 5.1.2.3).
Surface moisture and spectral measurements ofthe Landsat TM band 4 and 5 formed the backgroundfor surface moisture maps for the area. There was agood correlation with observed values acquired dur-ing the field season in the summer of 1996. The sur-face moisture maps in combination with NDVI werefound to give a more detailed basis for analysis ofthe fen vegetation than the NDVI alone.
The produced maps were compared with vegeta-tion surveys (Fredskild 1992; Fredskild & Bay 1993)and were found to be very reliable. The overall dis-tribution of the vegetation classes in relation to threealtitude intervals are presented in Fig. 5.1.2.4.

Eleven satellite images were used to map snow andvegetation patterns in a 100 km2 area located aroundZackenbergdalen (UTM co-ordinates: NW corner:509010 easting / 8270990 northing; SE corner: 519250easting / 8260750 northing; zone 27). The satellite im-ages, extracted from the years 1986 to 1995, spanfrom 6 June to 28 August and cover almost the en-tire ablation period. A digital terrain model (DTM)covering the region was employed in order to correctfor terrain induced differences.
Analysis of the snow patterns showed great vari-ation in the amount and coverage of snow at Zac-kenberg. Winters with large amounts of snow werefollowed by a growing season with less flourishingvegetation. In spite of large variations in snow falland progress of snow melt, the distribution patternsduring the investigated years showed a comparablespatial snow distribution during the annual snowmelt.

moist-wet, lush fen vegetation.

South-eastwards from the mast site and for morethan 600 m to the border of a dry Cassiope / Dryasheat, a flat surface extends dominated by very wetEriophorum scheuchzeri / Carex atrofusca meadowtundra – with a ground water level at or just beneaththe surface – and of patches of moderately wet Salixarctica / moss tundra.
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Fig. 5.1.2.3. Land cover classes produced from classification on Landsat TM and SPOT images 1986-1995.

Fig. 5.1.2.4. Altitudinal distribution of vegetation classes.
5.1.3. F ie ld measurement of5.1.3. F ie ld measurement of5.1.3. F ie ld measurement of5.1.3. F ie ld measurement of5.1.3. F ie ld measurement ofspectral signatures and otherspectral signatures and otherspectral signatures and otherspectral signatures and otherspectral signatures and othersurface parameterssurface parameterssurface parameterssurface parameterssurface parameters
Birger Ulf Hansen
Ground level spectral radiance data were collectedusing a Ger Mini Iris 2100 with a single field of viewand a spectral resolution of 10 nm in the 300 - 1000nm region and 24 nm in the 1000 - 2500 nm region.The radiometer had a 15o instantaneous field of view(IFOV) yielding a circle of c. 0.05 m diameter whensampling vertically from a mount at c. 0.3 metresabove ground. Prior to each target measurement thespectral radiance of a BaSO4 reference panel wasmeasured. All measurements were collected under

cloud free conditions and with solar zenith angle rang-ing from 63o to 50o.
Immediately following each reflectance measure-ment, a colour photography covering both the refer-ence and the target areas were taken. After the fieldseason the percent vegetation cover weas calculatedusing a photo projector to enlarge the colour pictureover a grid. Subsequently, measurements of net ra-diation, soil heat flux, surface temperature and TDRmeasurements of surface moisture were carried outat each surface plot, while measurements of air tem-perature, humidity and wind speed were taken si-multaneously.
Typical reflectance curves show a very low reflect-ance in the visible area (VIS = 400 - 700 nm) (Fig.5.1.3.1) for the non-vegetated areas due to dark col-ours as well as for the vegetated areas due to strongabsorption by the photosynthetic pigments. The whiteseed hairs of Eriophorum, the white flowers and red-dish leaves of Cassiope and Vaccinium have a highreflectance in the visible spectrum. In the near infra-red spectrum (NIR = 700 - 1300 nm) reflectance in-creased significantly as biomass and percent plantcover increased, while in the mid infra-red area (MIR= 1300 - 2500 nm) reflectance decreased as biomassand percent plant cover increased. All non-vegetatedsurfaces showed a significant decrease in reflectancethroughout the entire spectrum due to increases insoil moisture. The measurements were carried outalong a transect in Rylekærene (Fig. 5.1.3.2), in agrid south of the runway as well as along the ZERO-line, all covering representative cover types.
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The understanding of natural systems at large spa-tial scales has increased the interest in deriving eco-logical variables, but collecting such data throughfield surveys is time consuming and expensive inArctic areas. Remotely sensed reflectance data fromsatellite images provide an alternative means.
Mapping of vegetation-related parameters havebenefitted significantly by the development of veg-etation or greenness indices such as the normaliseddifference vegetation index NDVI (NDVI = (NIR-VIS)/(NIR+VIS)) and wetness-related parameters such asthe infra-red index IR (IR = (NIR-MIR)/(NIR+MIR)).
The ratio enhances vegetation in the satelliteimage and reduces variations caused by changes inirradiance which varies as a function of solar eleva-tion. Results from the 1992 field season (Jacobsen &Hansen 1996) showed that NDVI correlated stronglywith percent vegetation cover, with dry and wetbiomass as well as with the soil heat flux/net radia-tion (G/Rn) ratio.

Fig. 5.1.3.1. Reflectance spectra of different surfacesbased on ground measurements at Zackenberg, 1996.Wavelengths of Landsat TM bands are given at the topof the graph.

Fig. 5.1.3.2.  Normalised Difference Vegetation Index(NDVI), Infra-red Index (IR) and soil moisture along a140 m transect in Rylekærene. The left of the transect isdominated by dry grassland with a drainage channel,the middle is dominated by a dry Cassiope heath, whilethe right is a moist fen with Eriophorum.

5.1.4. Gas exchange and plant –5.1.4. Gas exchange and plant –5.1.4. Gas exchange and plant –5.1.4. Gas exchange and plant –5.1.4. Gas exchange and plant –microbe interactions in differentmicrobe interactions in differentmicrobe interactions in differentmicrobe interactions in differentmicrobe interactions in differenthabitats of Zackenbergdalenhabitats of Zackenbergdalenhabitats of Zackenbergdalenhabitats of Zackenbergdalenhabitats of Zackenbergdalen
Sven Jonasson, Torben R. Christensen& Anders Michelsen

Preliminary results from 1996 show a strong corre-lation between IR, surface temperature and surfacemoisture, essential parameters in the modelling offluxes of CO2 and CH4. This indicates that multi-tem-poral analysis of satellite-based vegetation indices,such as NDVI and IR, may prove to be a very usefultool in monitoring regional and seasonal variation ofCO2 and CH4 exchanges in large High Arctic areas.The planned extensive field campaign in 1997 willbe used to implement and validate the satellite-basedparameters in the models of both gas and energyfluxes.

5.1.4.1. Gas exchange and5.1.4.1. Gas exchange and5.1.4.1. Gas exchange and5.1.4.1. Gas exchange and5.1.4.1. Gas exchange andnutrient pools in a drained fennutrient pools in a drained fennutrient pools in a drained fennutrient pools in a drained fennutrient pools in a drained fen
A naturally drained fen, Tørvekæret, provided a pos-sibility to study how drainage may affect the tracegas emission and soil, plant and microbial nutrientpools in a natural environment. The fen has beendrained following a thermokarst erosion, and is cur-rently covered by one or a few moss species and asingle graminoid.

In order to elucidate whether primary productionand microbial activity are limited by water and/ornutrient availability, we added nitrogen and/or phos-phorus to 30 permanent plots, each 1 m2. Soil extract-able and microbial nutrient (phosphorus andnitrogen) pools were measured, the latter using thefumigation-extraction technique. The extracts arecurrently under analysis.
The CO2 flux was measured in dark chambers one,two and four days after nutrient addition. As therewere no significant responses of the total respirationto nutrient additions we conclude that the microbialactivity is not affected by the soil nutrient content,but by other factors such as substrate availability(or quality) or soil moisture. These hypotheses willbe further tested in 1997.

5.1.4.2. Plant-microbe5.1.4.2. Plant-microbe5.1.4.2. Plant-microbe5.1.4.2. Plant-microbe5.1.4.2. Plant-microbecompetition in dry tundracompetition in dry tundracompetition in dry tundracompetition in dry tundracompetition in dry tundra
A similar experiment was initiated near the researchstation, in a dry Kobresia-Dryas-Salix arctica heath.In order to investigate if plants in a dry High Arctictundra are nutrient limited, and to determine theimportance of periodic plant-microbial competitionpossible in such an area, 48 permanent plots (0.5 mx 0.5 m) were either fertilised with nitrogen and/orphosphorus, or left unperturbed. Water treatment of
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24 of the plots will begin in 1997 (Jonasson andMichelsen 1996). The extent and species compositionof the current vegetation cover in each plot was docu-mented in August 1996 by photography. Plant per-formance and soil microbial characteristics will beanalysed in the years to come.

5.1.4.3. Mycorrhiza and plant 5.1.4.3. Mycorrhiza and plant 5.1.4.3. Mycorrhiza and plant 5.1.4.3. Mycorrhiza and plant 5.1.4.3. Mycorrhiza and plant 1 51 51 51 51 5NNNNN
Recent observations from sub-Arctic Sweden haverevealed that plants with different types of mycor-rhizal fungi associated with their roots differ in their
15N natural abundance (Jonasson and Michelsen1996). We assume this fact to be caused mainly bydifferential use of various forms of soil nitrogen, hav-ing different 15N sources. Hence, dwarf shrubs withericoid or ecto-mycorrhizal fungi differ widely in 15Ncontent from that of graminoids; dwarf shrubs prob-ably access organic nitrogen, a hitherto neglectedform of soil N in relation to plant nutrition.

Fig. 5.1.4.3.  15N natural abundance in eight Arctic plantspecies: 3 with arbuscular or non-mycorrhizal fungi(NO/AM), two with ecto-mycorrhizal fungi (ECM) andthree with ericoid mycorrhizal fungi (ERI). Preliminarydata; from Michelsen et al. (in prep.).

In order to test if thispattern is dominating intundra ecosystems, wesampled plant, root andfungal material in vari-ous Arctic ecosystems,including material fromheaths in Zackenberg-dalen. The material col-lected in 1996 (top andsub-soil, soil extracts, 13plant species, and roots)supplements a prelimi-nary collection perform-ed in 1995 (eight plantspecies). The material iscurrently analysed for
15N natural abundance,and soil extracts areanalysed for inorganicand microbial nutrient(N and P) pools. The re-sult of a preliminaryanalysis is shown in Fig.5.1.4.3).

5.1.4.4. Gas exchange at the5.1.4.4. Gas exchange at the5.1.4.4. Gas exchange at the5.1.4.4. Gas exchange at the5.1.4.4. Gas exchange at thelandscape levellandscape levellandscape levellandscape levellandscape level
Transect measurements of soil respiration and meth-ane emissions were conducted in 1996 in continua-tion of measurements started in 1995. Some prelimi-nary measurements of N2O fluxes were also carriedout in Rylekærene. The spatial variation in gas fluxes

along transects are evaluated in relation to the re-mote sensing parameters measured by Birger UlfHansen (see section 5.1.3). The measurements alsoprovide background information for the site selectionsforthe intensive study in 1997.
Emissions of CH4 followed a pattern correlatingwith a soil moisture index which may be derived fromremote sensing images. In addition, soil respirationin the study area showed a marked maximum at anarrow soil moisture range corresponding to findingsin the literature. Together, this may provide the op-portunity for modelling CO2 and CH4 fluxes based ondata derived from remote sensing images.
Ground truth data on the physical parameters incombination with gas flux data from different sitesare currently being investigated and will be used totest and validate this linkage and develop the modelfurther before applying it at a larger scale in 1997.

Fig.5.1.4.4. Sven Jonasson, Anders Michelsen andTorben R. Christensen engaged in measuring soilrespiration and methane emissions. August 1996.
Photo: Danish Polar Center / Henning Thing

5.1.5. Studies on soils5.1.5. Studies on soils5.1.5. Studies on soils5.1.5. Studies on soils5.1.5. Studies on soils
Jakob Simonsen & Bjarne H. Jakobsen
During the summer of 1996, the geography of soilsin Zackenbergdalen was studied along topographi-cal sequences and different types of patternedgrounds. Soil distribution was described in the field,and samples collected for analysis to describe the soil– plant interaction and the variability of leaching andnutrient characteristics. Both small-scale and meso-scale system variations were studied.

Individual, patterned ground landscape elements,e.g. hummocks and frost boils, showed a strong in-fluence on soil mosaic. Soil instability and variationsin micro-topography and drainage conditions stronglyinfluenced soil development, e.g. the amount and formof humus and the general nutrient status. Due to thesoil – plant interaction, the small-scale variation inbiodiversity of different heath sites closely follows thepresent soil mosaic.
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At the meso-scale landscape level, the soil – plantinteraction, in sequences associated with wind-sweptareas and snow-patches, is controlled mainly by theduration of snow coverage and soil hydrology, i.e.varying active layer thickness and drainage condi-tions (Figs 5.1.5.1 and 5.1.5.2).

Fig. 5.1.5.1. Level landscape in Zackenbergdalenshowing a strong control of micro-topography onvegetation and soil development.

Fig. 5.1.5.2. Strong zonation of vegetation and soils alonga snow-patch sequence.

Photo: Bjarne Holm Jakobsen

Photo: Bjarne Holm Jakobsen Fig. 5.1.5.3. In the presently cold and dry High Arcticclimate and buried by younger wind deposits, relict earlyholocene Podzols are found at level well drained sites.The occurrence of fossil Podzol-like soil charac-teristics in Zackenbergdalen was known from recon-naissance work in 1991. These fossil features indicatedistinct climatic changes during the Holocene period.
At level and relatively well drained sites, the oc-currence of distinct soil horizons (Fig. 5.1.5.3), show-ing an eluvial zone (horizons 2A and 2E and anilluvial zone (horizon 2Bhs), implies biological soilconditions determined by climatic and vegetationconditions presently found in humid, Low ArcticGreenland. Hence, the Zackenberg area must havehad moist Low Arctic or even sub-Arctic conditionsduring the climatic optimum in early Holocene.
The climatic change to colder and drier conditionshas imposed a secondary soil development, such as 1)

accumulation of basic ions, including sodium (Na+),in the soil, 2) cryoturbation of soil horizons and 3) youngaeolian sediments covering soils (horizon 1A).

During the 1996 field season, the polygenetic soilswere described and sampled. Along active coastalcliffs (Fig. 5.1.5.4) and river banks it was possible tostudy the variability of both the early Holocene Podzolformation and the later development of secondary soilcharacteristics in relation to parent material andgeomorphological factors. In addition, samples werecollected of humic substances to determine the 14Cage of different humus fractions involved in the dif-ferent stages of soil development during the Holocene.

Fig. 5.1.5.4. The polygenetic soil development caused bythe changing climatic conditions during the Holoceneare exposed along coastal cliffs and riverbanks.
Photos: Bjarne Holm Jakobsen
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5.1.6. Water chemistry during5.1.6. Water chemistry during5.1.6. Water chemistry during5.1.6. Water chemistry during5.1.6. Water chemistry duringsnow melt and soil thawing in asnow melt and soil thawing in asnow melt and soil thawing in asnow melt and soil thawing in asnow melt and soil thawing in apermafrost areapermafrost areapermafrost areapermafrost areapermafrost area
Bo Elberling & Bjarne Holm Jakobsen
The influence of global climate on water and carboncycles in Arctic regions has been predicted to have apronounced effect on e.g. the exchange of greenhousegases (CO2 and CH4). Short- and long-term effects ofclimate changes on Arctic soil water have not beenstudied to the same degree, although the soil – at-mosphere exchange of greenhouse gases is control-led predominantly by biological (i.e. net primary pro-duction etc.) as well as geochemical processes withinthe soil (i.e. the carbonate system, pH, ions exchangeprocesses etc.).

Fig. 5.1.6. Pore water sampling of the transect next tothe snow-patch. Photo: Heidi Elberling

As the laboratory analyses of water and soil samplesare not yet (i.e. December 1996) completed, the fol-lowing discussion is based entirely on field measure-ments of alkalinity, pH and conductivity. The meltwater from the snow-drift had a very low conductiv-ity (<6 µS/cm) with pH values ranging from 5.5 to6.1. In contrast, the conductivity of the soil watervaried from 20 - 30 µS/cm near the soil surface tomore than 250 µS/cm at the bottom of the active layer.The pH varied from 6.0 to 6.8 near the soil surface toalmost neutral condition (i.e. pH = 7) at the bottomof the active layer. In all profiles, a consistent in-crease in pH, conductivity and alkalinity was ob-served with depth, whereas only small temporalchanges were observed. This calls for further atten-tion to processes buffering the supply of H+ releasingions to the soil water.

5.1.7. Monitoring unfrozen water5.1.7. Monitoring unfrozen water5.1.7. Monitoring unfrozen water5.1.7. Monitoring unfrozen water5.1.7. Monitoring unfrozen watercontent and soil water variabil itycontent and soil water variabil itycontent and soil water variabil itycontent and soil water variabil itycontent and soil water variabil ity
Peter van der Keur
Permafrost terrain is characterised by a seasonallyactive surface layer, that thaws each summer, un-derlain by perennially frozen ground. This researchproject focuses on the active layer dynamics in rela-tion to the hydrological conditions

It is well known that thickness of the active layerdepends on several factors, such as soil propertiesand initial water content. Monitoring unfrozen wa-ter content at different vertical levels during winterand summer is thus expected to elucidate soil waterdynamics in relation to active layer depth.
Time Domain Reflectometry (TDR) is a well es-tablished method for measuring unfrozen water con-tent. It is based on the high difference in di-electricproperties of ice and (unfrozen) water. A Tektronix1502B TDR system was installed to measure un-frozen water content within the active layer (0-60 cm)six times daily during winter and summer by hori-zontally inserted 20 cm long TDR probes in a soilprofile near the automatic meteorological station atZackenberg, located on a remnant of a melt water

The exchange of cations on the solids is probablythe primary process responsible for the geochemicaltrends observed in the profiles. The exchange of ionsis related to the exchange capacity of primarily clayminerals, organic matter and oxides/hydroxides andis a well documented process controlling pH between5.5 and 7 in many environments. In practice, it maybe difficult to discern between exchange processesand other reactions with solids such as precipitationand dissolution. These processes may therefore alsoinfluence water chemistry at the Zackenberg site.Geochemical modelling of water chemistry will renderit possible to differentiate between different processesaffecting soil water chemistry and to describe thedynamics of important components such as carbonand nitrogen within the soil.

All suction probes within the transect were sam-pled twice (10 and 26 July) and one profile was sam-pled six times between 24 June and 27 July. Duringthis period there where no precipitation and thus,the only source of water was the meltwater from thesnowdrift and the frozen part of the soil.
Alkalinity, pH and conductivity of the soil watersamples were measured in the field, whereas Na, K,Ca, Mg, Fe, Mn, Al, Cl, NO3 and SO4 are being ana-lysed in the laboratory. Along with water sampling,the thickness of the active layer was measured andthe soil temperature was monitored in the profiles.Moreover, soil samples were collected for analysis ofcarbon and nutrient content, metals and cation ex-change capacity.

The present study aims at evaluating the geo-chemical processes controlling the pore water chem-istry of the active layer within a High Arctic fen area.The preliminary work in the 1996 summer includedinstallation of 30 suction probes in a transect from asnowdrift and 20 m downhill, parallel to the waterflow. The thickness of the active layer within thetransect increased consistently from 0 cm next to thesnowdrift to 70 cm as a result of the steady retreat ofthe snowdrift. The transect is shown on Fig. 5.1.6.
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plain covered by a homogeneous Cassiope vegetation.Temperature was measured every two hours at thesame depths by Campbell P107 thermistor probes.All data were collected by a Campbell CR10 data-logger. The relationship between unfrozen water con-tent and temperature is expected to be used insubsequent  modelling of hydrologic and thermalprocesses within the active layer.
Spatial and temporal variability of soil water con-tent during summer was measured by a mobile TDRdevice (TRASE5060XI, Soil Moisture Equipment Corp).For this purpose an already established grid wasused, few meters from the automatic meteorologicalstation. Soil moisture content was measured for every10 meters in a 100 m by 100 m grid using 15 cm, 30cm and 45 cm probes, inserted vertically, over sev-eral days. At a larger scale and across different soiltypes, soil moisture variation was studied by a handheld TDR device (TRIME-system, IMKO Micromodul-technik GmbH) along a transect ranging from 400 ma.s.l. at Aucellabjerg towards the automatic mete-orological station.

Fig.5.1.7.1. Researchers Peter van der Keur (left), ClausNordstrøm (sitting) and electronics technician BentSørensen in the midst of servicing and calibratingequipment at the meteorological station adjacent to thesoil water study site.
Photo: Danish Polar Center / Henning Thing

5.1.8. Hydrology and sediment5.1.8. Hydrology and sediment5.1.8. Hydrology and sediment5.1.8. Hydrology and sediment5.1.8. Hydrology and sedimenttransporttransporttransporttransporttransport
Bent Hasholt
The Zackenberg water catchment basin is complex.Varying hydrological regimes and sediment trans-port conditions are therefore to be expected withinthe basin. The easternmost part is characterised byrather low sedimentary mountains, while the west-ern part consists mainly of older crystalline rocksreaching elevations of 1,000-1,400 m a.s.l. This causesregional differences in both transport of solutes andsediments. The landscape is dominated by large val-leys, the north-south oriented Lindemansdalen andthe east-west oriented Store Sødal leading to anothernorth-south valley system receiving water and sedi-ment from glaciers in the high westernmost part ofthe basin.

The objectives of this research project were to iden-tify important hydrological processes and to describethe local hydrological regimes. Furthermore, a moredetailed study of the transport of solutes and sedi-ments at the outlet was carried out together with areconnaissance of source areas for different trans-port components. This study was supplementary tothe GeoBasis monitoring programme and proposes,at a later stage, to explain temporal and spatial vari-ations.
Field work consisted of manual data sampling atthe main hydrological station (see section 3.3), as wellas automatic recording of transmissivity (of sus-pended sediment) and conductivity (of dissolved sol-ids). Lindemansdalen and Store Sødal were surveyed28-30 June. Measurements of soil moisture andevaporation are treated separately (see sections 5.1.7and 5.1.9). At our arrival on 19 June, snow melt wasat its highest. The run-off in the river was dominatedby melt water from the lower part of the basin, andan annual peak discharge of 50 m3/s was recorded(see section 3.3.2). However, not all melt water ranoff. Due to the permafrost, many small ponds occurin the terrain. These tend to delay the run-off, and,depending on weather conditions, a substantialamount of water can evaporate (see section 5.1.9).The lifetime of these ponds, important for freshwa-ter algae and animal life, depends on the rate ofevaporation and the development of the active layercapable of sub-surface draining of the pond.

Fig.5.1.8.1. Measuring water discharge at the outlet ofStore Sø into Zackenbergelven. 29 June 1996.
Photo: Bent Hasholt

Between 19 June and 10 July, a number of smallponds disappeared, the snow-cover around the Zac-kenberg station was reduced from c. 60% to c. 10%,and there was a clear recession in the river. The re-cession was interrupted by minor peaks (see section3.3.2). As there was no precipitation, these peaks in-dicate delayed contributions from higher areas andglaciers in the basin. The heterogeniety of the hy-drological regime could however also be explainedpartly by the orientation of the valleys. In slopingareas ponding was small and the run-off ended quiteabruptly when all snow in the area had melted away.
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This was partly the case on southfacing slopes in theeastern part of the basin. In Store Sødal there was amarked difference between the simultaneous run-offfrom the north and the south side of the valley, re-spectively. At the end of June, the sun had meltedmost of the snow on the north side, the surface wasquite dry, and only a few small streams carried wa-ter, mainly from remaining snow-drifts or higherareas in the adjacent mountains.
The south side of the valley was soaked with wa-ter. Hence, Store Sø and Zackenbergelven in the val-ley bottom received a very asymmetric lateral inputof both water and sediment. This indicate that a hy-drological model of the area must be able to deal withareas where the contribution to the watercourse isvery dependent on incoming radiation and the as-pect of the terrain.
The sediment transport peaked together with thedischarge. The maximum concentration was 671 mg/l. During a ten day period 26 June - 5 July, there wasa significant diurnal variation in the sediment con-centration. The average morning concentration was92 mg/l and the evening concentration was 317 mg/l.The conductivity varied from 18 to 38 µS/cm. How-ever, large differences were found in both sedimentconcentration and conductivity within the basin.
The run-off from the sedimentary east part of thebasin was characterised by high concentrations ofsediment (up to 1277 mg/l) and high conductivity (upto 85 µS/cm). Exemptions were water leading fromlocal ponds and fens in the low-lying area. The con-fluence of the river from Lindemansdalen and theriver from Store Sødal is situated at the divide of thetwo dominating rock types. The river from Linde-mansdalen is clearly dominated by muddy water (982mg/l) from the sedimentary rocks, while the river fromStore Sødal is dominated by rather clear water (23mg/l) from the crystalline rocks.
As this river also carries a glacial component,there is a slightly milky appearance of the water.Input to Store Sø in Store Sødal was 157 mg/l from aglacial tributary. The water running to Store Sødalhad low conductivity values (7-12 µS/cm), while thewater from Lindemansdalen showed higher values(36-84 µS/cm). There was no significant difference inwater pH from the two areas (7.8 - 8.1). The sedi-ment concentration was low in the river in Store Sødal(12-23 mg/l).
The major contribution originates from glacialrivers from the westernmost part of the basin. Partof the sediment from these rivers will however bedeposited on the large delta flat at the western endof Store Sø or in the lake itself. Windblown sand andsilt depositions are found around the delta flat, inparticular at the south side. Several minor water-courses erode in these depositions and create localdeltas at their outlet into the lake.
An overview of the complicated hydrological andsediment transport conditions clearly demonstratesthat the variation through time is significant. It is

therefore important that identified patterns are con-firmed by field work later in the run-off season be-fore modelling and computation of water andsediment balances are be created.

5.1.9. Evaporation from snow5.1.9. Evaporation from snow5.1.9. Evaporation from snow5.1.9. Evaporation from snow5.1.9. Evaporation from snowand the free water surface of aand the free water surface of aand the free water surface of aand the free water surface of aand the free water surface of ashallow pondshallow pondshallow pondshallow pondshallow pond
Steen B. Pedersen
The project objective is to determine the magnitudeof evaporation from a free water surface and fromsurfaces with snow-cover. The observation period wasfrom 20 June to 10 July, i.e. in the late part of thebreak-up.

The evaporation from the snow surface was moni-tored from a south-facing snow-drift, just south ofthe Zackenberg station. Evaporation from a free wa-ter surface, was monitored in a small, shallow pond,a few hundred meters south of the station.
The snow-drift as well as the pond were of a tem-porary character as the snow-drift disappeared com-pletely a few days before the monitoring wasterminated, and the pond, fed partly by the meltwater from the snow-drift, dried up in part duringthe observation period. Climatic parameters, impor-tant for evaluating the free water surface evapora-tion, were monitored.
The evaporation was logged directly using a sim-ple water lysimeter placed in the middle of the pond,with equal water level inside and outside of thelysimeter. Every day the water level in the lysimeterwas measured and the magnitude of evaporation wasdetermined as the difference in water level from theprevious day.
Further, water level in the pond was recordeddaily. However, pond water influx and outflux renderit impossible to calculate evaporation, by measuringwater level in the pond, unless the fluxes can be quan-tified.
Parameters essential for determining evaporationfrom the pond, using the Penman equation, weremeasured at 10 s intervals and a 15 minutes aver-age was stored in a Campbell CR10 logger. The evapo-ration of snow was recorded by a small snowlysimeter.
The daily evaporation from the pond, as meas-ured by the water lysimeter, ranged between 3 mmand 6 mm. Results from the calculation of evapora-tion, by using water level in the pond or the Penmanequation, are not yet available.
The water level change in the pond was abouttwice than that in the lysimeter indicating that theoutflow from the pond was larger than the inflow.However, the pond and the lysimeter revealed com-parable variations in water level as well as fairlyequal reactions to changing weather conditions.
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The evaporation from the snow shows some unex-pectedly high values, particularly at the end of theobservation period (i.e. just before 10 July). Thesevalues were probably caused by melting snow insidethe lysimeter which consequently showed evapora-tion from a water surface. Realistic values would bein the order of 0.5 - 1 mm per day.
Relating the evaporation from these and othertypes of quantified surfaces to climatic parameterswill make it possible to estimate the magnitude ofevaporation in larger areas.

5.1.10. Lake corings5.1.10. Lake corings5.1.10. Lake corings5.1.10. Lake corings5.1.10. Lake corings

5.1.11. Coastal geomorphology5.1.11. Coastal geomorphology5.1.11. Coastal geomorphology5.1.11. Coastal geomorphology5.1.11. Coastal geomorphologyand fjord sedimentologyand fjord sedimentologyand fjord sedimentologyand fjord sedimentologyand fjord sedimentology
Niels Nielsen & Morten Rasch

Fig. 5.1.11.2.1.  At spring high tide (left photo) the water level at Zackenberg is above the level of the cliff foot alongthe cliff coast east of the old delta. In this situation, even small waves can erode the cliff. The photo to the rightshows the same cliff section at low tide.

The sediments of two lakes in the dead ice landscapejust west of Zackenbergelven were cored in order totrace Holocene changes in vegetation, wind and wa-ter transported soil particles, climate, etc.

Photos: Niels Nielsen

In the second lake, c. 95 m a.s.l., the core was 1.5m long which is the normal thickness of a High Arc-tic lake sediment covering all or most of Holocene.
In the deepest part of the core the sediment heldmuch sand-clay, upwards turning into a watery, jelly-like gyttja with varying but mostly small amounts ofclay. The deeper 2/3 of the core has been analysedfor pollen contents. The immigration of Salix arcticaand, shortly after, of Betula nana has been recordedbut not yet 14C-dated.

In addition to the GeoBasis coastal monitoring (sec-tion 3.4.13) efforts concentrated on reconnoitering forfuture studies of Holocene relative sea level changes,recent landscape dynamics in the coastal zone, andsedimentology of Young Sund - Tyrolerfjord.
5.1.11.1. Holocene relative sea5.1.11.1. Holocene relative sea5.1.11.1. Holocene relative sea5.1.11.1. Holocene relative sea5.1.11.1. Holocene relative sealevel changeslevel changeslevel changeslevel changeslevel changes
The Holocene marine has been determined as thelowest occurrence of boulders on three localities (Re-vet in Rudis Bugt, Zackenberg, and Blæsedalen eastof Daneborg) along the natural E-W transect of YoungSund and Tyrolerfjord. Localities along the transectwere visited to look for potential areas for more thor-ough studies. At five localities marine fossils weresampled and later submitted to the AMS facility atthe University of Aarhus for 14C dating. The forth-coming radiocarbon dating results will be combinedwith previous 14C dates from the region to constructa preliminary Holocene relative sea level curve.Thecoastal morpho-stratigraphy was logged on topo-graphic profiles from two localities (Blæsedalen andDolomitdalen on the SW shore of Young Sund) pro-viding data on possible minor transgressions duringthe overall Holocene emergence. Based on prelimi-nary results, it appears that an Early-MiddleHolocene emergence was succeeded by submergencein Late Holocene.

The first coring, c. 80 m a.s.l., revealed that thegyttja sediments were surprisingly thick. Below 3 mof water no less than 405 cm of gyttja, in the lower-most part with some clay, were overlying a 3 cm mosslayer resting upon stones.
When extruding the cores, the following becameclear: the thick gyttja layer was caused by so-called‘sediment slumping’ (i.e. some sediment, originallydeposited at lower water depth closer to the edge ofthe lake, for unknown reasons had slumped one ormore times towards the deeper parts of the lake).

Bjarne Holm Jakobsen & Bent Fredskild

5.1.11.2. Landscape dynamics in5.1.11.2. Landscape dynamics in5.1.11.2. Landscape dynamics in5.1.11.2. Landscape dynamics in5.1.11.2. Landscape dynamics inthe coastal zonethe coastal zonethe coastal zonethe coastal zonethe coastal zone
Several test sites were set up in the coastal zone nearZackenberg as benchmarks for shore dynamics (Fig.3.4.13.1). Two topographic profiles at the recurvedspit in the old delta area were established in 1991and re-surveyed in 1992, 1995 and 1996. The pro-files indicate that the shoreline position at this siteis stable (Fig. 3.4.13.2). During the 1996 field season
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the topographic profiles were supplemented with fourtest sites along the cliff coast east of the old deltaand two test sites on the wetlands west of the olddelta and east of the present delta, respectively.
Cliff recession is measured as the distance be-tween the top of the cliff and a peg situated c. 100 mlandwards the cliff. The sedimentation rate of thewetlands is measured as the vertical accretion on topof a test surface established with sand of a knowntexture.
Further, a number of photographs of coastal land-forms have been taken from well-established posi-tions. Repetitions of the photographs will allow afuture qualitative description of landscape changesin the coastal zone.
At present, tide appears to be the major dynamicagent in the coastal zone. Generally, impact fromwaves in this part of Young Sund is very limited dueto limited fetch distances. However, during extremehigh tides even small wind generated waves willerode the coastal cliffs (Fig. 5.1.11.2.1).
Attempts will be made to substantiate this hy-pothesis. In this respect, the GeoBasis data series ontide and wind contain valuable information.

Fig. 5.1.11.3.1. The bottom topography of western Young Sund and eastern Tyrolerfjord. Note the decrease of waterdepth and fjord width at the transition between Young Sund and Tyrolerfjord.

5.1.11.3. Sedimentology in5.1.11.3. Sedimentology in5.1.11.3. Sedimentology in5.1.11.3. Sedimentology in5.1.11.3. Sedimentology inYoung Sund and TyrolerfjordYoung Sund and TyrolerfjordYoung Sund and TyrolerfjordYoung Sund and TyrolerfjordYoung Sund and Tyrolerfjord
Surveying the bottom topography of a smaller partof Young Sund and Tyrolerfjord (Fig. 5.1.11.3.1) wascarried out from a Zodiac using a 200 kHz echosounder for depth measurements and a portable GPSfor positioning (Fig. 5.1.11.3.2).

Fig. 5.1.11.3.2. Mapping of the fjord bottom topographywas carried out from a Zodiac using a 200 kHz echosounder and a portable GPS. Photo: Morten Rasch
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The bottom topography map is an important tool inplanning future investigations concerning Holocenesedimentation in the fjord. Bottom samples of fjordsediment taken in the new and the old deltas ofZackenbergelven will help to clarify present sedimentcharacteristics.

5.1.12. Periglacial and glacial5.1.12. Periglacial and glacial5.1.12. Periglacial and glacial5.1.12. Periglacial and glacial5.1.12. Periglacial and glacialgeomorphological researchgeomorphological researchgeomorphological researchgeomorphological researchgeomorphological research
Hanne Hvidtfeldt Christiansen
Detailed investigations of nivation forms, processesand sediments have been carried out as part of thestudy on the effect of nivation on periglacial land-scape development in the High Arctic. Several sedi-ment samples for textural investigations and for 14CAMS dating were collected from nivation basins andare being analysed.

Fig. 5.1.12.1. Nival flooding of Kærelv in a small valleyin the southern part of Zackenbergdalen. During sum-mer, Kærelv normally is a 1-2 m wide small stream,running in a well-developed channel. However, whensnow melt starts in mid to late June, large amounts ofwater drain through the valley for a short period. Thechannel is then full and the surrounding valley bottomis flooded. Photo: Ole Humlum

Two active layer monitoring grids called ZERO-CALM-1 and -2 have been set up in the central partof Zackenbergdalen and re-measured several timesduring the summer season. They represent the firstCALM grids established in Greenland.
CALM (Circumpolar Active Layer Monitoring Pro-gram) is an informal activity under the auspices ofITEX (International Tundra Experiment) and IPA(International Permafrost Association) aiming at col-lecting long-term data on the active layer. Hence, thename of the active layer monitoring sites isZEROCALM, and the annual measurement of maxi-mum thickness in late August in both fields from nowon will be part of the GeoBasis programme.

It is our plan in the future to collect more dataconcerning the Holocene sedimentary environmentin the fjord. Future field studies will include acous-tic seismic, CTD-castings, measurements of presentsedimentation rates and coring of fjord bottomsediments with drop cores and/or piston cores. Thepurpose of the investigation is to reveal temporalchanges in sub-aerial landscape denudation rates andto compare these changes with the Holocene climatechanges in the region. ZEROCALM-1 is situated shortly north of themeteorological station on an almost horizontal ma-rine abraded melt water plain, consisting mainly ofsandy sediments. This grid is 100 m x 100 m, with121 measuring points. The ZEROCALM-2 grid is 120m x 150 m with 208 measuring points, and covers aseasonal snow-patch with a southern aspect. Thisarea is dominated by both sandy and silt-claysediments. In each of the two grids the grid size is 10m x 10 m. The maximum active layer thickness was60 cm in ZEROCALM-1 and 61 cm in ZEROCALM-2on 16 August.

In mid June, the quick onset of thawing of thestill rather continuous winter snow-cover resulted innival flooding of large parts of Zackenbergdalen withwatercourses being more than brimming and streamsflooding the otherwise dry landscape (see Fig.5.1.12.1). This situation and the resulting sedimen-tological consequences have been studied in detail(Christiansen in prep.).

Fig. 5.1.12.2. Active layer development in theZEROCALM-1 and -2 grids. The triangles illustratewhen measurements of all grid points took place. In lateJune ZEROCALM-1 was nearly totally covered by snowand had only few grid points with any active layer, whilein the ZEROCALM-2 grid snow existed only in the snow-patch which is why the early active layer establishmenthad already taken place. In general, the development ofthe two grids was equal in the later part of the summer.

During the 1996 field season both sites were re-measured weekly from mid June to early August, andon 16 August in order to describe the development ofthe active layer in further details (Fig. 5.1.12.2).There is a difference in timing of the early develop-ment of the active layer while later both thaw rateand active layer thickness follow each other. This facthighlights the control that local conditions, such as
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snow-cover and duration, landform and texture, ex-ert on the initiation of the active layer development,while later in mid and late summer, active layerthickness is primarily determined by the overall sup-ply of energy.

Fig. 5.1.12.3. The ZEROCALM-2 grid area with vegetation zones.North is towards the top. The squares with crosses inside show thelocation of the 14 TinyTag temperature dataloggers measuring atterrain surface. Average temperature values from the loggers from theperiod 24 June to 30 July are shown close to the measuring points.The location and extension of the snow fence (SF) is marked c. 2.5 mupwind/northwards of the upper Cassiope vegetation zone. The point,marked GTP, shows the GeoBasis temperature profile with continuousmeasurements in the active layer and in the upper permafrost.

A snow fence, 0.6 m high x 5.5 m long, was in-stalled about 2.5 m from the upper limit of theCassiope vegetation zone in an upwind (i.e. north-wards) direction (see Fig. 5.1.12.3) on 24 July, whenthe active layer was 70 cm thick at the fence loca-tion. The snow fence will lead to an increase in thethickness of snow in the seasonal snow-patch thatnormally accumulates in the area. It will then bepossible to study the effect on active layer develop-ment and thickness, as well as surface temperatureand the location of the very distinct vegetation zoneswhich until now have been in balance with the re-cent amount of snow accumulated in the seasonalsnow-patch.
Fourteen small TinyTag temperature sensors withindividual dataloggers were installed at distinct veg-etation limits primarily along two profiles at the ter-rain surface, one inside the area that will have alonger snow-cover caused by the snow fence as well

as one outside (see Fig. 5.1.12.3). With this configu-ration it will be possible, in the future, to measurethe effect of a longer period of snow-cover in someparts of the grid. Seven of the TinyTag dataloggerswere installed at the bottom of the snow-patch, asthe installation was done in mid June. Data are re-corded 5 times daily by all the loggers.
Calculated average temperaturesfrom 24 June to 30 July, generally showa decrease towards the location of thesnow-patch (Fig. 5.1.12.3), where thelast snow melted away on 22 July.Likewise, the asymmetrical distribu-tion of vegetation zones in the smallN-S oriented valley, clearly appears inthe temperature difference of nearly5oC between the east and west facingsides.
These significant differences intemperature within the grid are causedprimarily by the distribution and ex-tension of snow in the area. In the fu-ture it is intended to follow the locationof the vegetation zones closely and reg-ister how they react to changes inthickness of snow-cover and duration,as registered by the TinyTags.

Within the ZEROCALM-2 grid a small-scale snowmodification experiment was initiated in 1996 .

In the future it will be interestingto see how the snow fence will affectthe active layer development, as it willbe possible to use ZEROCALM-1 as akind of control grid for the manipulatedZEROCALM-2 grid.
In the ZEROCALM-2 grid, meas-urements of soil moisture and micro-meteorological parameters such assurface temperature and temperatureof the air and wind speed at 2 m werecarried out as spot measurements foreach grid point under different mete-orological conditions. This was done to locate anddescribe micro-meteorological changes in the grids.Likewise, a profile of geochemical measurements ofthe active layer water has been measured twice dur-ing the summer below the snow-patch in theZEROCALM-2 grid to describe the geochemistry ofthe developing active layer (see section 5.1.6). A per-manent soil water measurement station was estab-lished in the moss zone below the summer snow-patchextension (see section 3.4.4).

Schmidt hammer measurements of the surfacehardness and the compressive strength of bedrockand boulders are closely related to the degree of wea-thering and thus to surface age. Such measurementswere carried out in profiles from the valley bottom tothe top of both Zackenberg (Fig. 5.1.12.4) andAucellabjerg, in order to detect and map periglacialtrimlines and to be able to reconstruct the thicknessof former glaciers covering Zackenbergdalen.
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Sediment samples have been collected from selectedlandforms for luminescence dating, as part of a moredetailed reconstruction of the glacial geomorpho-logical development in key areas. These samples weretaken at the upper marine limit and from deglaciationlandforms where Store Sødal ends in upper Zacken-bergdalen, and from Morænedal, west of the Zac-kenberg mountain.

Fig. 5.1.12.4. Schmidt hammer measurements wereperformed on boulders in a profile all the way from thebottom to the top of Zackenberg. At this level theinvestigator is still looking happy, despite the fact thatthe job lasted more than two days, including a transport-saving lift with a helicopter most of the way to the top onthe second day.  Photo: Ole Humlum

5.2. Nutrient dynamics in North-5.2. Nutrient dynamics in North-5.2. Nutrient dynamics in North-5.2. Nutrient dynamics in North-5.2. Nutrient dynamics in North-east Greenland waters andeast Greenland waters andeast Greenland waters andeast Greenland waters andeast Greenland waters andsedimentssedimentssedimentssedimentssediments
Søren Rysgaard, Peter Berg, Peter B.Christensen, Tage Dalsgaard, HenrikFossing, Ronnie N. Glud, Ola Holby,Thomas Jensen, Lars Lund-Hansen,Niels P. Revsbech, Nils Risgaard-Petersen & Bo Thamdrup
A prerequisite for being able to understand long-termcontrol of the higher organism biomass in Arcticmarine environments is an understanding of nutri-ent availability and recycling in Arctic coastal wa-ters, and its impact on primary and secondary pro-duction.

The objective of this project is to elucidate thecycles of energy, carbon and nitrogen in Arctic wa-ters, as current knowledge of these aspects are neg-ligible. The project focuses on the recycling ofnutrients in the water column as well as nutrientregeneration and removal within the sea bottom ofthese coastal waters (Fig. 5.2).
The magnitude of the primary production ofphytoplankton, and thereby the basic food source forhigher animals, is controlled by several physical andchemical parameters. For example, light availabil-

ity for phytoplankton is determined by the intensityof incoming light, the thickness of ice-cover and thestability of the water column. Furthermore, phyto-plankton growth is controlled by the availability ofnutrients. An important nutrient source for primaryproducers is provided by bacterial degradation of deadorganic matter.

Fig. 5.2. The nutrient cycle in Young Sund. Primaryproduction in the water column is stimulated when icebreaks during the summer thaw. This increased pro-duction provides an increased food source for zooplank-ton and benthic animals thereby enhancing their growthrates. Likewise, sedimenting dead phyto-plankton cellsstimulate microbial mineralization at the sea floor. Here,the sedimenting organic material is de-graded throughvarious bacterial processes leading to both a permanentremoval of nutrients in the sediment and a release ofnutrients to the water column.

Part of this mineralisation takes place in the wa-ter column, but dead phytoplankton together withzooplankton exuvia and faecal pellets constitute alarge fraction of organic particles precipitating fromthe water column. In general, much of the primaryproduction in shelf areas (i.e. 0 - 200 m water depth)is deposited on the bottom, and this project has allo-cated special efforts to obtain detailed informationabout the sedimentary regeneration pathways.
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At the sediment surface, mineralisation of organicmaterial is aerobic, (i.e. with O2, oxygen), throughthe activity of benthic micro-organisms and animals.These organisms constitute an oxygen consumingdetritus food chain through which organic compoundsare degraded to CO2, NH4+ and PO43- (carbon dioxide,ammonium and phosphate, respectively). Thus, inshelf areas, the oxic zone is reduced to a thin surfacelayer, below which further mineralisation takes placeanaerobically (i.e. without O2). Sedimenting organicmaterial may be transported to deeper anoxic sedi-ment layers through the activity of benthic animalsor buried by deposition of fresh sediment.
Further degradation of organic material releasesorganic molecules which serve as substrate for mi-cro-organisms that carry out denitrification, sulfatereduction and methane production. Through theseprocesses, organic molecules are likewise metabolisedto CO2, NH4+ and PO43- in the anoxic sediment layer.In addition, anaerobic degradation results in the for-mation of N2, Mn2+, Fe2+, H2S and CH4 (dinitrogen,manganous and ferrous ions, sulphide and methane).These accumulate in the pore water and may subse-quently diffuse upwards to the oxic surface layer and,except for N2, undergo oxidation. Furthermore, NH4+

may be oxidised to NO3- in the oxic zones by nitrify-ing bacteria.
The nitrogen gasses N2O (nitrous oxide) and NO(nitric oxide) are also produced as intermediatesthrough denitrification or nitrification and althoughthey are typically minor products, they are of inter-est as possible sources of atmospheric nitrogen gases.
As a result of all the benthic mineralisation proc-esses, the products from both aerobic and anaerobicdegradation may be released to the overlying waterand be re-assimilated by primary producers, therebycompleting the nutrient cycle.

5.2.1. Sampling stations5.2.1. Sampling stations5.2.1. Sampling stations5.2.1. Sampling stations5.2.1. Sampling stations
The marine study area was located in the east partof Young Sund approximately 25 km SSE of Zacken-berg (Fig. 5.2.1). A station at 36 m water depth (Sta-tion A; 74°18.58N and 20°14.74W) was selected forintensive sampling of both water column and seabottom during the summer period (19 June - 25 Au-gust). Furthermore, biological and bio-geochemicalprocesses were investigated at different water depthsin a transect from the former Daneborg Weather Sta-tion (74°18.51N and 20°13.71W) to Clavering Ø(74°18.38N and 20°28.36W).

To cover as many different sediment types as pos-sible, measurements were performed at depths of 20m, 36 m, 60 m, 85 m and 163 m. Finally, a brief sur-vey was conducted by boat from the east part of YoungSund near Sandodden to Basalt Ø, Zackenberg Bugt,Rudi Bugt and to the west end of Tyrolerfjord to gaininformation on water depth, sediment texture andbenthic fauna and infauna.

5.2.2. Water column5.2.2. Water column5.2.2. Water column5.2.2. Water column5.2.2. Water column

Fig. 5.2.1. The marine study area with the depth transectinvestigated and sampling stations marked with arrows.On Station A, measurements were performed regularlythroughout the summer period.

In the early summer, when the study began, YoungSund was covered by two meters of ice. A seal holewas selected for sampling through the ice and later,when the ice broke and finally disappeared, a boatwas used (Fig. 5.2.2.1-3).
Physical measurements of ice thickness, light, airand water temperature, salinity, tidal amplitude,along with chemical parameters such as water col-umn concentrations of nitrate (NO3-),  ammonium(NH4+), urea, phosphate (PO43-), silicium (Si), dis-solved organic nitrogen (DON), oxygen (O2), total in-organic carbon (TCO2) and nitrous oxide (N2O), wereobtained regularly during the study period. Watercolumn samples were collected for later determina-tion of phyto- and zooplankton composition togetherwith measurements of chlorophyll. Primary produc-tion in the water column was measured in the fieldusing 14C methodology.
To determine the origin, quality and amount ofmaterial in the water column we collected water sam-ples and recorded the suspended matter (i.e. concen-tration and isotopic labelling of nitrogen and carbon).The flux of suspended material to the seafloor wasinvestigated using sediment traps suspended at sev-eral depths in the water column. The isotopic compo-sition of organic carbon (d13C) and nitrogen (d15N) inoff-shore marine sediments is very similar to that ofthe local planktonic communities and land plants
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generally have significantly lower d-values. Hence,measurements of the d-values in phytoplankton, sus-pended material and sediment at Station A, outsideYoung Sund and in Zackenbergelven, were taken toevaluate the relative importance of the marine andterrestrial contribution. These data have not yet beenanalysed and we are therefore unable to present afinal conclusion concerning the composition of thedepositing organic matter.

Fig. 5.2.2.1. Station A, the seasonal sampling stationduring June. A seal hole was selected for samplingthrough the two meter thick ice. Photo: Søren Rysgaard

Fig. 5.2.2.2. En route to Station A in the middle of July.Ice was breaking up. At several locations the ice-coverwas less than 10 cm. Photo: Søren Rysgaard

Fig. 5.2.2.3. Sampling from boat on Station A in earlyAugust when Young Sund was free of ice.Photo: Søren Rysgaard

5.2.3. Sea floor5.2.3. Sea floor5.2.3. Sea floor5.2.3. Sea floor5.2.3. Sea floor
In order to investigate the permanent accumulationof carbon and nitrogen in the sediment, undisturbedsediment cores were sampled from different depthsand locations in Young Sund, to measure the verti-cal concentration of these components as well as thevertical distribution of radio-isotopes of lead and cae-sium (210Pb and 137Cs). 210Pb is formed chemically inthe atmosphere where it is adsorbed to aerosol parti-cles and transported via the air-water interface tothe sediment. Because 210Pb decays (t1/2 = 22.3 yr),the age of the sediment can be derived from the verti-cal decrease in the 210Pb signal.

Furthermore, the vertical distribution of 137Cs inthe sediment can be correlated to discrete anthropo-genic discharges from the nuclear fuel reprocessingplant Sellafield in UK and from fall-out from atmos-pheric nuclear tests providing additional informationfor dating. These dating procedures also yield infor-

mation about the burrowing activity of benthic ani-mals because bioturbation will tend to homogenisethe distribution of 210Pb and 137Cs in the surface sedi-ment. Data have not yet been analysed, but data fromthe same area obtained in 1994 suggest that benthicanimals affect the upper 4 cm due to bioturbationand that the sea floor grows by 0.12 cm annually. In1996, intact sediment cores were also collected fromthe deepest part of our transect (i.e. 163 m) to be ana-lysed for accumulation. It is assumed that accumu-lation at this depth is higher, due to the hydrographicconditions.
The number and species of benthic animals weredetermined on each sampling occasion in sedimentcollected by Van Veen and dredge equipment. All ani-mals (≥0.5 mm) were preserved in buffered formal-dehyde for later determination. Furthermore, a visual

impression of the sea bottom, the benthic animalscolonising the sediment surface and their communitystructure was obtained with an underwater videocamera (Fig. 5.2.3). Production of benthic animalswill be calculated from the density, growth rate andsize specific weight of the predominant species dur-ing the study period.

Fig. 5.2.3. Underwater photo of the sea floor of Station Aat the end of August.
Photo: Peter B. Christensen
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The most precise estimates are obtained on molluscswhich dominate the biomass of Arctic coastal water;as their growth rate is easily estimated from theirgrowth rings. As for the taxonomic groups, includingmolluscs, growth rate can be determined by separat-ing the individual cohorts using length-frequencydistribution histograms. The temporal changes indensity are determined by quantitative sampling.Length-weight relationships will be determined forall important species present and used to estimatetheir biomass. Analysis of these samples have begunbut no conclusions can be drawn yet. However, thesediment at Station A was inhabited by densepopulations of bivalves, tube-dwelling polychaetesand bristle stars.
5.2.4. Sediment-water exchange5.2.4. Sediment-water exchange5.2.4. Sediment-water exchange5.2.4. Sediment-water exchange5.2.4. Sediment-water exchangeratesratesratesratesrates
To investigate the degradation of organic materialreaching the sea floor and to measure the resultantrelease of nutrients to the water column, intact sedi-ment cores, together with bottom water from the lo-cality, were sampled regularly and brought back tothe laboratory at the Daneborg Weather Station. Fordetermination of benthic fluxes, a number of thesecores were incubated under in situ conditions, e.g.field temperature, nutrient, oxygen and flow condi-tions in specially designed incubators. In short, thesediment cores were placed in the incubator contain-ing constantly aerated bottom water, and the wateroverlying the sediment core was kept in circulationby a magnetic stir-bar. Incubation was initiated byclosing the cores with a gastight lid and water sam-ples were collected at regular time intervals for meas-urements of the production or consumption of nitrate,nitrite, ammonium, urea, phosphate, silicium, dis-solved organic nitrogen, oxygen, total inorganic car-bon and nitrous oxide (Fig. 5.2.4). Production of thesecomponents will result in release from the sedimentto the overlying water and consumption will resultin transport from the water column to the sediment.

Fig. 5.2.4. Sampling from sediment cores during incu-bation at the end of June. In June, when ice and snowcovered Young Sund, the sediment cores were submergedin bottom water from the locality and the incubator cooledwith snow to maintain correct in situ temperature. Later,ice was collected from icebergs and brought to the labo-ratory for temperature control.

5.2.5. Porewater5.2.5. Porewater5.2.5. Porewater5.2.5. Porewater5.2.5. Porewater

Photo: Egon Frandsen

As mentioned in the introduction, microbial miner-alisation within the sediment results in consumptionof oxygen in the sediment. Therefore, on several oc-casions, the penetration of oxygen into the sedimentwas measured using microelectrodes (Fig. 5.2.5.1-2).Furthermore, bacterial mineralisation of organicmaterial on and within the sediment results in theproduction and consumption of various components

Fig. 5.2.5.1. Measurement of the oxygen concentrationprofile within the sediment. The measurements wereperformed in the laboratory of the Daneborg WeatherStation. Photo: Søren Rysgaard

Fig. 5.2.5.2. An example of the oxygen concentrationprofile from Station A in late July. The concentration ofoxygen was close to atmospheric saturation above thesediment surface and penetrated approximately 1 cm intothe sediment. The high oxygen consumption found closeto the sediment surface was caused by high microbialmineralization associated with fresh organic materialreaching the sediment after a phytoplankton bloom. Thepeak of oxygen consumption at 1 cm depth was causedby reduced substances diffusing upwards from deepersediment layers.
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in the sediment porewater. Therefore, intact sedimentcores were collected and sectioned for analysis ofporewater concentration profiles of NH4+, NO3-, TCO2,urea, DON, PO43-, SO42-, HS-, Fe2+, Fe3+, and Mn2+;and for extraction of manganese and iron oxides aswell as iron sulphides from the solid phase. In addi-tion, measurements of porosity, density and contentof drop-stones (>1 cm) in sediments of various loca-tions were obtained.
5.2.6. 5.2.6. 5.2.6. 5.2.6. 5.2.6. Sediment microbial activitySediment microbial activitySediment microbial activitySediment microbial activitySediment microbial activity
Measurements of nitrogen removal through bacte-rial nitrification and denitrification were obtainedusing 15N isotope techniques. In short, sediment coresare incubated with 15NO3- (15N labelled nitrate) in theoverlying water. Water samples collected at regulartime intervals and analysed for their content of 15Nlabelled N2 can be used to calculate the bacterialdenitrification activity. The denitrification activityreflects the capacity of the sediment to remove nitro-gen from the environment. Measurements of the di-lution of added 15NO3- with internally produced 14NO3-
during incubation, together with denitrificationmeasurements give the nitrification activity. Nitri-fying bacteria oxidise ammonium, produced by deg-radation of organic material, to nitrate thereby mak-ing nitrogen available for denitrifying bacteria.

Fig. 5.2.6. Anoxic extraction of porewater in Glove box.
Photo: Søren Rysgaard

Sulfate reduction rates within the sediment weremeasured several times during the study period us-ing radiolabelled sulfate, 35SO42-. Trace amounts ofthe compound are injected into intact sediment cores,and the accumulation of reduced 35S compounds de-termined. With this technique, rates can be deter-mined in short (24 h) incubations. Similar, rapidtechniques are not available for the measurement ofmanganese and iron reduction rates. The roles ofthese pathways in carbon mineralisation were there-fore determined by anoxic incubation at bottom wa-ter temperature of sediment sectioned into depthintervals. This was done in the middle of the sam-pling period at both Station A and at a station at 80m depth. Total mineralisation rates were determined

from the accumulation of dissolved inorganic carbonand ammonium, and the contributions of the differ-ent electron acceptors were deduced from changes inoxidised and reduced manganese and iron pools andfrom sulfate reduction rate determinations. Due tothe sensitivity of reduced iron and sulphur stages tooxygen, all handling of the samples had to take placein an anoxic glove bag (Fig. 5.2.6). In addition to theseincubations, aimed at quantifying actual field rates,an experiment was conducted to further examine theadaptation of the anaerobic bacterial population topermanently low temperatures and, consequently,the effect of temperature on carbon mineralisation.

5.2.7. Benthic landers5.2.7. Benthic landers5.2.7. Benthic landers5.2.7. Benthic landers5.2.7. Benthic landers
In addition to our measurements of the biogeo-chemical processes and fluxes in the laboratory, sev-eral investigations on different sediment types wereperformed in the field using benthic landers. Twolanders were used, the PROFILUR and the benthicflux chamber ELINOR. In principle, the landers arelowered to the sea floor and carries out measurementsin the field. Stepwise (i.e 25-100 µm steps), thePROFILUR measures the vertical profile of variousparameters, e.g. O2 concentration, pH and tempera-ture from the bottom water through the sediment-water interface and into the sediment. The ELINOR

Fig. 5.2.7. Transportation of the lander, ELINOR, toStation A during late July when the ice was breaking. Ablock of ice was used to float the lander across open waterto safe ice from where it was carried to the samplingstation. Photo: Bo Thamdrup

To this end, portions of homogenised sediment wereamended with varying amounts of fresh organic mat-ter in the form of freeze-dried phytoplankton, andrates and pathways of carbon mineralisation as wellas the bacterial population size were monitored dur-ing anoxic incubation at 0, 10 and 20°C.
The experiment will provide new information on

1) the response of the Arctic benthic bacterial com-munity to pulses of organic matter such as the set-tlement of a phytoplankton bloom, 2) the decayconstants of such organic matter at low temperature,and 3) the temperature characteristics of the bacte-rial population.
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lander was used to measure sediment-water nutri-ent and gas exchange rates together with bacterialnitrification and denitrification in the field. Thislander inserts a square respiration chamber into thesediment and by closing its lid a section of the sedi-ment is enclosed together with its overlying water.
During the incubation, the water-phase is stirredand the O2 concentration in the overlying water iscontinuously measured by microelectrodes. An inter-nal computer controls the sampling of water at dif-ferent time intervals and at the end of incubation, ascoop is closed beneath the chamber thereby catch-ing the sediment before the lander is collected.
Following recovery, water samples are frozen forlater analysis, the sediment core sieved for benthicanimals, and data recorded by the microelectrodesare transferred to a PC (Fig. 5.2.7).

5.2.8. Data analysis5.2.8. Data analysis5.2.8. Data analysis5.2.8. Data analysis5.2.8. Data analysis
We are currently working on the analyses of all sam-ples and data collected during the field campaign andhope that we can complete most before 1997. There-fore, a thorough description of data obtained in this1996 field campaign must wait until data are ready.

However, most of the data analysed so far show arapid increase in biological activity following the icebreak-up. An increase in the primary production ac-tivity was observed in connection with the ice-break-ing period causing sedimentation to increase andthereby stimulating the bacterial activity in the sedi-ment.
As an example, the oxygen consumption of thesediment increased 3-4 times within few days afterthe phytoplankton bloom. Further details concern-ing this project will be published in international jour-nals in the near future.
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5.3. Seed dynamics of Arctic5.3. Seed dynamics of Arctic5.3. Seed dynamics of Arctic5.3. Seed dynamics of Arctic5.3. Seed dynamics of Arcticplantsplantsplantsplantsplants
Heidi Elberling
Only few studies have focused on plant populationprocesses in the Arctic and consequently, the exist-ing theories relating to plant population biology havebeen developed primarily on the basis of studies inthe temperate region. Knowledge of plant populationprocesses in severe physical environments may turnout to be crucial in order to predict the effects of theincreased resource utilisation and the potential glo-bal warming on the Arctic ecosystems.

The open habitats of the High Arctic, where mostplants reproduce only sexually, are particularly sen-sitive and one can therefore expect the first and fore-most effect of a global warming to be observed here.Several aspects of seed dynamics in the High Arctichave been examined, but a general understandinghas not yet been established. Some studies have dem-onstrated an increased seed production when HighArctic plants are subjected to an increase in tempera-ture and this has implications for predictions of veg-etation development following a global temperatureincrease. However, until the seed dynamics of HighArctic plants have been elucidated, it will be difficultto evaluate the effects of for instance global warm-ing on the High Arctic habitats.
During the 1996 summer, a field experiment wasinitiated on a 50 m x 50 m abrasion plateau due southof the Zackenberg station. Within the experimentalsite, 90 plots of 0.5 m x 0.5 m were distributed ran-domly. The project is a detailed study of the seed flow(i.e. seed production > seed dispersal > seed bank >seedling establishment) of several plant species withlife strategies considered to be typical of the HighArctic, i.e. Lesquerella arctica, Papaver radicatum,Melandrium triflorum, Cerastium arcticum, Drabaarctica and Potentilla rubricaulis. The seed dynam-ics parameters will be measured several times in or-der to evaluate the temporal variation.
Seed production was estimated by recording thenumber of fruits produced per individual in the 90plots. Fruits were collected outside the plots in orderto evaluate the number of seeds per fruit. In 1997,all fruits produced within the plots will be collected.
Seed dispersal was estimated by placing 30 trapsof 0.20 m x 0.22 m randomly within the study area.The traps were emptied shortly before the end of theseason, and will be emptied again at the beginningof the season and just before plant seed set in 1997.
The seed bank was sampled randomly within thestudy area at both 0-2 and 2-4 cm depths. The sam-ples were collected before seed dispersal and at theend of the season, and more samples will be collectedin 1997, at the beginning of the season and beforeseed dispersal. The seed bank samples are at themoment being germinated in a greenhouse in Den-mark. Mature seeds were collected from the plant
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species within the study area. These seeds will con-stitute a reference collection for seeds and seedlingsin the seed dispersal samples as well as the seed bank.

Fig. 5.3. The 90 plots within the field site were assignedsix different treatments (i.e control, moisture, nutrients,disturbance, temperature, and a combination). Seedproduction was estimated within the plots, seed dispersalwas evaluated using seed traps placed between the plots,seed bank samples were taken between the plots andseedling establishment was recorded within the plots.Photo: Bo Elberling
To assess the influence of moisture, nutrients,disturbance and increased temperatures on seed dy-namics, the 90 plots were given six different treat-ments which were randomly assigned to plots (15replicates of each treatment). 1) Control (i.e. no treat-ment). 2) Moisture (i.e. each plot was given 2 l waterevery four days). 3) Nutrients (i.e. each plot was given12 g N, 5 g P, and 14 g K at the beginning of theseason). 4) Disturbance (i.e. approximately 50% of eachplot was disturbed by breaking and turning the topsoil). 5) Temperature (i.e. ITEX corners increased theaverage temperature approximately 2°). 6) A combi-nation of treatments 2), 3), 4) and 5).
On the basis of the field results, a seed dynamicsmodel of the study species will be constructed in or-der to simulate long-term effects on reproduction offor instance global warming.

5.4. Pollination community5.4. Pollination community5.4. Pollination community5.4. Pollination community5.4. Pollination communityecologyecologyecologyecologyecology
Heidi Elberling
Most literature on pollination biology focuses on sin-gle plant species and their associated fauna of flowervisitors. Thus, despite the fundamental fact that co-evolution between plants and their pollinators is adiffuse process taking place at the community level,

research in pollination ecology on a community levelis scarce. Existing community studies of pollinationmutualisms have typically occured in species-richtemperate and sub-tropical communities, where thedegree of specialisation presumably is higher thanin more species-poor communities.Seedling establishment was studied by recordingthe spatial distribution of all individuals within eachplot at the beginning and then again at the end ofthe season. Very few seedlings appeared during thesummer. The location of all individuals within theplots will be mapped again at the beginning and theend of the season of 1997.

Fig. 5.4.1. A visit to Arnica angustifolia by Clossianapolaris. Butterflies are generally thought to be specialisedpollinators in contrast to flies, which are consideredunspecialised pollinators.
Photo: Bo Elberling

In order to extrapolate knowledge across latitudes,more studies of communities with few species andnon-specialised interactions are necessary. A few sub-Arctic - alpine studies have been made with the expli-cit purpose of investigating community interactionsbetween plants and their pollinators, however, thepresent project is the first High Arctic study.
Insects are important for the pollination of manyArctic plants and in fact up to 2/3 of the Arctic floramay have facultative insect pollination. In order toregister the plant-pollinator interactions in Zacken-berg, a study plot of approximately 750 m x 750 mwas chosen for pollination observations.
The plot was located south of the Zackenberg sta-tion and included several types of plant communi-ties, i.e. fellfields, Dryas heaths, Cassiope heaths, dryDryas-Kobresia communities, and old riverbed / snow-patch communities.
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Observations of flower-visiting insects were made byregular census walks throughout the flowering sea-son. If flower-visiting insects were observed to for-age for nectar or pollen, they were regarded as po-tential pollinators. Insects classified as pollinatorswere caught and preserved for later identification,and the visited plant species was recorded.
Approximately 500 pollinator visits were observedon 30 different species of flowering plants. Some ofthe most visited species were Cerastium arcticum,Dryas octopetala, Papaver radicatum, Polygonumviviparum, Potentilla rubricaulis, Saxifraga caespi-tosa, Saxifraga nivalis, Saxifraga oppositifolia, Sileneacaulis and Stellaria longipes. Pollinators primarilybelong to Diptera, Lepidoptera and Hymenoptera.

Fig. 5.4.2. Flies visit flowers for both food (i.e. nectarand pollen) and heating. Dryas octopetala, the flowersof which are very attractive to insects, increases tempe-rature within the parabolic-shaped flowers above theambient by concentrating the solar radiation.
Photo: Bo Elberling

When the insects have been identified, a plant-pollinator interaction matrix will reveal the trophicand reproductive interactions between the plants andinsects. Connectance, C, which is the fraction of re-alised interactions in a community, will be calculatedas a measure of interaction that can be used for com-parisons between communities.
The connectance of plant-pollinator systems isdefined as C=I / (m x n), where I is the total numberof interactions between species, m is the number ofanimal species and n is the number of plant species.Comparisons with studies from other latitudes willallow discussions whether interactions are more spe-cialised or generalised in the Arctic than at lowerlatitudes.
Observations of interactions throughout the flow-ering season will make it possible to consider bothphenological displacement and morphological mis-matches between plants and insects when calculat-ing connectance of the system.

5.5. Vegetation analyses5.5. Vegetation analyses5.5. Vegetation analyses5.5. Vegetation analyses5.5. Vegetation analyses
Bent Fredskild
In addition to the 103 vegetation analyses made in1992 east of Zackenbergelven, 63 of which were lo-cated along the ZERO-line, a further 33 analyses weremade in 1996, mainly in the lowland west of the riverand in the old delta of Zackenbergelven. The analy-ses (elucidating the plant species composition, dis-tribution and coverage at a given site) were concen-trated on Phippsia algida-Luzula confusa snowbeds,Salix herbacea snowbeds, Empetrum hermaphro-ditum heaths, and, in the old delta, on species-richcommunities on moist ground, dominated by Saxi-fraga hirculus and S. platysepala, and on salt marsh-es. The results are presented in Fredskild & Bay 1993and in Fredskild 1996.

Fig.5.5. Arctic Jacob's Ladder, Polemonium boreale,displays its beautiful blue flowers along the coastlineand on basaltic soils in the study area.
Photo: Danish Polar Center / Henning Thing

5.6. Comparison of three5.6. Comparison of three5.6. Comparison of three5.6. Comparison of three5.6. Comparison of threedifferent types of arthropoddifferent types of arthropoddifferent types of arthropoddifferent types of arthropoddifferent types of arthropodtrapstrapstrapstrapstraps
Jens Böcher & Hans Meltofte
During the first monitoring season (i.e. the summerof 1995) pit fall trapping was performed using trans-parent, colourless plastic jars combined with yellowpan traps, attracting flying insects (see Böcher inMeltofte & Thing 1996).

In order to simplify the procedures it was decidedto use yellow plastic jars of about the same size asthe transparent jars (diameter of 10 cm and 9 cm,respectively). This should combine the pitfall quali-ties with those of the yellow pan traps.
During the 1996 season, both types of pitfalls wereoperated in combination with yellow pan traps inorder to compare their efficiency.
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5.6.1. Comparing yellow to5.6.1. Comparing yellow to5.6.1. Comparing yellow to5.6.1. Comparing yellow to5.6.1. Comparing yellow totransparent pitfall trapstransparent pitfall trapstransparent pitfall trapstransparent pitfall trapstransparent pitfall traps
On each of the five pitfall trapping stations, fourtransparent and four yellow traps were operated.Each trap was placed at random within a square of 5m x 5 m (see further in section 4.2.1). The catches ofselected taxa appear from Figs 5.6.1.1-3 where thecatch of ground-dwelling Lycosid spiders (Pardosaspp.), flies, Muscidae + Anthomyidae, and butterfliesClossiana spp., respectively, are compared. Appar-ently, there is no significant difference in the catchof wolf spiders, whereas the difference in caught but-terflies is conspicuous. Furthermore, there is an or-der of magnitude in difference between the catch offlies by means of the two methods. The total catch ofmites (Acari) from all traps during the season is al-most twice as large from yellow traps as from colour-less traps (4554 versus 2863 individuals).

The comparison between the two types of pitfalltraps clearly demonstrates that yellow traps are su-perior to colourless ones as regards attraction of ar-thropods and at least equal in efficiency as regardspitfall qualities.

Fig. 5.6.1.1. Comparison of catches of wolf spidersPardosa spp. during the 1996 season in 20 yellow and20 colourless pitfall traps, respectively.

Fig. 5.6.1.2. Comparison of catches of butterflies, Lepido-ptera, during the 1996 season in 20 yellow and 20colourless pitfall traps, respectively.

5.6.2. Comparing yellow pitfall5.6.2. Comparing yellow pitfall5.6.2. Comparing yellow pitfall5.6.2. Comparing yellow pitfall5.6.2. Comparing yellow pitfalltraps to yellow pan trapstraps to yellow pan trapstraps to yellow pan trapstraps to yellow pan trapstraps to yellow pan traps
The catching efficiency of yellow pitfall traps wascompared to that of yellow pan traps by operatingone pan trap randomly placed within each of the trap-ping stations 2-5 (see section 4.2.1). From the resultspresented in Table 5.6.1 it is evident that pan trapsare highly superior in catching midges, Chironomi-dae, and also much more efficient than pitfalls re-garding muscid plus anthomyid flies (note that thetotal catching area of the pitfall traps was only about60% of that of the pan traps – 1040 cm2 versus 1760cm2 of horizontal yellow area).

When chironomid midges are excluded (Table5.6.1, lower part) it appears that pitfall traps are rela-tively more efficient in catching butterflies, Lepido-ptera, fungus gnats, Mycetophilidae, and ichneumonwasps, whereas possibly less so as regards hover flies,Syrphidae.

Fig. 5.6.1.3. Comparison of catches of flies, Muscidae +Anthomyidae, during the 1996 season in 20 yellow and20 colourless pitfall traps, respectively.
Hence, yellow pan traps are much more efficientthan yellow pitfall traps in catching midges andmuscid and anthomyid flies, whereas they are lessefficient regarding a number of other insect groups.However, window traps primarily catch these twogroups (section 4.2.2) and represent therefore a valu-able supplementing means of collecting for the moni-toring programme at Zackenberg. For faunisticpurposes it is possible that collections by means ofpan traps are important. However, decisions concern-ing this issue must await the identification to thespecies level of the Zackenberg arthropod material.

Table 5.6.1. Comparison of total number of insects fromselected groups caught by four yellow pan traps (20 x 26cm) and 16 yellow pitfall traps (ø10cm) during 1996.
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5.7. Collared Lemming5.7. Collared Lemming5.7. Collared Lemming5.7. Collared Lemming5.7. Collared LemmingProject - ZackenbergProject - ZackenbergProject - ZackenbergProject - ZackenbergProject - Zackenberg
Thomas Bjørneboe Berg
The project continued data sampling on collared lem-ming Dicrostonyx groenlandicus initiated in 1995 onhabitat selection, feeding biology, population dynam-ics and morphology.
5.7.1. Population dynamics and5.7.1. Population dynamics and5.7.1. Population dynamics and5.7.1. Population dynamics and5.7.1. Population dynamics andhabitat usehabitat usehabitat usehabitat usehabitat use
The location of all 1995-96winter nests (161) and sum-mer burrows (80) were re-lated to the UTM grid andmapped (Fig. 5.7.1.1). Thenests were checked for 1)
signs of breeding, 2) predationby ermine Mustella ermineaand Arctic fox Alopex lago-pus, 3) lemming pellets with-in the nest (i.e. indicatingthat the nest had been aban-donned as living quartersand hereafter only used forpellet dropping), and 4) pres-ence of white and grey fur.Grey fur reveals that thenest was built before Novem-ber (Degerbøl & Møhl-Han-sen 1943; TBB pers. obs.)while white fur indicatesthat the nest has been in useduring May. Data are pre-sented in Table 5.7.1.

Fig. 5.7.1.1.  The 2.5 km2 lemming monitoring area and the 0.5 km2 capture–recapture area south of the runways. Winter nests (✕) from the winter of 1995/1996 and active summer burrows ( ❍)  recorded in 1996. Scale: 1 km betweenmarks on axes.

Long-tailed skuas Sterco-rarius longicaudus attempt-ed to breed both in 1995 andin 1996 (section 3.3.4 in thisvolume; Meltofte & Thing1996, section 4.3.3.4) indicat-ing that the lemming popu-lation in the Zackenbergstudy area was not at a low.Several other facts suggestthat the lemming populationin the study area was in factincreasing during the 1996field season:
Predation by Arctic fox during winter showed thesame index as the winters of 1993-1995 combined.Live lemmings were seen more frequently that in1995. Twentytwo nests in 1996 showed sign of breed-ing against 16 in 1993-1995 combined. Nest sites wereused more intensively than in the period 1993-1995according to the 36 abandoned nests (i.e. used as pel-let site) in 1996 against 15 in 1993-1995.

The vegetation around nests and burrows wasdescribed by plant species coverage within a radiusof 10 m from the nest. The frequency distribution ofplant species around nest and burrows is presentedin Fig. 5.7.1.2.
All pellets around winter nests from the previouswinter were collected by means of a battery-poweredvacuum cleaner. Analyses are still in progress andwill provide data on plant species, pellet production,C:N ratio, and protein contents with reference to thespecific nest number and vegetation around the sam-ple site.

Lemmings are active year round and have a highdemand for food. During winter, the feeding area usedby lemmings is probably smaller than during sum-mer. Therefore, a more intensive use of a smallerhome range leads to pellets accumulating within thenesting area. The number of lemming pellets aroundwinter nests was estimated and is indicative of thevariation in consumption from year to year. The to-tal number of pellets produced per nest has not yetbeen calculated, but the frequency of the different
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Table 5.7.1. Winter nests within the 2.5 km2 study area examined in 1996.

Fig. 5.7.1.2. The average frequency of plant speciesaround winter nests and summer burrows within the2.5 km2 study area. The frequency of the different plantspecies were estimated by 5 % intervals within a radiusof 10 meter around the nest or burrow. Sample size:winter nests = 161, summer burrows = 80.

Fig. 5.7.1.3. Pellet index as estimated amounts of pelletsaround winter nests within the 2.5 km2 study area.

pellet indexes is shown in Fig. 5.7.1.3. By the end ofAugust, leaves from Salix and Dryas as well as flowerstems of Bistorta vivipara were collected for lateranalysis of C and N contents. It is expected that theC and N contents of the pellets will differ from yearto year and among nest sites in accordance with thedigestibility and nutritive value of food plants.
5.7.2. Population demography5.7.2. Population demography5.7.2. Population demography5.7.2. Population demography5.7.2. Population demography
Within the 2.5 km2 study area, 0.5 km2 has been se-lected for live trapping twice per season, i.e. begin-ning of July and end of August. The study area isheterogeneous with respect to vegetation and topog-raphy, including slopes with late thawing snow beds,sparsely vegetated wind blown areas, together withwet, mesic and dry tundra. A test trapping was madein mid August giving only one trapped lemming in4000 trap hours: a subadult male weighing 36 g, withstill not fully developed testes. In 1997 100 traps willbe placed within a 20 m x 20 m grid as well as atactive summer burrows. Traps will be open 12 hours

Thirty sites (22 from 1995 and eight from 1996),where snowy owls Nyctea scandiaca and long-tailedskuas have regurgitated their casts, were checkedwithin the 2,5 km2 lemming monitoring area, result-ing in only few skua casts from the eight new sites.Bone remains from lemmings (i.e. mainly skull, man-dible and leg bone fragments [front: humerus, ulna,radius; hind: femur, tibia]) will be analysed for asym-metry according to methods used by Bendix (inMeltofte & Thing 1996).

a day and moved every 24trap hours covering the 0.5km2 in 12 days. Trappedanimals will be tagged (useof microchips is planned),sexed and aged and theirreproductive state deter-mined.

Fig.5.7.2. All new winter nests were given exact UTMco-ordinates by means of triangulating with an electronicteodolite. Photo: Aurora / Thomas B. Berg

Fig. 5.7.1.4. Collared lemmingsprefer to build their winter nests ingraminoid dominated habitats onthe shoulders of low lying areas.
Photo: Mads C. Forchhammer
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5.8.5.8.5.8.5.8.5.8.     MaleMaleMaleMaleMale     reproductivereproductivereproductivereproductivereproductive     strategiesstrategiesstrategiesstrategiesstrategiesin muskoxen:in muskoxen:in muskoxen:in muskoxen:in muskoxen:a between population analysisa between population analysisa between population analysisa between population analysisa between population analysis
Mads C. Forchhammer
Previously, the muskox mating system has beenviewed as traditional harem defence polygyny asdocumented in muskox populations in Canada andAlaska (Forchhammer 1996). However, recently itwas documented that muskox bulls in West Green-land roved between cow-groups following an optimalstrategy maximising their number of matings perunit of time (Forchhammer 1996). Additionally, it hasbeen hypothesised that this staying-roving dichotomyobserved between populations is related to a pheno-typic response in male reproductive strategy dictatedby social and environmental conditions. In particu-lar, female-biased sex-ratio and high density wouldfavour a roving strategy, whereas the opposite wouldfavour a staying (i.e. harem defence) strategy (Forch-hammer 1996).

To test the influence of social and environmentalfactors on male reproductive strategies across popu-lations a study on reproductive decision making ofmuskox bulls were carried out in Zackenbergdalen,covering the two peak weeks of muskox mating sea-son. A total of 23 focal bulls divided into four age-groups was sampled following the proceduredescribed by Forchhammer (1996).
Preliminary results show that the muskox bullsroved between cow-groups similar to what they do inWest Greenland. The high density of muskoxen andthe female-biased sex ratio observed in Zackenberg-dalen are comparable to those in West Greenland(Forchhammer 1996). Several observations weremade of bulls leaving cow-groups immediately aftersuccessful mating without being displaced from thecow-group. Additionally, the age-specific investmentin reproductive activities by bulls apparently devi-ated from the pattern observed in the West Green-land population (Forchhammer & Berg in prep.).

Fig.5.8. A small muskox group with a dominating adultbull. An adult cow is lying to the right.
Photo: Mads C. Forchhammer

5.9. Long-term modelling of5.9. Long-term modelling of5.9. Long-term modelling of5.9. Long-term modelling of5.9. Long-term modelling ofmuskox population dynamics:muskox population dynamics:muskox population dynamics:muskox population dynamics:muskox population dynamics:the effect of social andthe effect of social andthe effect of social andthe effect of social andthe effect of social andenvironmental factorsenvironmental factorsenvironmental factorsenvironmental factorsenvironmental factorsMads C. Forchhammer
In contrast to small herbivores with short genera-tion times (e.g. heteropteran insects, microtine ro-dents), the effect of environmental changes of large-size species with long generation cycles (e.g. caribou,muskox) are difficult to study under purely experi-mental conditions. An alternative approach usingdata from different populations in natural habitatsinvolves developing models that 1) link environmen-tal variation with physiology and life history traitsof individuals, 2) integrate these patterns across in-dividuals resulting in predictions about populationlevel response to environmental variation, and 3) in-corporate intra- and interspecific interactions andother feedback dynamics into the model.

Based on empirical data collected from the Bio-Basis monitoring of muskoxen (see section 4.4.2) anddata obtained from other muskox populations (seeForchhammer 1996 for review), this study aims tomodel the effect of social and environmental condi-tions on the population dynamics of muskoxen. Thisis accomplished by simulating the effect of changesas a sequential process from the level of resourcecharacteristics to population level response (Fig. 5.9).The simulation procedure is carried out by applyingage-classified matrix models. Results and predictionswill be published in detail elsewhere.

Fig. 5.9. Sequential flow scheme showing the interactionsfrom the influence of abiotic factors through forageresources and social environment to the population levelresponse.
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5.10. Sex specific variation5.10. Sex specific variation5.10. Sex specific variation5.10. Sex specific variation5.10. Sex specific variationin fluctuating asymmetry inin fluctuating asymmetry inin fluctuating asymmetry inin fluctuating asymmetry inin fluctuating asymmetry inmuskoxenmuskoxenmuskoxenmuskoxenmuskoxen
Mads C. Forchhammer

In muskoxen, both bulls and cows have well-de-veloped horns and both sexes use these in intra- andinterspecific interactions. This study analyses thevariations of fluctuating asymmetry in the horn char-acteristics of muskox bulls and cows. In particular,the study focuses on 1) sex specific variation in FA, 2)
the between population variations in FA related toenvironmental variation, and 3) the individual rela-tionship between FA and fitness.

The first part of the study was carried out atZackenberg and focused on whether selected muskoxhorn characteristics demonstrate directional asym-metry, antisymmetry or fluctuating asymmetry. Re-sults from Zackenberg will be compared with datafrom other populations and published elsewhere.

Three horn characteristics were recorded from musk-ox skulls located in Zackenbergdalen. Male hornlength, horn width and basis height were significantlylarger than those of females (Table 5.10; two samplet tests, p < 0.001). Since either absolute or relativeasymmetry differed significantly from zero (one-sam-ple t tests, p > 0.10), the three morphological charac-ters demonstrated fluctuating asymmetry in bothmales and females (Table 5.10). Absolute asymme-try in horn length, horn width and basis height weresignificantly larger in males than in females (Mann-Whitney U tests, p < 0.01), whereas relative asym-metry only differed significantly between sexes inhorn width (Table 5.10; p < 0.05). In both males andfemales only absolute asymmetry in basis height wasfound to differ significantly from absolute asym-metries in horn length and horn width, rspectively(Table 5.10; Bonferroni adjusted Mann-Whitney Utests, p < 0.01). No significant differences were foundin relative asymmetries among characters in eithersex (Table 5.10).
The data suggest that both natural and sexualselection act on the development of muskox horns.Muskox bulls use horns as a defence mechanismagainst predators as well as in agonistic intrasexualinteractions. Since muskox cows select their mates(Forchhammer 1996), sexual selection is probablyalso involved in developing bull horn characteristics.In contrast, horn characteristics of muskox cows areprobably a result of mainly natural selection throughdefence against predators and intraspecific competi-tion for access to food. Additional planned field workwill test these hypotheses as well as document theindividual relationship between the dregree of FAand individual fitness.

Table 5.10. Summary of morphological horn charac-teristics of adult (8+ years) muskox bulls and cows. Hornlength was measured from basis to tip following horncurvature, horn width was measured in a straight linefrom basis to horn tip, and basis height was measuredfrom top to bottom of basis following basis curvature.Character size is the mean of right and left side. Absoluteasymmetry is the unsigned right-minus-left side andrelative asymmetry is the absolute symmetry divided bycharacter size. Values (mean ±SD) are in cm exceptrelative asymmetry which is dimensionless.

The forces of natural and sexual selection act on thephenotype which in turn is the result of interactionsbetween genotype and environment. Developmentalstability, i.e. the ability of a genotype to controlhomeostasis in the development of a phenotype, is asimple measure of the efficiency by which a geno-type is translated into a well-functional phenotype.
Disrupture of developmental homeostasis in phe-notypes are recognised by deviations in bilaterallysymmetrical traits, i.e. fluctuating asymmetry (FA).In a large range of organisms, FA has been found tocorrelate with a number of fitness related parameters,i.e. the lower FA the more fit a phenotype. In ungu-lates, the degree of FA in horns have proven to be areliable one-dimensional fitness parameter describ-ing phenotypic quality.

5.11. Magnetometer5.11. Magnetometer5.11. Magnetometer5.11. Magnetometer5.11. Magnetometer
Vera Schlindwein
From 29 June to 24 July the Danish Polar Centeroperated a magnetometer at Zackenberg for the Al-fred Wegener Institute for Polar and Marine Re-search, Bremerhaven, Germany. The reference re-cordings at Zackenberg form part of an aeromagneticmapping programme of Northeast Greenland(AEROMAG).

recordings at Zackenbergrecordings at Zackenbergrecordings at Zackenbergrecordings at Zackenbergrecordings at Zackenberg

An aeromagnetic anomaly map reflects contrast-ing magnetic properties of crustal rocks and there-fore can provide information on geological structureseven in inaccessible areas. The total intensity of themagnetic field is recorded during survey flights. Inorder to determine the remanent and induced mag-netic field in the Earth’s crust, the internal and ex-ternal components of the Earth’s magnetic field haveto be removed from the raw data. While the internalpart is easily corrected, the external field needs to berecorded by a reference station at a fixed location.
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This external field basically results from the inter-action of the solar wind with the Earth’s magneticfield. It varies quickly in time and space and, espe-cially in polar regions close to the auroral belt, theamplitude of these temporal variations can be largerthan the amplitude of the spatial anomalies producedby crustal rocks.
AEROMAG96 surveyed the area between 73°15’Nand 78°15’N (Fig. 5.11.1) and closed the remainingdata gap of earlier AEROMAG campaigns. SinceConstable Pynt and Station Nord, as bases of opera-tion, lie well outside the survey area, a proton pre-cession magnetometer was installed at Zackenbergas reference station, continuously recording the tem-poral variations. Operation involved daily datadumps and checks of power supply from the solarpanels. A second magnetometer at Constable Pyntwas used to identify magnetically favourable surveytimes.

Fig. 5.11.1. Aeromagnetic survey areas and bases ofoperation in Northeast Greenland.

Fig. 5.11.2. Temporal variation of the Earth’ magnetic field at Zackenberg compared to Constable Pynt.

Apart from a few quiet days, most days duringthe survey showed disturbances of the order of 100nT. Variations were generally smaller during daytime.
Fig. 5.11.2 shows a typical 24 h plot of the tempo-ral variations at Zackenberg compared with Consta-ble Pynt. Both magnetograms are clearly related:disturbances occur simultaneously or with phaseshifts; the frequency content in a given time windowis similar. However, the shape of the curves may dif-fer significantly, illustrating the spatial variabilityof the external field. This clearly demonstrates thenecessity to install a reference station within thesurvey area.

The long wavelength component (T > 30 min) ofthe Zackenberg data was used to correct the airbornesurvey data. The remaining misfit at flight line in-tersections due to imperfect removal of temporal vari-ations was critically assessed. A sufficient accuracyfor the compilation of a large scale aeromagneticanomaly map could be achieved.
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6. Disturbance6. Disturbance6. Disturbance6. Disturbance6. Disturbance
Hans Meltofte
To enable future analysis of human impact on thestudy area at Zackenberg, records of different kindsof disturbance are presented. Details on regulationsof traffic etc. are found in ‘ZERO Site Manual. Guide-lines for activities under Zackenberg Ecological Re-search Operations’ available from the Danish PolarCenter web home page at http://www.dpc.dk  .

6.1. Surface activities in the6.1. Surface activities in the6.1. Surface activities in the6.1. Surface activities in the6.1. Surface activities in thestudy areastudy areastudy areastudy areastudy area
Table 6.1.1 presents the number of ‘person-days’ al-located to the different research zones in the Zac-kenberg study area (Fig. 6.1). A ‘person-day’ is onevisit by one person in the zone. Only persons activein the field are included, i.e. personnel working onthe station and its immediate surroundings are ex-cluded. Zone 1b is a ‘minimum impact’ study area,while zone 1c is a protection zone for moulting pink-footed geese between 20 June and 10 August. Simi-lar data for 1995 are presented in Table 6.1.2.
Table 6.1.1. ‘Person-days’ allocated to the research zonesin the Zackenberg study area 1 June - 6 September 1996.

Table 6.1.2. ‘Person-days’ allocated to the research zonesin the Zackenberg study area 13 July - 30 August 1995.

Fig.6.1. Research zone 1: Zackenberg core study area.Regulations and characteristics of the zone and its divi-sions are detailed on page 80 of this report.

The most obvious effect of human presence in thestudy area was the reduction from 550 (1995) to 250(1996) moulting pink-footed geese along the coast offZackenbergdalen (see section 3.3.8). Actually, onlythe birds moulting off the ‘minimum impact’ studyarea (1b) remained.
Furthermore, barnacle goose families (i.e. flight-less adults with goslings) had their feeding areas sig-nificantly reduced as compared to conditions prior to1995 (see also Meltofte & Thing 1996).
Finally, it can not be excluded that human trafficin the area was responsible for the breeding failureof one or two pairs of red-throated divers in 1996 (seesection 3.3.8).

6.2. Aircraft activities in the6.2. Aircraft activities in the6.2. Aircraft activities in the6.2. Aircraft activities in the6.2. Aircraft activities in thestudy areastudy areastudy areastudy areastudy area
The monthly numbers of aircraft flights over thestudy area at Zackenberg are presented in Table6.2.1. One landing and take-off together with theapproach and departure at low level are consideredtwo flights. In August, 120 of the helicopter flightswere sling-load roundtrips between the ship (an-chored c. 1 km off the coast south of Lomsø) and thestation. Similarly, flights in 1995 are presented inTable 6.2.2.
Table 6.2.1. Numbers of flights with fixed-wing aircraftand helicopter over the study area in Zackenbergdalen1 June - 6 September 1996.

Table 6.2.2. Numbers of flights with fixed-wing aircraftand helicopter over the study area in Zackenbergdalen13 July - 30 August 1995.

One clear effect of the flights was that four bar-nacle goose families left Lomsø because of the heli-copter disturbance, and they were not seen again (seesection 3.3.5). Furthermore, the flight activities mayhave contributed to the significant decline in num-bers of moulting pink-footed geese along the coastoff Zackenbergdalen (see sections 3.3.8 and 6.1).
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6.3. Discharges6.3. Discharges6.3. Discharges6.3. Discharges6.3. Discharges

Fig.6.2. A Hughes 500 helicopter transported 42 t of cargofrom the ship to Zackenberg station in 120 sling-loadflights at low level above the south part of Zackenberg-dalen. Photo: Danish Polar Center / Henning Thing

During the 1996 field season untreated waste waterfrom the kitchen, shower, sinks, and laundry ma-chines were let into Zackenbergelven. The totalamount equaled 1200 ‘person-days’. Combustiblewaste - excluding most plastic - was burnt on site.All other waste, incl. ‘solid’ toilet sewage, was flownout of the area or kept for later treatment. Entrailsfrom a few hundred Arctic char were disposed of inthe fjord off the old trapping station (see section 6.5).
Small amounts (< 0.005 l) of formaldehyde werelost in arthropod study plot no. 2, when traps wereflooded (see section 4.2.1).
In 1995, untreated waste water and sewage from320 ‘person-days’ was let into Zackenbergelven. Allcombustible waste was burnt on site, while all otherwaste was flown out of the area. Entrails from a fewhundred Arctic char were disposed of on the beachoff the old trapping station, as has been done for manydecades.

6.4. Manipulative research6.4. Manipulative research6.4. Manipulative research6.4. Manipulative research6.4. Manipulative researchprojectsprojectsprojectsprojectsprojects
In Elberling’s seed dynamics study plot south of theZackenberg station (UTM 512623 easting, 8264264northing, zone 27) a total of c. 180 g N, 75 g P and210 g K was added on 1 July (see section 5.3).

At the study plot, by Jonasson et al., in Tørvekæret(UTM 513343 easting, 8265440 northing) a total of15 g N and 3.75 g P was added in August. In a simi-

lar study plot just south of the station (UTM 512625easting, 8264159 northing) a total of 22.5 g N and4.86 g P was added, also in August (for both plots,see section 5.1.4.1).
An east-west running snow fence, 60 cm high and5.5 m long, was erected southeast of the station (UTM513059 easting, 8264062 northing) (see section5.1.12).

6.5. Sampling of organisms6.5. Sampling of organisms6.5. Sampling of organisms6.5. Sampling of organisms6.5. Sampling of organisms
Except for the arthropod samples (see sections 4.2and 5.4) no collection of organisms was undertaken.For local consumption at Daneborg and Zackenberg,a few hundred Arctic char Salvelinus alpinus werecaught along the coast off the old trapping station. Asimilar harvest (i.e. 300-400) has been taken in latesummer for several decades.

7. Economic investment7. Economic investment7. Economic investment7. Economic investment7. Economic investmentin ZERO 1996in ZERO 1996in ZERO 1996in ZERO 1996in ZERO 1996
The three elements of ZERO, Research – Monitoring– Logistics, of course need a steady input of fundingto secure optimal performance. Although the stationas such will not become fully fledged until the sum-mer of 1997, funding interests have already led toquite impressive grants in support of the station andits activities.

During the years 1991 - 1995 a total of 15,088,000DKK were allocated to ZERO, distributed with7,887,000 DKK to research, 2,820,000 DKK to moni-toring and 4,381,000 DKK to logistics.  In 1996, ad-ditional 9,866,000 DKK have been granted toactivities within the ZERO framework. Specifically,5,375,000 DKK were donated to research projects,1,650,000 DKK supported monitoring, and 2,841,000DKK covered logistics. Thus, by the end of 1996 theoverall ZERO 'investment' has totalled 24,954,000DKK.

Fig.7.1. Visiting the stone cairn at the summit ofZackenberg mountain. Tradition requires every visitorto add one more stone to the cairn.
Photo: Danish Polar Center / Henning Thing
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8. Publications8. Publications8. Publications8. Publications8. Publications
8.1. Scientific papers8.1. Scientific papers8.1. Scientific papers8.1. Scientific papers8.1. Scientific papers

Kjærgaard, J.J. 1996: Fornemmelse for snedriver.- Berlingske Tidende, 17 December 1996.

Thing, H. 1996: ZERO News # 6, April 1996. ZERONews #7, October 1996.

8.4. Supplementary list of8.4. Supplementary list of8.4. Supplementary list of8.4. Supplementary list of8.4. Supplementary list of

Hansen, E.S. 1996: Vertical Distribution of Lichenson the Mountain, Aucellabjerg, NortheasternGreenland. - Arctic and Alpine Research 28:111-117.

Rasch, M., Christiansen, H.H., Hansen, B.U.,Hasholt, B., Humlum, O., Jakobsen, B.H. &Nielsen, N. 1996: Greenland landscape ele-ments as indicators of rapid environmentalchange. Pp. 69-92 in Berger, A.R. & Iams, W.J.(eds.): Geoindicators. Assessing rapid environ-mental change in earth systems. - A.A. Bal-kema, Rotterdam/Brookfield.
Rysgaard, S., Finster, K. & Dahlgaard, H. 1996:Primary production, nutrient dynacics andmineralization in a northern Greenland fjordduring the summer thaw. - Polar Biol. 16: 497-506.
8.2. Reports8.2. Reports8.2. Reports8.2. Reports8.2. Reports
Fredskild, B. (ed.) 1996: Grønlands Botaniske Un-dersøgelse 1995-1996. Rapport. - BotaniskMuseum, 21 pp.
Meltofte, H. & Thing, H. (eds.) 1996: ZackenbergEcological Research Operations. 1st AnnualReport, 1995. - Danish Polar Center. Ministryof Research & Technology, 64 pp.
8.3. General information8.3. General information8.3. General information8.3. General information8.3. General information
Anon. 1996: Kiisami suliarilerpaat. Nu gør de no-get ved det. Ny forskningsstation skal værebasis for langsigtet økoforskning. - Atuaga-gdliutit/Grønlandsposten no. 30: 4.
Andreassen, J. 1996: En god gang gas. - BerlingskeTidende, 21 January 1996.
Andreassen, J. 1996: Forskere måler naturens kæ-dereaktion. - Berlingske Tidende, 24 Septem-ber 1996.
Christensen, T.R. 1996: Sumpgas, tundra og klima.- Naturens Verden 1996: 57-63.
Christiansen, H.H. 1996: News from Members.Denmark. - Frozen Ground 19: 5.
Groes-Petersen, H. 1996: Jagten på år nul. - Dag-bladet Politiken, 4 August 1996.

Hasholt, B. 1996: Sediment transport in Green-land. - Erosion and Sediment Yield: Globaland Regional Perspectives. IAHS Publ. no.236: 105-114. publicationspublicationspublicationspublicationspublications
Born, E.W., Wiig, Ø. & Neve, P.B. 1995: Observa-tions of Muskoxen (Ovibos moschatus) in Cen-tral East Greenland. - Z. Säugetierkunde 60:373-379.
Dawes, P.R., Elander, M. & Ericson, M. 1986: TheWolf (Canis lupus) in Greenland: A HistoricalReview and Present Status. - Arctic 39: 119-132.
Forchhammer, M. & Boertmann, D. 1993: Themuskoxen Ovibos moschatus in north andnortheast Greenland: population trends andthe influence of abiotic parameters on popu-lation dynamics. - Ecography 16: 299-308.
Hansen, E.S. 1982: Lichens from Central EastGreenland. - Meddr Grønland, Biosci. 9. 33pp.

9. Personnel9. Personnel9. Personnel9. Personnel9. Personnel
9.1. Research & Monitoring9.1. Research & Monitoring9.1. Research & Monitoring9.1. Research & Monitoring9.1. Research & Monitoring
9.1.1. Zackenberg9.1.1. Zackenberg9.1.1. Zackenberg9.1.1. Zackenberg9.1.1. Zackenberg
Thomas B. Berg, M.Sc., Danish Polar Center(BioBasic and lemming ecology, 19 June - 6September)
Torben Røjle Christensen, Ph.D, Botanical Insti-tute, University of Copenhagen (trace gasexchange, 4-12 August)
Hanne H. Christiansen, Ph.D., Institute of Geo-graphy, University of Copenhagen (periglacialgeomorphology, 19 June - 2 August)
Bo Elberling, M.Sc., Institute of Geology, Uni-versity of Aarhus (water chemistry and plantecology, 19 June - 4 August)
Heidi Elberling, ca,d.scient., Ph.D. student, De-partment of Ecology and Genetics, Instituteof Biological Sciences, University of Aarhus(plant ecology, 19 June - 12 August)Hansen, E.S. 1996: Zackenbergs laver. - NaturensVerden 1996: 15-19.

Thing, H. 1996: Zackenberg år 1: Tag over hove-det. Zackenergip ukiua 1: Oqqiffissaqalerpoq.- Forskning i Grønland/tusaat 3/96: 4-9.
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Mads C. Forchhammer, Ph.D., Department ofEcology and Genetics, University of Aarhus(muskox research, 4 August - 6 September)
Bent Fredskild, Ph.D., Botanical Museum, Univer-sity of Copenhagen (lake corings, 15 July - 2August)
Birger Ulf Hansen, Ph.D., Institute of Geography,University of Copenhagen (remote sensing, 15July - 2 August)
Bent Hasholt, Ph.D., Institute of Geography, Uni-versity of Copenhagen (water and sedimenttransport, 19 June - 10 July)
Ole Humlum, Ph.D., Danish Polar Center (Geo-Basic, 19 June - 2 August)
Bjarne Holm Jakobsen, Ph.D., Institute of Geogra-phy, University of Copenhagen (lake corings,15 July - 2 August)
Sven Jonasson, Professor, Ph.D., Botanical Insti-tute, University of Copenhagen (trace gasexchange, 4-12 August)
Peter van der Keur, Ph.D. student, Institute ofGeography, University of Copenhagen (waterchemistry, 10-23 August)
Hans Meltofte, D.Sc., Danish Polar Center (sta-tion manager and BioBasic, 3 June - 6 Sep-tember)
Anders Michelsen, Ph.D., Botanical Institute,University of Copenhagen (trace gas exchangeand plant ecology, 4-12 August)
Niels Nielsen, Ph.D., Institute of Geography, Uni-versity of Copenhagen (coastal geomorpho-logy, 15 July - 2 August)
Claus Nordstrøm, Ph.D. student, Institute of Geo-graphy, University of Copenhagen (trace gasexchange, 19 June - 23 August)
Steen B. Pedersen, graduate student, Institute ofGeography, University of Copenhagen (waterand sediment transport, 19 June - 10 July)

9.1.2. Daneborg9.1.2. Daneborg9.1.2. Daneborg9.1.2. Daneborg9.1.2. Daneborg
Peter B. Christensen, Ph.D., National Environ-mental Research Institute, Denmark (marinebiology, 6-25 August)

Tage Dalsgaard, Ph.D, National EnvironmentalResearch Institute, Denmark (marine biology,9-31 July)
Henrik Fossing, Ph.D., Max Planck Institute forMarine Microbiology (marine biology, 15-31July)
Egon Frandsen, technician, National Environ-mental Research Institute, Denmark (marinebiology 17 June - 10 July)
Ola Holby, Ph.D., Max Planck Institute for Ma-rine Microbiology (marine biology, 9 July - 3August)
Ronni N. Glud, Ph.D., Max Planck Institute forMarine Microbiology (marine biology, 9 July- 3 August)
Lars Lund-Hansen, Ph.D, Institute of Geology,University of Aarhus (marine oceanography,17 June - 10 July)
Niels P. Revsbech, D.Sc., Institute of Biological Sci-ences, University of Aarhus (marine biology,9-25 August)
Nils Risgaard-Petersen, Ph.D, Institute of Biolo-gical Sciences, University of Aarhus (marinebiology, 18 June - 4 August)
Søren Rysgaard, Ph.D., National EnvironmentalResearch Institute, Denmark (marine biology,18 June - 25 August)
Bo Thamdrup, Ph.D., Max Planck Institute for Ma-rine Microbiology (marine biology, 10 July - 3August)

Jacob Simonsen, graduate student, Institute ofGeography, University of Copenhagen (soilchemistry, 15 July - 10 August)

Morten Rasch, Ph.D., Institute of Geography,University of Copenhagen (coastal geomor-phology, 15 July - 2 August)

9.2. Logistics and construction,9.2. Logistics and construction,9.2. Logistics and construction,9.2. Logistics and construction,9.2. Logistics and construction,ZackenbergZackenbergZackenbergZackenbergZackenberg
Aksel Andersen, Venslev Cabins (construction, 10August - 6 September)Hauge Andersson, Danish Polar Center (logisti-cian, 22 August - 6 September)
Tine Gad, Danish Polar Center (station assistant,2-29 July)
Steen B. Jensen, Danish Polar Center (stationassistant, 1 June - 2 July)
Kjeld Johnsen, Venslev Cabins (construction, 10August - 6 September)
Bo Knudsen, Venslev Cabins (construction, 10August - 6 September)
Henrik Lassen, Danish Polar Center (logistician,1 June - 27 August)
Kresten Mathiasen, Danish Polar Center (stationassistant, 4 August - 6 September)
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Inger Meltofte, Danish Polar Center (cook, 3 June- 6 September)
Martin Pedersen, Venslev Cabins (construction, 10August - 6 September)
Bent Sørensen, Asiaq (electronics technician, 4-12August)
9.3. Other, Zackenberg9.3. Other, Zackenberg9.3. Other, Zackenberg9.3. Other, Zackenberg9.3. Other, Zackenberg
Dennis Carter (in transit, 7-20 June)
Ulf Marquard-Petersen (in transit, 9-16 June)
Henrik Groes Petersen, Dagbladet Politiken (jour-nalist, 2-15 July)
Henning Thing, Ph.D., Danish Polar Center (su-pervision of ZERO, 10-23 August)
Steen Yssing, Danish Broadcasting Corporation(journalist, 11-19 August)
Peter Watt, Danish Broadcasting Corporation(photographer, 11-19 August)
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A ZERO researcher heading into the future to discover more details on the dynamics of the High Arctic ecosystem.
Photo: Aurora / Thomas B. Berg
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APPENDIX 1

The core of Zackenberg study area with locality names mentioned in this annual report. All unofficial place names
are given in italic.
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APPENDIX 2

Research Zone 1 and its divisions. The core of Zackenberg study area is partitioned as follows:

Zone 1a is the core area for monitoring and research projects. In this zone a number of transportation corridors (e.g.
pathways or boardwalks marked with green-topped nylon sticks) are staked out to concentrate general surface traffic to
the least fragile habitats.
Zone 1b is set aside as a 'minimum impact' study area. This implies that only a minimum of activities will be permitted
here and that research can take place only following approval. Ad hoc access by individuals may be granted by the
station manager.
Zone 1c is a waterfowl protection area. Several hundreds of geese moult in the lowlands adjacent to the coastline.
During the 50 days moulting season the geese are extremely sensitive to disturbance. In order not to scare off the geese
permanently and thereby altering significantly the grazing regime of the coastal meadows, access to zone 1c is prohibited
between 20 June and 10 August. Proposed research in zone 1c requiring access during the critical period must be
approved before the field season.


